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I came out of the cataract alive,

anil that's more than 1

expected. 1
thought my skin

till I
Republican Journal Publishing Co.! thenlire.rubbed
And then

was
was

the strangest thing
happened. I had already been led to
expect many curious and startling things,
hut this was si. ridiculous that 1 absolutely
laughed. 1 do not think that that stupid
nurse of miue detected uiy laugh, hut I
felt it bubbling within me all the time,
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Things were brought to me
basket; they took one article
and fastened it around my body, then
another which they passed over my head,
forcing my arms through two holes, then
another and another, and finally one so
long that I lost my other end. 'Then
they put each foot of mine in a little bag.
alter which they told me to stand up like
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and go and see my mother.
So I had a muthet : I was glad to luiv.something, they had taken so much f: n
me already. My mother was a long thing
How
spread out on something white.
different her touch ! 1 took to her at once,
s
; re J was to he touched and handled
although I could not see the necessity
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had any." 'This is partially true, for 1
often wondertd how the good Create!
could stand there and so- one ot I its
machines thus spoiled, and not intorfen
Hut evidently she is not well acquainted
with my anatomy
my w its didn't reside
there: so 1 will go on with my -tory in
tions.
“Stray
spiti ot her png
Leaves from a liaby's A a im!" in Haby
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delightful

be touched and handled sotendetiy. I
undergone so much harshness already that I now could readily distinguish
hard from s n
She
Sin- a,is so soft!
had no align : sin- was as round as the
I believe my love for try mother
sun.
began then. How I cuddled around her!
In a moment 1 lost myself, forgot all my
misfortunes, and dwelt among the angels,
the former companions of my litc.
When niv nurse heard that 1 was going
to write oat my diaiy .-he laughed and
said:
“Write a diary, indeed! I have
spanked all his w its out of him. if he ev n
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Seeding

Grass,

to

iperi

y

ha- no
\i*tcii«v. but that you inu-t fence out
ail intruder-, ami guard v*mr propert) with
wall* and h-m-e-. if y*m de-ir*- to enjo) it. art.it w lade -) -k ill i- founded upon
;• our own.
Tile law does proleet a
.tii
iidiieoii- notion.
Hi- real estab audits protlman** property.
m t-are hi*, ami line lie under the protection
«»t ;m- law. whether teheed or uiltciieed.
Most ol our Now lmglami Inm> art* inelo>. .1
wit11 fciio>, straight, erooktd and irregular.
is
g.i. I etd a lit l inditl'en id. in fael. tht
s.-.ticr!} a farm but what is divided and siib;i\idi-ti by f net s, so that it rest nib!.
ehoek• •r board.
The imdosures embrace the pasture,
ti id. orchard, barnyard, llower garden, vegetable garden, lane, highway
in short, everything s,-ems fenced. Trie kind of fences and
ne.de t»t construction van in the diilerent
s!
s.
in \, w Idigiand we have the Virginia
tail fence, which l- the pioneer fence, where
there is plenty of limber.
1 hen then is the
leg fence, stone wall, stump t'eiiee, pitch pole
ft nee. worm ft ne« and the post ami rail fen.-.
The lawful fence is not less than four feet high.
lo Maine ami Massachusetts stonewall is the
main ft-lire■. -I. at all events, more generally
distributed. In Main* the rail fence e.-mes
n< \i
thin the beard f.-m-. of which there are
many 'I t!. !• in kind-, then th» bush fern-', etc.
tenet
are the cheapest, and require less
Rail
skill to bniid them than any other kind.
<*ood
fences ale made •.u» of the loots anti stumps ol
» dg' \\ is*
o ge trees set
oil the ground. Tile
Up
'lie wall, when well built, will last forever;
ut as a gt mral tiling it is poorly built, and the
•'I
A tumble-down
plays havot with it.
one wall is an unsightly
object when grown
up to thistles, jolden-rod and weeds generally.
! ie st'.iie w all as commonly built, win thei single or double, j- wry g.. -d to keep tint or in all
kinds f >t.,,• k \ •<■■,<{ sheep. A- a matter of
■■com.my it is eonteii l tl by some that instead of
utilizing 'm- large stones found in a lielil. for
h uees, it Would I
cheaper to dig a deep ( it
ami bury them. The smaller stones could he
gadiercduml thrown into a trench for a stone
i*.
it has been estimated
drain,
in either
t would cost less to dispose of them in
lhat
thevvavs named than to ust* them lor a stone
wall. Tic otli.-r da\ y ou: eoi respondent was
'aiking c. it!i ;.n inteliigeiit k nm bee farmer
■
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greatest need now is, to grow more
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more
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ground for

oilier crops raised on a mixed
be done by better
This
ni i'ilv

an

prep,a; iimn o! tin- -"ii, and better seedInstead of throwing the seed in a
ing
haphazard way upon the hard, weatherin'..ten
surface of the ground in the
spiing tin seeding should lie postponed
:t and harvested. The
ii..'. :
gi am is
soil is then to he plowed with a shallow
furrow, thoroughly well harrowed, and
n ole line and compact.
The seed must
in- sow!., and immediately brushed in with
the mouthing ami brush harrow, which
is t-asih made.
Phis levels and firms
tin- soil, as well as spreads and covers
tin1 i- il.
It is well to use this harrow
cro-sA -i1
ifthe harrow marks, and across
tin1 iiii*1 of sowing, so as to spread the
-ci-d more evenly. It is better still to sow
tin- seed both ways, half each way, if the
s not able to
.sower
spread it quite evenly. Tin1 even sowing is very important,
liei ,.i. e bare spaces arc a great injury in
tv,i v ys one, that the ground is vacant,
V
produce weeds in the bare spots;
other, that tlic grass is too crowded
too thickly sown, (trass seed,
where ii
-ion
as
lu re directed, will start up
Inii■!■:iy and grow rapidly ; if the seeding
is di'lie in duty
or early in August, the
young glass will he strong enough to
res st the winter safely, and a heavy crop

el

i
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a:

wid lie tin result.
turist for June.

The

Most

[American Agricul-

Profitable

Horses,

mistake when they
slight the advantages to be derived from
keeping good horses, and from breeding
i-armors

make

a

pair nr two of colts every year. A
three-year-old colt can be reared as
cheaply as a cow of the same age, but
while an ordinary price for a young threeyear-old cow is forty dollars, a young colt
is worth seventy-live dollars, at the very
least, when a year old, and one hundred
and fifty dollars when three years old.
il. however, a good thoroughbred sire is
used, at the cost of fifty dollars, the colt
at three years may easily he worth three
a

hundred dollars. Roadsters in the North,
and saddle horses in tlie South (both arc
really roadsters), are the moat desirable
animals to rear. The thoroughbred blood
is like the steel oue puts into a machine;

gives strength, firmness, lightness,
durability, elastictv and vigor into tlie
The bone is harder, and
cold blood.
more solid, and lighter; the sinews art
it

stronger and more elastic : the muscles
are firmer, and have greater tension ; the
lungs are more capacious; the weight if
reduced, and with more strength and
vivacity of motion, and less weight, we
have swiftness and ease of movement
[American Agriculturist for June.

>

costing

from T4g4V
All from the
^ fl,f live weigh!
VVest are owned t»y butchers, none being offered in
the market lor sale.
-lore Tigs sell at £! to $b..'»0 c head, or from .'»e.
to it.-. T It., live weight.
A few each week i- all the
demands require.

‘"Thaiiks, Awfully."
A correspondent of the Washington Star
writes: I bad supposed that the silliness of our
rising race of dudes had been exaggerated till I
was a witness of an incident that realized lie
worst. Two half-grown hoys were concluding
a drink of soda water, when I stepped up to
the counter, and the one, who, it seems, was
treated by the other, remarked, in perfect seriousness and as if it was a proper and beautiful
form of acknowledgment
thanks, awfully.”
Now, Mr. Kdiior, 1 want to know if there is
any hope for a boy who says, when treated by
a playmate to soda water, ““thanks, awfully?"
N there any career possible to such a )outh?
Has he any excuse for keeping alive?
What
can we do with it?
“I have no appetite," complain many sufferers.
Hood’- Sars.ipariba gives an appetite and
the stomach to perform its duty.
“Hair you there,” said the store boarder, as lie
fished the fragment of a sunny tress lrom a dish
of spring butter.
A

ITRK

FOR

PIMPLES !

My face for the last few years was covered with
pimples so bad, that 1 used to be ashamed logo
anywhere. I took two bottles of sulphur Hitters
and the pimples disappeared. I use them every
spring.—C. K. Dow, J'oU Direr.
New York has given birth to and killed off live
daily papers within a year, but it takes a long, long
time to kill off all the fools.

positive assertions? a
YEt>’ HEART REGULATOR did me a world of good, nothing I
ever used before did me any good, it just cured
me of Heart Disease.
$1.00 per bottle at drugCan you longer doubt
person says “I)R. GRA
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considered necessary a gem raOne
tion ago i- now regarded as useless.
would scarcely suppose that it takes 8.000.non
of
i•
r
tin*
in
which
rods
fence
pastures alone,
the S>oo,uon nea! stock of Maine is kept, and yet
I ldoubledly there are several thouil dot s.
sand miles id' list less fences siistaineil in Maine
to-day, which, if abolished, would be a great
saving, and relieve a dead weight from our
sturdy yeomanry. There would seem to be
more of usage and custom in this matter of
fences than of law. Owners of adjoiniug lands
are
required to maintain partition fences,
bearing the expense equally. Hut there is no
law to oblige one to build a fem e to prevent
tre-pass by neighbors’ cattle. The law requires animals to l»c fenced in, not fenced out.
Once custom made public pasturage in Maine
W'hat

of

our

\va- once

highways,

but

a

few y ears

ago

towns

at

their annua! spring meetings began to act in
the matter, and it was voted practically that
the highway belonged to the travelling public,
and that the owners of stock roaming in the
highway were liable. But. while many prefer
to adhere to the old practice of maintaining
fences, there are others who are removing
no
them and
are suffering
inconvenience.
These removals an* routined to not only road
In
certain
but boundary fences.
portions of

Europe fences arc being dispensed with, notably in England and Germany, so that the custom of having fences seems to be confined to
It i> found easier and cheaper in
this country.
those foreign countries to have the peasantry

than to maintain fences. In
some places in New England tin.* farms would
not bring, if they were sold, us much as the
fi nees cost which inclose them and within
their limits. The present wooden fence by the
roadside appears more serviceable for quack
and other advertisements than for use to farmIn many towns in Maine the sharp, keen
ers.
barbed wire fence is rapidly coming into use,
especially in seaboard towns, and along the
line of railroads. [Augusta Cor. Boston Herald.
take

care

of cattle

gists.
“Nothing is impossible to him who wills,” say*
the. philosopher. No, nor the lawyer who conduct*

the

case.

Wonderful Discovery.
Consumptives and all, w ho suffer from any affection of the Throat and Lungs, can lind a certain
cure in
Hr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption. Thousands of permanent cures verify the
A

truth of this statement. No medicine can show
such a record of wonderful cures. Thousands ol
(Mice hopeless sufferers now gratefully proclaim
they owe their lives to lids New Discovery. Ii
will cost you nothing to give it a trial. Free Tria
Hollies at Richard II. Moodv’s Drug Store. Large
size, -r*0c. and $1.00.
A “chin rest” is much in favor with violinists
So excellent a device should not be confined to an)

particular profession
Very

or

calling.

Remarkable

Recovery.

Mr. Geo. V. Willing, of Manchester, Mich,
writes: “My wife has been almost helpless foi
five years, so helpless that she could not turn ovei
In bed alone. She used two bottles of KlectrU
bitters, an<l is so much improved, that she is able
now to do her own work.”
Electric Bitters w ill do all that is claimed for
them. Hundreds of testimonials attest their grea
curative powers. Only fifty cents a bottle at Rich
ard H. Moody's.

A

Terrible Indictment,

As one result of tin* peculiar feature of Mor*
monism is said by the “Saiuta” to be a fulfilment of the Scriptural injunction, “Be fruitful,
and multiply, and replenish the earth;” and as
the Mormons profess to be devoted to their
children, there ought to be in Utah a rising
generation of high intelligence. Yet the .Salt
Lake Tribune says: “There has never yet
been a Mormon scholar in the sense in which
tire term is used in other countries; there has
never yet been a Mormon school worthy of the
name of school; there cannot be found in any
Northern or Western state any community ol
one hundred and fifty thousand souls, like tbt
Mormon community in Utah, where there art
no real scholars."
If the Salt Lake Tribune is wrong the Saint?
ought to correct it by telling who and where
the educated Mormons are and what they art
doing and why the rest of the world nevei
hears of them. [N. Y. Herald.
"What is there in a iniuce pic?” asks a househok
We should like, to answer that question
but have not time to get out a supplement.

journal.

and the

au-

of

the

there, not one of nature, but the result of man's
artifice- a splendid-hip of monster proportions
and beautiful model. This monarch of the
seas is on the stocks of Carleton. Norwood &
Co. of lloekport, the most picturesque of the
town*.- four villages, and is the object of much
attention from people far and wide.
She i> Jiiu feet ketl, 2No teet over all and 45
feet beam, with 2S feet total depth of hold,t-d
IV* t of this being 'tween decks.
She has two
full docks and a set of heavy orlop or spar
beams 12 feet from the floor. These dimensions
indicate that she will measure over 2600 tons,
net register, making her tie largest sailing ship
but on*1 ever built in America, the Great Republic coining first in point of size, being down
in the register for 5550 tons
This latter was
502 feet tonnage length. 4s feet 4 inches beam,
2o feet 2 inches bold, had three decks, and was
built by Donald MeKa\ at Hast Poston in 1N55.
The Koekport eralt inc* a frame of Virginia
white oak. with planking and ceiling of Southton pine, and is’yen strongly fastened with
iron and copper, all the treenails being North
Carolina locust.
Pe!«*w the light line the
Listening is all c onposition. The frame is very
heavy ami wed seasoned. There are ihree
keelsons, one stick on the other, each lt»xl(5

like the gout or a coat of arms. It tinds its
victim- in the larger cities, where civilization is
inns*
intense, and the burning streets, contaminated atmosphere, close dwelling.- and
offices, hurried ami improper meal-, ami tin*
telegraph, telephone and electric light, conspire to excite, aggravate and de-troy the
uervou.- system and the machine of which it is
the motor.
1 suppose most men will go on in the same
mad rac** for wealth and fame they are running. a> a Hock of sheep follow the leader over
a prccjpi. c. breaking and defying the laws of
nature and (Jod. taking niggardly holidays at
lightning speed, devoting hours to business and
moments to friends and family, until
the
grave .swallows them and thev avvakin beyond
the veil to mourn their folly.
Not so the j
writer. He was awakened painfully i«- a conception of the preciousness of life ami its frail
tenure In the death of several college mates
inches, with sister keelsons 15x15. the bilge
with whom he was racing to compier the keelsons 14x14 on a side and tyvo midlloor
world of knowledge, and slowing up, concludkeelsons 14x14. The decks are laid in white
ed tin* years were going fast and holidays were pine. She has two lock stroke-, each 10x14
to be tak'-n now or never.
Above all should
12x12 running her
inches, and grub -Irak
hay fever patients thus resolve, for their over- j entire length, edge bolted and cut doyvn 1\
and
exhausted
nervous
will
inches
deck
beam.
All three,
wrought
systems
upon every
find balm in the wild woods ami nepenthe by locks and grubs, are lock-keyed with locust,
j
the surrounding sea. tor this «lis. a-r. au-rd in
and they convey a good idea of the vessel's
civilization, may be mred In barbarism.
gn at -tjvngth.
Some veals ago. in search of a prophylactic
1'he after house i- 5o feel long, and y\il! have,
or a panacea for hav fever. I .-aw a statement
besides abins, many staterooms and closets
hat Hr. Dio Lewi- hail cured himself of the
ami comply te toilet coinenienccs. It will be a
disca-e by becoming a farmer. H< abandoned veritably tl •atim. hotel. This house, yvhieh is
the high pre—ure life of the city, lived plainly
built from tlie main deck, i- surrounded by a
and abstemiously, worked in the broad sun- tour-toot poop, which exo lids aboil* 20 feet
light in contact with forest and ticids, and re- beyond the foryvard coinpanionway. The forran ered.
yvanl house is 54 feet long, and will In as good
demons!raieu
a
home afloat as poor dark could wi-h—yvell
i„.\perieiicc lias abundantly
that medicines merely palliate in this I i a -«■.
tinished. yvell lighted and yvell ventilated. Tile
and amelioration of symptoms come- from
stora <■ wins, galleys, hoy-* quarters, etc., occupy
.Ill'*
‘I"""
change of location to the sea shore or the
i'll
mountains. Yet the relief is only partial. A
tk< > up tin* f". ward part. There are 24 blinks
long sojourn from home and business is neces- tor seamen in the forecastle, accommodations
sary to prevent the accession of severe symp- for the other people who live forward being in
toms, and sufferers ire ever groping for other
the after half of the home.
means of relict.
ThB big ship will carry for her lower masts
Many persons seek it upon
tilt shores of New Jcisey, because they are
four sticks of Oregon pine which will trim up
of
access
and
ha\c
hundreds
of
seaside
as follows;
Mail! and lore 00 feet long, 30 ill.
easy
hotels.
The flat lands, the frequent
land diameter; mizz.en. » feet long. 31 inches diambreezes loaded with spores and mosquitoes,
eter. and jiggi r. ss tV- t long. 2> inches in diamthe hot. shining sands, the glaring lights and
eter.
These big sticks were towed down from
brass hands, are exceedingly aggravating to
Boston by a tug boat and were hauled out of
the nervous sufferer, and be gets only a modithe water by a long string of oxen. The mizcum of comfort.
/•'ii. main and foremast will be square rigged,
'Hie White Mountains are a favorite resort
the lower ami topsail yards being also of Orefor those suffering from a severe type of dis- gon pine, while the jiggermast w ill be fore-andease. and considerable relief is obtained by a
aft liggeO.
The maintop will be sixteen feet
sumnie!
residence there, but the majority of across and there will be room enough up there
patients cannot spare so much time, except for pre'ty nearly the whole ship's company. A
vvlnii they are too sick to do anything, and
good idea of the \e>>eiN size and of the spread
tie n the it gioii i- so far away from tile Middle
site will carry may be had from the fact that it is
and Western Slates that it i' torture to travel
Is.’» feet from the deck to the main truck, while
to it.
A gentleman who suffers from hay levher lower yards are about 00 feet long. She will
er and asthma ol a terrific type, and wh > had
ai ry one ol tlie Knowlton's patent windlasses
be*, n everv where in search of relief, told me.
and lima-capstans of the same make- two on
“Bethlehem. N. II.. was a good place if one the forecastle di ek and one amidships. Her anwould go there early and remain until hour chors will be from Camden village, where one
frost had swept the lowlands, hut it a warm
oi over o.ooo pounds weight is already hammerspell occurs alter a return home, the disease ed out. Ib r blocks are massive allairs. and her
will come on like an army with banners. An tackle powerful enough to work tlie ship withannual trip to Kurope it now my panacea."
out steam engine assistance.
In the waist the
Neither the sea nor the mountain cure, hut a
rail is up to a mail's chin, and around the poop,
trans-Atlantic voyage will, provided one i- aft, is
heavy lly rail, supported by a double
careful abroad, and not return till October, row of stanchions. She will be metaled on tin*
t his is too expensive in time, if not in money,
stocks, and 5,ooo sheets will be required to covfor many to njoy, and so the ln-gira continues
er In r.
'The ship i- built mi tin- owners' acto sta-sidc and mountain house every season.
count, but they are negotiating wit ha man who
Hay fever is a disease an asthenia of tin
will probably become one-fourth owner and
nervous system, with its main citadel in the
master, and as to her nann —well they have a
digestiye organs. All sufferers from it are new scheme for naming vessels nowadays
good feeders, hut they should rigidly abstain
which kills two bird- with one stone. Some
from table indulgence during prevalence of the
wealthy man is invited to take tip a part of the
:iuscase.
1 lie Mimmcr mui
arc nun- i;i\ runic
ve-sei. generally a sixteenth, eighth or quarter,
to recovery of nervous energy, and tin* prof listand have the vessel named after him. lie genarray of tempting food leads patients to contin- erally accepts, and has not only a bit of ship
uous over feeding.
The sufferer should turn
property but the satisfaction of sending bis
his back upon civilization and return Jo the
Thus the
name mi a noble eralt to every sea.
primitive ways of a nomad. He must seek builders dispose of the naming problem and
that part of the
a .shore fringed with massive
par of tin vessel at the same time, -lust who
iedges and carpeted wtth the salt-glistening the Pig Knekport sliiji w ill be named for B as
k< Ip,
He must build his camp among tin* yet undecided, bul it will probably be some
stunted spruces and pines that crown a bluff New York or Boston merchant. The vessel is
overlooking an arm of the sea when !iis sin- rapidly approaching completion and in a few
gle hand yacht lies at anchor, and build his weeks w ill be ready for launching. Then she
camp-tin- by tin* rules of “Nessinuk.** He will probably load at New York with general
must take an ocean bath before breakfast. *to
cargo for San Francisco, afterwards going into
some part of the camp work, shop much, live
the grain trade. As tliB monster sits on the
upon plain food, banish or greatly limit the stocks, awaiting the day when she will glide inuse of stimulants and narcotics, pitch quoits,
to the little harbor, she is the most imposing
dig dams, shoot at target, hunt game. 1M1 the and symmetrical object in the village, and can
island waters and salty havens, low and sail, be distinctly seen from away out in the bay.
make trips and visits along shore and to neighShipbuilding B quiet on the bay, but little Roekboring islands, study botany and natural his- i ori boasts that she B building a- much tontory. and read tlie For- -t and Stream. The nage as would make a dozen ordinary schooncamp should be the base of supplies and operers. and, in fact, is quite prosperous in this
ations. and the surrounding land and >ea the
line, over one hundred and liftv men having at
region ot forage and frolic. Yacht life alone times been engaged on this one vessel.
This
will not do.
There is too much desire to be on monster will rate in tin* highest class of Lloyd's
the go, thus depriving of exercise on land, and A1 lor 15 years, and will be a credit to her
too man\ temptations to visit other yachts and
builders and an honor to Maine, the home of
grand hotels and to indulge in feasts and dissi- wooden ships.
life
is
alone
monotonous,
and
( arleton. Norwood A
pation. Camp
<•».. the enterprising
one soon tires of the same scenes and the daily
builders, began business in D44. since which
routine. The union ot yacht and camp life
lime they have constructed 54 vessels, includmakes perfection for the invalid outer, and the
ing tin- present craft. Many of these are yet
sterile rocky coast and the briny deep furnish atioat. and all have enjoyed excellent reputathose elements of health and strength which
tions; they have earned tlie American llag all
tin highest authorities recommend to the debilover the world, made heaps of money ami furitated and the sick.
I am sure a month of nished '•all w a ter schooling for some of our finsuch life at tin* appropriate season will vanest sailors.
Old builders and mariners will see
quish hay fever and restore depressed ener- some familiar names in the following list of
1
of
tin*
have
for
tiie
balance
gies
year.
proved (_arleton. Norwood A Co.'s build ill the past 41
it upon many summer campaigns arid i wish years: Schooner I>«*1 Norte, barque Howard,
to raise other sufferers from the “slough of
barque Hamilton, brig Palo Alto, schooner
despond*' by this article. I had the primal} John Tunis, brig /.eiiobia. ship Alice Gray,
stage of hay fever one day and left Baltimore
brig Thomas F. Knox, schooner Brothers,
upon a steamer the next. W’e reached Halifax,
barque o. rl. (.'bailee, ship Benjamin Howard,
N. S., in four days, and the disordei had eeas- barque Bertha, ship President Fillmore, brig
d.
I went through Acadia on the train and
Sui t, ship W andering Jew. brig I'atulat, ship
sneezed all day. Then crossed the Bay of FunBorodino, brig Toecoa, brig J. Melutire, brig
and
three
weeks
the
coast,
from
along
dy
spent
Katahdin, barque K. A. Allen, ship Thirty-One
Si. .loins to Boekland, without a symptom.
States, ship Zuluka. brig 11. Ilarta.-diip AugusThen 1 went to the W hite Mountains, via Tonta Norwood, schooner Kate ( arleton.
barque
land, and the* disease came on -e\erely. only to
Fnrique, brig II. It. Gove, barque Addie ( arledisappear when 1 arrived in Boston. 1 jour- ton, brig Maria W. Norwood, schooner Ralph
ney- d to New York ami to Philadelphia, where
('arleton. schooner Dexter Washburn, schoonthe trouble immediately begun, and returned
er
Nellie Bowers, barque S. D. (’arleton,
to my inland home and a sick bed for three
barque J. («. Norwood, hai que P. -I. ( arleton.
weeks.
schooner Willie Luce. seho-U T Stephen BenOne summer I made up a party, chart* red a
nett. scliooin r Joe < 'arleton. schooner A ncroid,
yacht, piled in stores, and made sail for Pciiob- barque Harriet N.( arleton, ship John Pascal,
>cot Bay, where we camped and cruised among
barque J. II. Bowers, ship Raphael, barque
the islands a month.
W’e slept upon the
Monhegan. barque Kiehard Parsons, barque
had
field
and
Hood,
ground,
many hardships by
Jennie Hal kness. barque Adolph (>brig. bar kenendured some privations, but every one was line Addie Morrill, barkentine Trial F. Richrobust and brown and not a sneeze or a cold ard-. ship \\ illiam II. Matey, ship Rooert. I..
wa*< heaid among us.
Belknap, and the present ship.
Are li )t these facts sufficient to convince
Writing of this huge craft my mind naturally
every one that camping and cruising on the
reverts to oilier big ships, the size of which, in
coast is the one thing for hay fever patients**' I
comparison with tin* Koekport \e»i-| is now a
am con\ineed. anyhow, and i
am having a
leading theme of conversation in maritime cirsmall yacht built for part of my sanitarium. cles. 'Tin* largest wood sailing vc-m ever built
Before the spores ripen, my duHh* and kit will
in the New World was tin* Great Republic,
he aboard and 1 shall sail for the Happy Inmentioned above. She was, of course, a wonlands, there to enjoy a semi-barbarous, health- der, But was not so large as h< r tonnage indigiving life awhile. If there is any sufferer cates. 335(1 gros-, as sin- was measured, being
from luiy fever which begins in August, who
but 3188.20 tons net, and even this gives an exvalues health above wealth and would like to aggerated idea of her size, for the method of
a
I
offer
a
board
and
blanket
and
go along.
measuring at the time sin- was built made, more
promise immunity from disease and a royal tons of a given space than does the present.
W*. H. W inslow.
good time.
She was really about 500 tons larger than the
Hb(» Tenn Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.
Koekport ship. It is said that tin* Great Republic lias finished her sea roving ami if now a coal
bulk somewhere in the Paeitie. 'The (C* .m
An
Farmer.
King, built at Kennebunk in 1874, is 2.
tin* Glory of the Seas, built ai i-ist
C. \V. Wolcott, who formerly lived near tons in-t;
Boston in 1800, is 2102 tons net; the John R.
Mechanic Falls, Maine, now carries on a large Kelley, one ol <»ur finest Maine ships, built at
stock farm in Dedham. Mass.
For some years Bath ill 1883, is 2254 tons net ; the A. G. Ropes
and John .McDonald, also Bath ships, 2337 and
he has been engaged in the importation and
the Great Tasmania,
2181 tons m*t,
breeding of Holsteins, which are valuable for Dili It at Fast respectively;
Boston in 1854, and afterward
dairv purposes, beef and working qualities.
was
2054.85 tons, acfrom
Fight vears ago Mr. Wolcott purchased a farm hailing to theLiverpool, net
present
measurement; the
in Dedham for $2d.000. He sold $2.3.000 worth cording L.
Robert
Belknap and Win. 11. Alaev, the last
of woodland from it and then drained a
two ships launched by (’arleton, Norwood A
piece of jog land which remained, afterward Co., wen- 2251 and 20:*2 tons net. respectively,
plowing sand into the muck and thoroughly and the Henry B. Hyde, built at Bath in 188*4.
mixing the two. That season this land yielded is 2453 tons net, thus ranking next in siz<* to the
four hundred and forty-three tons of hay.
big fellow about to launch at Rockland. The
After eight years occupation he sold the farm
ship Uterpe, built at Rockland in the
with its improvements for $45,000. On his clipper
same year, was 1887.35 tons net, and the famous
present farm Mr. Wolcott has every convenience dipper. Red Jacket, buiit at the same place in
for the proper keeping of tine stock, of which
1853, w as 1030.10 net. 'These are the most promIn- has a numerous herd. The feed of all the inent
specimens of monster wooden ships built
cattle, besides 400 hogs, is cooked by steam. in American yards. They beat the world foi
Each cow carries her number on a silver tag in
and beauty,and let us hope thal
strength,speed
the left tar, and her yield of milk is credited
tin* days of their usefulness and prosperity art
opposite his number in a book. The Jerseys not yet gone, and with them departed the roaverage one pound of butter to twenty pounds mance of the seas. [l. t. s. in Boston Journal
of milk, ami tin* Durhams and Holsteins one
pound to twenty-five. The Holsteins’ larger
flow of milk, Mr. Wolcott says, places them in
Paper Bedclothes.
the lead, however. F. J. Sawyer and D. I..
Brett of Olistield have just returned from this
A paper-making linn in New Jersey has foi
farm, bringing several specimens of imported
several weeks been turning out counterpane!
stock with them. [Industrial Journal.
ami pillow’s of paper. No. 1 manilla paper i:
used, two large sheets being held together by
Silk Rag Carpets.
slender twine tit. intervals of three or loui
Down in a dingy, dim and dirty little baseinches. The twine is gummed, so as to hold tin
sheets firmly together where it lies.
A hem i:
ment under a rickety old building on the Bowplaced on the counterpane to keep it from tear
ery is carried on an industry whose products
ing; the safety edge is composed of twine
It is a
areas beautiful as they are fashionable.
Ornamental designs arc stamped on the oute
new freak in fancy work and rather a sensible
surfaces of the covers and cases, giving them ,
one.
Every one who has ever lived among the neat, attractive appearance. When these coun
hills of New England knows what a rag carpet terpanes and pillow-cases become wrinklei [
is. If he has not lived anywhere else it is ten from use they can easily be smoothed out witl ,
to one that it is the only kind of carpet he does
a hot liatiron.
The counterpanes can be left oi
know.
the bed when it is occupied and in cold weathe:
This new wrinkle is nothing more nor les*
will be found a warm covering, paper prevent
than a silk rag carpet. Old silk dresses, sashe*
ing the escape of beat. The new paper bed
and ribbons are cut up into little strips, the clothing is 75 cents per set and will probabb
colors mixed indiscriminately together, and
become popular.
woven into a thick rug like a Turkey carpet.
Threads cf gold and silver braid are run in tc
United States Consul Gamble at Auckland
give the mass an occasional glitter here and
New Zealand, has arrested Walter Maxwel I
there. Tien with elaborate borders attached
the murder of Arthur Preller a
they are l ung up to act as portieres or window charged with Hotel
in St. Louis, Mo., in Aprl I
the Southern
curtains.
for the arrival of an office
is
held
last.
He
This little Bovvcrv cellar is the only place
where they are woven. Little do t he occupant* ! from St. Louis, uow on bis way to New Zea
land. Many articles found in his possessioi
of fashionable drawing rooms imagine that tin
marked with ITeller’s initials, Maxwell say
pretty fabrics are made by a brawny Milesian
he purchased in San Francisco.
with spectacles and a black pipe, and that bj
the aid of two flickering caudles set in the dust
A serious writer says that the rising genera
of the cumberous loom he blends the color*
together with the eye of an artist. [New Vorl tion is going to the dogs. Wfe think differently
Herald.
They are going to the skating rink.
<!'
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Enterprising
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Seas.

The town of Camden on Penobscot Pay, with
its towering mountains, pretty \illnges and
snug little harbors, has many attractions for
the stranger who appreciates the picturesque
in nature, and many people go there to live in
summer, enjoying health and many pleasures.
Put just now there is an additional attraction
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wanes

Monarch

25,

Red remains

THE MONSTER CRAFT NOW APPROACHING COMPLETION AT ROCK PORT, ME. THE LARGEST
SHIP EVER BUILT IN MAINE AND LARGEST
SAILING VESSEL RUT ONE YE I CONSTRUCTED ON THE CONTINENT—SOME OTHER RIG
SHIPS.

«

>

mainly

..:

m

s or rtu

A

promises a rich fruition. **lt loves a
shining mark,” and so many persons prominent
in political, social and literary life are afflicted
annually, that the disease is considered by
those not afflicted something to be proud of,

*"

rich

summer

tumn

though they

preservation ijualities,
preparing
part'y
partly
paint.
through

n

■-

time of year when

clay

given.

v

the estimated value of all

maple, ash,
prepared hy applying

later, ninety-five
perfectly

niem i a eoncentrateil or “rich."
the idea that they are thus more liuti .'
tin- mak"is being entirely igm.
ini m
atisoiute necessity that the
children should' be a thin
1
n
In-other irtieles in llabyhood
id\ice as
fooa will be

■

a-

spring,

use

the

making

tile

the farm
-tm k m tut country. In many states the fences
a farm '•<»-( more than the buildings standing on i>: and thi- in states where lumber is
plenty. Few ale aware of the immense outlay
of labor and mom
in building and repairing
fences annually, which i- just so much taken
from the productive industries <»f the counlr).
!u ls7*.» the total expen-e of building and rein he l nited Srab*s was $7#.pairing T-t'
''>•_»!i.<mi'*
in \. w Fnglaml the cost w;.-: Maim
v w llaiup-hip
Vermont.
.>Ho7.i*i'.g
Ma--a> i ii-ctt-. ><»]>.-gHi: ltiiode Inland.
Connccti. u:. s64d.:;7o.
Fencing
i- proscribed by law and custom.
It ha* come
down to us from the past.
Shakespeare wrote
of a -heep-rote I e need about with olive Ii ecs."
!u 11*ih sir .John Fortc.-cuc. an eminent Kngli-h jmige and writer on the law. declared that
"the importance of having the land inclosed igeneraily admitted.” During the reign of
< hail*
II. the Kngii-h fence system tinder the
w i- inaugurated.
iucio-in
In 1U&J, the
1’ i\ n
h colonics in Ma.-.-achu-tts gave us the
ti
:
i--.
I hey were built for tin* prevention »»t damage- to crop- by k i m». wine, goats.
No man could "set corn”
et**.,“ g*.i: g at large.
upon ii;-acres without inclostire but at bis peril.
In 1>' '. ina meeting before the American
lii-tituti Farmer-* ( lub at New York. Mr. .Joseph Hlunt said: "The fanner* in thi* country
were « dm ated under tin
system of femes; a
-y-tem founded upon the notion that a man is
In* proper!) by fencing out
mini to proH
tht worm; that ! lie law ha- no power; that a
general • -pi el for tile
much

Fever.

pursuit of wealth, professional standing, or
higher culture, making sad inroads into the

«

it

II

-.

iMMi.oim.

u it >jn rial eon-id* ration, “Hood
who
fence-.'' -aid he. “mak- .mod neighbors: -till i
It i had my way. i
don't believe in them.
wouldn't have a fence on the farm. In the
lir-t piaee, there atv over sixty-four thousand
tanners m Maine.
Now, their farms have in
over forty-two million rods of
:lie agiii't
f< in-e. nr rising mi** litindn <1 and thirty-one
vv ith
subjected to endurance which
thousand mite-. This is outside of ornamental
care, lie av ertt d.
i-nei -.an I doe- not indude -<>me two thousand
There are
miles or more id' iaiiro:.d louring.
uoal-iar tor ±ence-rosts.
ll.ooo.ooo rods *»f liighway fences. 1U.000.000
|’<m|- of partition fence- and some lifteeli milV. U. Elliott, w'till-known as a horticullieu rod- o division fences.
F-timating the
who ilieii a few years ago, eo-t of tiles* fences at si per rod, and that
tural
Ina
fair
-Oi
won hi. 1 think.
mate, and the total
oiiee set posts of green elm,
eo-t of ten e- in Main*
1- o\er S4d.000.000.
This i- u* al ly a- much a- all the farms and
to
eu
are worth.
It is more than
ilc ir
then lower ends a half-and-half mixture i t w iee buildings
;i!id
half t !)>• value f all «>tir dv«* stock,
ofeoal-tai and lime while etfeiveseen;. and nearly a- uae li a- the eni in- apital of the
in a
o, taking up the fence one
Why. what
twenty -fate in\e-'.e*l in inamit
wiih tin change- amt repair.-, th* lo-s from
years
per cent, of the
yearly *1* ea_.. he *■•»-! .,f breaking load t li rough
sound,
posts were
-lioW-di ill-call-* <i l>\ roail fell* *
and the inhad stood for twenty-two years in cold i' r* -1 a the lir-t «
tax* -, etc., ami you'll
li ad that mir fence-cost u-annually s.,.oou.ono,
soil.
uni tin-may all he set down a- a yearly io-s
Coal-tar is credited with romarkah'e
mir Mam* tanners in * ash ami labor.
For
and is •fn-n used
one. 1 don't b< li* vo in Midi an expenditure."
in
It
to
act
seems
••What won d you do?" the IF raid lcpre-eiiposts.
tati\ * a-k< *1.
on the albumen as in
’d a is that fence- ought t*> be confined
“My
and
us
an exterior,
exclusively !•> pastures. 1 would abolish tin*
Hut unless carried
coating, or
rest.
li->ad fence-do more damage than good,
heat
the entire structure of tlie by
.iii-ing lb" loads to drift in tin* winter
•: i111e.
l'ln only po-sild** use f« iu ing a mowing
wood, iis effects must lie confined
id
can be is fo enable tin* farmer to feed bi>
to the surface.
; li*
In some
I -’oek in ii * Hi ring tin* spring and fall.
i -eelion> of Maine perhaps you have noticed
Brighton Cattle Market.
iliat wind** farms an* sometimes given up to
Ti ksdav, .June I*:, issj.
pasturing -lock after tin* crops have been
Amount ot slock at market: ( attic, Iib.’i; sheep
In my way of thinking, a farm
gathered.
ami lamb-, 1
til'; lai swine, IM.uTA; horses,
should have the smallest amount of fencing
miini'i-ri'l' Wc'icru ( attic, IJ »•'».
and
that
ot
Trices
beef cattle ¥ inn ib live weight, extra
simply to coniine animals where you
have put them. If our fanners would only
tuality, ?'• nogi. :J7‘a first, $.'» ougb -7 ..; second,
yt T'.g.'i.;7 g, third,
7-"»g4
throw down and do away with their road
poorest grades
of coarse oxen, bulls, etc.,
nug:; r.j 2.
fences and enforce she law when it is necessary
tb.
Brighton Hides, heavy, 7c
respecting roaming cattle, they would be reBrighton Tallow—.'*<• T tb.
lieved of a heavy tax. The law does not reCountry Tallow— :Tac per lb.
( oiintry Hides
quire w«* fanners to fence the roads, but only
Heat y »; ^ g7«‘ per lb. Lig!itrones,
mir
,c.
occupied or improved land. If we don't
<»g<>
Call -kina—lhglle per lb.
ft ii*** tin*-** we are held liable, although the
.-beared sheep -kins— lnggoe each.
law respecting the liability of owners of rattle
l.amli Skins—T2g40r each.
Several years ago, I
i- vague ami obsema*.
Wool sheep skins—$I.00g$L.'hi each.
was attending a fanner-' meeting in BrunsThere has bee a moderate demand for butchers’
win'll
wick,
my friend, e\-(Jongr .-small nilattic this week, and drovers were asking higher
man of that town, stated that the law. t»* bis
prices for them at the opening, us cattle cost them
mind, was about as clear a- the definition
Higher at the West than those did which were
brought in o»e week ago. Trices have ml varied which Rufus ( boat** once gave of the Boundmuch 11 mu those noted one Week ago.
The supply
ary iir<* between Massa'-husetis and Rhode Isconsisted of some nice lot "1 beeve-. Trices of
land. Said that eminent lawyer: “Why. acbutchers’ cattle ranged from nCe. to (*»*.» >•. f/ tb, live
cording to the rule laid down by my worthy
weight. As usual, most ot the best lots of cattle
on the other side, that line might be
brother
were intended for tin expert trade.
*i -fined as the flight of a jay-bird on the track
-iikm- \st» Lamms.
The supply from the \\ ,-t
*<f b'.uoo foxes with lire brands tied to their
inis been large, all of which were owne I by butchtail- !*
ers, —heep costing from 4g
2c, and Land's a'.; «7c.
fc- ib. live weight, landed at tin yards.
At the presThen* aiv oilier farmers that the Herald
ent time most of the sheep and Landis being brought
correspond* nt lias talked with who would go
into the market arc coining from tin* West.
further
than my Kennebec friend.
They
— winK.
Western Fat llo-s are
butchers

oasswood,

■

in'--

the original cost of which is over $*J.000,This amount is nearly equal to the
national debt on which interest i- paid, and as
Srat<

Hay

sufferers from hay fever, an insidious, exasperating, treacherous and meuaciug disease, which
has become alarmingly prevalent and severe of
late years. It attacks persons in the better
walks of life, who arc actively engaged in the

writer,

A n.u.'.tuide of foods are prepared
wni gia.it care lor elnliiren which are
'mi wnitliiess .ii almost certain Vo irrit.ite tin'.; iliges ive organs.
Probably
ol

is no

might,

■

tl:.■ tan

trivial one.
It is a matter of greater magnitude and importance than would appear at the lirst blush. According to the best estimates, there are (*»,(MMt.Ooo miles of farm fences in the t'nited
The subject of farm fences

it for

The happy effect of camp life upon the health
of a delicate woman, so pleasantly described by
her husband in a late number of the Forest and
Stream, impels me to contribute something of a
like experience. All over the land there are

SKI. ESS.
MILKS OF THEM
A yearly toss to FARMERS OF $6,000,000.
A R\I»I< U. KFMKDY FOR THIS IN NECESSARY EVIL.

>K\ III A I. TIP >l'S V N !>

mal sutlers from any cause, it declines in
flesh, health and strength.
At this season it is particularly important that ewes with lambs lie given all
the adv antage possible, lot they have two
lives to support, and the draft upon their
systems is lira * y enough, without being

i.r

ii

pint of which

enough to kill sheep outright. unless, perhaps it he a few old
•‘pellets," yet that is no argument against
giving them protection, for when an ani-

{»:•••!•;!l«|\ i-ven more damaging
mi hygienic surrounding.'.
Food

:

a

covered

storms severe

tilth.
i'

'dc "1
is to turn them into
ni

Here, in a
by forest trees.
hot day they are shielded from the stir,,
and in a cold storm get some protection.
It is better, however, when a cold storm
approaches, to dlive the thick up. and
keep them tu the barn until the weather
is suitable for litem to go out again.
It is not frequent that We have summer
is

the

and

diet,

mproper

stilfeiing severely.
'reliably the most economical

protecting the tlock
the woods, or iui■ a held

namely, nad hygienic

...J

Mirtoiiuniugs.

1

diarrbu-a

tiet

lieeee, the

cotit.se

assigned, but
pro eminently

ha\e been

ccttscs

done,

is

n.tschiel

its

chill of a cold storm. 'lobe convinced
of this, and the importance of making
some extra exet tmn for the comfort of the
atiiuia..-. it is o'.ly necessary to visit the
field where the tick is Kepi, when the
day is hot or immoderately cold, amt
It.
witness tin; discomfort manifested.
either ease II.e sheep w ill lie I'mindjs. ek
mg shelter, panting or shivering, and of

as-

tin- diarrbicai dis~

•>!

causes

importance

has i s!

sheep

a

Shearing.

skin "t the animal becomes very sensitive
to the heat of a scorching sun, or the

use

ci

at

Agri-

A

i'.

After

Sheep

in,iiiy i,;' them are avoidami may be mitigated by intelligent
l .ii tlier, this forethought

.•a
a

fact?*,
from hou>t k**<;p-

Cholera Infantum.

of

'aus-s

:

I:

ir:ir*l«*m

i

i!

*ii.-i:*•*i

t-

Roughing

Maine Fences.

Baby Speaks.

JUNE

a

dominant color.

Watercress green is gaining favor.
Gentlemen

wear

Young ladies

very small scarf pins.

jackets

wear

tles.

The present is happily called
Colored handkerchiefs
cuff's.

Stripped, spotted

than

more

a

man-

velvet season.

match collars

and

ami self-colored collars

are

worn.

Mexican feather work is
cards.
Round hats show lower
brims.

used

crowns

dinner

on

and smaller

English girls have taken kindly

to

Swiss

bodices.

burning is cheap and popular this

Woolen
season.

Pretty chocolate sets have teak wood handles.
Heads with satin finish look like strings of

pearls.

Tea gowns are, if possible,
than ever.

more

elaborate

Pink tiuted granite paper is the novelty in

stationery.

French dressmakers
and ribbons.

use a

profusion of lace

Small bonnets will be the rule throughout
the summer.
Limousine mixed
lovely toilets.
Canvas

for tenuis

with

scarfs will be

plain stuff’s make

worn

about the neck

use.

The most dressy parasols
lin foundations.

are

gauze

on mus-

are worn

Coaching parasols of ivory satin have gold
brown borders.

Linen goods, batiste and percale have pom-

pudore designs.

Corded picpie has again made its appearance
in the counters.

Large poke bonnets will divide country honors

with shade hats.

Rhine-stone, silver and tortoise shell pins
in the back hair.

are

worn

Bonnets, as a rule, are very simply trimmed
with a cluster of velvet loops.
Flowers in clusters are used on
sometimes in place of ribbon loops.

bonnets

bonnet with a crown of poppy petals is
trimmed with poppies and grasses.
A

handkerchief bonnets are again
Paris; they are in the capote shape.
Silk

worn

Velvet Is greatly used for trimming all
terials, even the washing fabrics.

in

ma-

White and cream satins are embroidered in
Chinese silk, with shaded roses and birds.
Tinsel will in* very prominent iu fans.as well
in any other department of dressy accessories.
as

beads, which are >f a true lead color,
mixed with jet and made up into fringes or

Bead
are

galloons.

A favorite fringe is in the form of Vandykes,
made of threaded head beads, witn pyramid

shaped pieces

of

jet.

Bu let buttons, made of a com|
semble onyx in all its colors, are
ton and stuff dresses.

osition to reused for cot-

.Some of the new tabliers for evening dresses
made of a network of pear shaped chenille
uniform coloring and shape.

are

of

For millinery there is a new gold galloon
about one im b wide, with straw beading intermixed with silver tinsel loops.

lovely applique for a ball dress is a Marguerite, the leaves in pearls, the bloom with
each petal formed of distinct pieces of velvet.
A

Jet col lars are worn either just to encircle
the neck, or border a heart shaped opening to
a demi-toilette gown.
They are kept out with
wire.
Some of the new
mix- d with chenille

fancy galloons are interof oriental coloring, hav-

ing the designs interwoven with tinsel
cord.

and

Gimps and galloons in jet and other beads
have the tassels or drops falling from them,
not from the edge alone, but from the entire
surface.

millinery, a gold gauze or net is used
which is placed over velvet, and the meshes
are so open that the pile of the velvet comes
through.
In

The very newest galloons show Indian and
Persian designs in a relief of velvet or frise
silk combined with an applied work or em-

broidery.

Brown is a very fashionable color, and some
the best dresses in this color are trimmed
with bronze galloons and fringes; the latter are
live inches wide.

of

Veils are secured by pins beneath the bonnet
before the latter i> put on. They are no longer
knotted at the back, and the hair is left per-

fectly exposed.
Braiding is so much in vogue, that, even for
midsummer, small wraps of army blue cloth
will be worn covered with braiding in black
mohair braids.
Among light silky materials, the toile du
I-ouvre grows in favor; it is a foulard of softlined bouquets over moss, cress, brown and
dull red grounds.
Trimmings of velvet, brocade and other
handsome materials are again carried down the
••■litre of the backs in elegant imported French

costumes.

Velvet leaves are raised and outlined in beads
for galloons to be used on dresses; brown
leaves in two shades are intermixed with blue
satin beads.
bonnet

of

has a square
crown, rather high brim and very narrow
sides, and is trimmed with a tuft of graceful
mimosa blossoms and leaves.
A

For bodices,

chant illy

a

Cholera.
VALUABLE CIRCULAR ISSUED BY THE MAINE
BOARD OF HEALTH.

lace

beautiful materia! iias been

brought out in woven beads, the foundation
either greuadiue or tiuest silk; the heads do
not drop when the stuff is cut.
A lively style of dress trimming has poppies,
leaves, and blue corn flowers over and
on white crepe, each being pul on separately,
the who!-* forming a delicate mass.

**

race.”
emancipator
An old soldier at the Soldiers* Home near
Washington said, “He used to walk all about in
those path*: ami lie was very kind and familiar
of

with
To

us

a

all.”

poor woman who desired his signature
to a paper, he said, "My name will uo you m>
more good than pig.*’ tracks in the mud.”
A soldier stopped him in the road, again.*t
a

the Columbia Hospital,and presented *ome letter*. desiring a furlough. He obtained it.
In the Senatorial contest between Mr. Lincoln and Mr. Douglas. when they spoke in
Freeport. Uliuois, Mr. Douglas appeared in an
elegant barouche drawn by four white horses,
and was received with great applause.
I’.ut
when Mr. Lincoln came up in a “prairie schooner,** viz., an old-fashioned canvas-covered pioneer wagon, the enthusiasm of the vast throng
was unbounded.
When travelling about the quiet country
towns on his law business it was his custom, at
the tavern or boarding-house where he stopped,
after tea to g( t a candle and go to his room and
read awhile, lie was not a loafer.
At a political meeting in a grove, a long
shambling tigure was seen sitting on the fence
and whittling thoughtfully, clothed in the
slightest of summer attire. After others had
spoken. Lincoln ! Lincoln!*' was called, and
the whitler pocketing hi* knife, ami slipping
from the fence, made a characteristic speech.
This was before his great prominence.
At the same place, when a lady who entertained him and some others at dinner made
some apology, he said
lie guessed I hat it was
better than they would have got at home, anyhow.
To Bishop Simpson, after a lecture on Aim riean prog res*, in which he did not speak of petroleum. Mr. Lincoln said, a* they came out,
You did not *st ike ile.*
The sheets and the clothe* stained with the
blood of Lincoln were literally torn in strips,
as Antony said «»f < ai*ar, ami preserved ;•* mementoes. The assassination of ( ;esar and of
Win. of Orange weie brought vividly to the
minds of those who were in Washington.
Only a day or two before the assassination,
the Morning Chronicle, the Washington organ
of the administration, said that a single life was
seldom indespensahle to a country, but that ju*t
then that of Abraham Lincoln seemed to be *o.
ll seemed to be so indeed. Yet he served hi*
Not only
country by bis death as by his life.
did his death at once prevent what might have
been the daugeroiis consequences of a frenzy
of exultation, but it taught u* the most important of truths, that no man, however great ami
able and patriotic and devoted and beloved, i*
iudespensable to the welfare of the country.
There are extreme exigencies in which the natural cry is. “Oh, for an hour of Dundee!” But
in the great development of liberty no one man
is essential. As ( baric* Sumner said in the beginning of his mi logy upon Lincoln, “In the
Providence of Ood there are no accident--.
[Editor's Easy Chair, in Harper’s Magazine
for

duly.

green

Cream yak lace dresses are made of raw silk,
with loops of moire and velvet ribbon; they
very stylish and look cool and uncommon;
they are entirely of lace over silk.

are

pointed capote of black

has the
crown covered with black bice embroidered with
The
brim
lias
a
of
gold.
quilling
gold lace, and
bunch of small pink and white roses forms the
trimming. It lias no strings.
A

evening dress

straw

pale blue satin has the
skirt covered with perpendicular puttings of
white silk muslin, and trimmed with wild roses
and marguerites. The bodice is of velvet, broAn

caded with wild
al colors.

of

roses

and daisies in their natur-

Arrasene embroidery makes a rich and stylish trimming for the pale-tinted e.ashmere loose
robes. The work is quickly done, and small
flowers of brilliant colors, mingled with mosses
and tine green leaves, produce a very beautiful
efleet upon a pale cream or beige ground.

Most of the new sunshades are of very large
size. Some are in pagoda shape, others flat.
Some are unlined, with gilt ribs conspicuous;
others have colored linings in monochrome or
And again there are parasols with
spot silk.
several tiny flounces put on inside, the outside
unadorned.
Nun’s veiling dresses, with cascades of Egyptian lace, set between the fan or box pleatings
in the skirt, and forming the vest in the corsStill more
age. are being made for evening.
elaborate and costly dresses are made of white
china crape, or surau, handsomely embroidered.
Black lace jackets arc revived, and are now
made of piece lace, cut with darts and side
forms, precisely as basques are. One of the
prettiest,, of French thread net, has live deep
points ou its edge, covered with lace laid on
in accordion pleats. A palm leaf of jet is
above each point.
There is a disposition among Paris modistes
to reintroduce white bonnets. One of white
net, embroidered with white silk drawn over
a silver frame, has a coronet brim covered
with pearls, and lias a white ruche doited with
pearls. The trimming consists of velvet edelweiss, and the strings are of white velvet ribbon.
A very charming toilet recently worn consisted of a demi-trained skirt of pale blue
crape trimmed with silver lace and silver-colored ribbons. The bodice was cut with low
neck and short sleeves, and graceful bretelles
of white luce were caught up on the shoulders
with small silver butterflies with bodies formed of rhiue stones.

Dainty little sleeveless jackets are replacing
the high shouldered capes which have been
worn so long.
These little jackets are very
short, and are trimmed with narrow galloon.
They are worn over the corsage, and are opened in front, but they vary very much as to
shape. The back is either pointed or round,
and the front crosses at the neck, and is fastened at the shoulder with an ornament, and are
worn more or less open, according to taste.
A new Parisian basque is shown—made of
corded silk, down which are laid flat pleats on
which arc placed buttons or handsome beaded
ornaments. They are cut very tight fitting, and
close on the sides with brandebourgs. Some
form a round point in front, the back only being pleated, the pleats ornamented with gold
and silk cone pendants. In front the waist and
shoulders are trimmed with silk and gold passementeries.

Union

Deaths in the Late War.

A year ago Mr. d. W. Kirkley, a skillful
statistician in tin* Adjutant Oencral's otlice,
was directed to begin a compilation of the
records of the deaths that occurred in the
Cnioo army during the war of the Rebellion.
As the result of a very careful investigation by
tin ample clerical force of all the ollieiai documents, Mr. Kirkley lias been able to present bv
far the most satisfactory report which has ye!
The period
been presented upon this subject.
included in this record is from April id, isci,
until the muster out of the volunteer organizations. The grand result is 9dS4 deaths of commissioned officers and 349,912 deaths of enlisted
men.
The causes of the deaths are as follow* :
Olticers. Men.
Killed or died of wounds.(»,3(.i.'>
lo.»,t>7»
Died of disease.2,797>
221,791
-4 ,s;»s
Drowned. tot;
Other accidental deaths... 142
3,972
37
487
Murdered.
St;
it
Killed after capture.
20
3»*.>
Committed suicide..
2(17
Executed.
4
(»e
Executed by enemy.
'»
3es
Died from sunstroke.
ft2
Other known cause.
1,972
28
Causes not stated.
12,093

Aggregate.
lto,o3.s
224,dsd
4,941
4,1 14
:»2I
lee
391
2<i7
(54
313

Totals.
9,.-*S4 349,912 3.19,49(1
The number actually killed in action was:
The numOfficers, 4142; enlisted men, 02,89(5.
ber dying in rebel prisons was 99 officers and
1973 men of wounds; 83 officers and 24,783 enlisted men of disease; total. 29.498. New York
leads all ttie Stales in deaths, 4(5,034; Ohio
stands next with 3o.47n. followed bv Illinois
with 34,843 and Pennsylvania with 33,183. The
deaths of New England soldiers by States were
as follows:
09

09

^

^

~

States.

Killed in
Action.

Died of
Wounds.

Died of
Disease.

09
o

o

Off. Men. Off Men. < Ml*. Men.
Mass’ts ...24S 3.457 117 2,174 <io 5,170 12.07s
3
116 6 1,177 1.S64
Prisoners.
Maine ....115 1,658 86 1,201 50 5,1 OS 8,732
54 1
4
30
666
Prisoners.
N. 11. S4
070 43
742 37 2,300 4,482
:>2
204
368
Prisoners.
Dl*7 33
676 31 2,5(56 4,580
Vermont.. 64
I
38
I
485
635
Prisoners.
10
148 16
632 1,218.
K Island.. IS
278
6
84
103
Prisoners.
56
751 57 2,485 4,721
Conneet’l.. 81 1,021
556
i
525
2
633
Prisoners.
....

....

13,64:

..

i),30f

..

4,851

....

..

....

....

..

5,22-;
....

1,321
5,35-i

But full us this record is, it is not complete
The death records of some of the largest prls
in the South are missing, as follows: Amer
ieus, Atlanta, Augusta, Charleston, Lynchburg, Macon, Marietta, Mobile. Montgomery
Savannah, Shreveport and Tyler. Only partial records are found of four other prisons
The losses in some of these have beeu estimated from the data found, but the figures, 30,(MX
in round numbers, are doubtless eonsielerubh
below the actual number of deaths in ConfedThe total number of deaths
erate prisons.
300,000 in round numbers, represents the death,
of soldiers alone, to which must be added those
who died in the navy. The result of this in
vestigation makes the number of deaths onesixth greater than hitherto reporteel.
[Bostoi
Journal.
ous

The late Charles O’Connor, after

a

visit t.<

Ireland, began to spell his name with a single
n—because, as Judge Daly suggested when ask
eel the reason, his royal forefathers had done
so.
Yes,” said a bvstauder, “the Irish King!
had always been so poor
make both nn’s meet.”

as never

to

be able tc

Messrs. Hoyt, Fogg ,v Donham, of Portland,
have published an important volume by Rev.
K. C. Cummings, entitled ••Nature in Scripture.’
The purpose of the work is to verify the teachings of the Bible by the facts of human experience.

Miss Cleveland has received from her publishers in New York the announcement that
the first edition of her book, now in press, lias
proved insufficient to meet the advance orders
for

Mark Twain has a very high idea of the popof General (..rant's work on the Civil
War, in which In- i- pecuniarily interested as
the active partner of the publishing house of
Webster *V Co. 11 feels confident that 1 .ihn
copies will be sold, and says he would not

000
be

surprised

shallow

sulphur F- pounds

I

should

lar

exceed that

num-

lls June number of tin l nited .Service Mag-

and

navv.
A new volume begins witli the
July number. $4 per annum, f. li. S. 11amerslcy, publisher,
Broadway. N<\v York.

According to Mr. Rideing's forthcoming book
Thackeray's Lomlon, which Cupplcs, I p-

on

bam. iV Co. have in press, the house m ounc
Street, Kensington, when Vanity Fair, 1Nmoutl. and lVnd< neis wen* written, i- oecupi- .1
by a gentleman upon whom the iiterary associations of the building are not lost, lie lias
placed an ornamental window in the study
Thaekerv ocetipi* d. and commemorated

work done there by
tion.
the

j

Magazine

reterson’-

appropriate inserip-

an

e

-im-s

to

unusually brilliant number.
There i- a beautiful steel-plnte;

u<

an

tor

-• u

1\

for

even

it.

douhie-si/e
colored fashion; a double-size colored pattern
in embroidery; and about titty other engrava

ing*, mostly of fashion*, work-table, and tilings
interesting to ladies. The literary content* uneven better than usual,
l'hey lead otl’with an
illustrate-l article on tin- ••.Moated Mansions ef
the olden Time.” suggested by Tennyson's
well-known poem, “Mariana.” Then com- a
powerful novelet. “The I’a-sway of Perk." Ip.

I

Ml’S. M. Shefl'rv Peters ; a weird tale hv Adda
Merriman; one of Frank llenedict’s best lev-stories; Mr*. Stephens’s pathetic novel; <>thei
tales, poetry, etc

The
K.

DU.

H.

ete.

Negro

in

America.

CtVKS ltlK 1’IJKSHV l'KKI V N
ssk.M UtA StiMK M'ARII.INI. fh.-

Alt.IN

i:N KI; A

I.

\

I Ill's.
ia-idress invite-your atten; K-n !o h; come w
h
tli- negro in America.
There are mute appno labored address.
which sometimes come t-» u- which are nsor--

“M\

ture of

powerful

and

cloqm

nl

than studied -p-

e,

h and

rounded periods.
That uiut< appeal i- in this
Pointing to
map which l spread before you.
a large map. -bowing b\ a dark shadow
on
each State t lie proport ion o th colored population. and tilled with startling ta. is and -ta'is-

\\ 1>.

tie.s.j

“II. 1 a map like ilii- bten dravvn twenty
years ago it would have pre-ciited a very different a-peet. ’Those dark shadow* representing tiie proportion- of tin- colored population
m the Mates woii'-d not
iia\-■ to-, n
i.ua.-.
..'IT.-‘11 in gi
Thru those Stato- had only
;
.i' e
.. on
now tin \
Missi-sipj had on \
lido,
now she haigs (o-orgia had on y
1
tV|..Vgo, now -in- ha- T J.'.'.'d": Muilh < aroiiua
fU‘2.401. now «iii4.4oT.
Idle increase of tin- negroe- in tin- .south
has been in-'-t amazing, and their number today m:ik< them a most important taeior m the
tutiue of mis country.
That then- are live
hundred imrn every day am. that they doiibltheir population on--n-ry iweiry \t-ai-. are
startling tacts. ,\ ;hi- r;it.• ..f i n r.’a-.-right
of tlie-e Siates. in tin y. ar I'.'<
or lii!.. n y- ,rhenee. w ill show t In- colored population laig- iy
in the majority
ami i’ they a tv permit tod t
oreise their power by their vutin y wili eoii! rol the elect ion- ill
he- Si ato-.
At the pre-mil rate of inert a- •»1 both rtcriu tin South, the \« ar I!'" -. oin- hundi- d yt
hen, .-, will show in the >-utli- ru '-tale- :*k.ioOO.uUO whites ami P'J.i'OO.tlUO m-groe-. Wh
• r the-e tigilres an
a.opietl a- a- tr.' i! iy t in
I lie table- oil w hie ii t ,-n
an- I a-• i
imlially
a.a- w ill gr--ai
cate that the etd.-retl
!y pn-dmuinale numerically in all the Soul In
Stales, in
hundred year- In n-«-; and thi- l:e-i i> enough
to e.*n \ i nee any
bought tin mi in I hat in- pronIflll of the negroe- ill the I'liilf-I Si tit -. iu-to t-i
of being a question that concern- t ae pa-t
alone, i- ft aliy the mo-t v ila! and important of
ill the <|Uestioiis that can po—ihlv occupy tinattention of tin* nation for the piv-« lit ami fu’-

iron vessel containing

or m

it

azine opens with an artic! on Lnglaud \s. Russia, by apt. Kdvvard Field. I >. Artillery, the
Confederate Gen. Jordan writes of The Vicksburg Campaign of 1n»2Jack 11 inltaul is
continued and there atv other article- of interest to the general reader as well as to tin army

Sulphur Fumigationtightly every
opening into the room except the door. In a
tul) with a little water in it place two or three
a

if

ber.

Close

Flit

matchless among

ularity

burn it. Wash down the walls with hot soapsuds. Then iv-pnint and re-paper.

bricks.

one

forty millions for the peculiar difficulties of the
period, was Abraham Lincoln.”

fumigated thoroughly by burning sulphur.
After r-maining closed twenty-four hours
thoroughly ventilate, then tearotl’all paper and
ldslNM.ci

second edition lias been

rebellion times, the

of

he

Ol

the

General Longstreet, in his article on ••The
Days* Fighting about Richmond,** in the
July Century, after di-eus.-ing the Confederate
leaders, says. ••Without doubt the greatest man

to

I’KKl’AP.VTION

and

Seven

which

i.
Therefore tin* rule is
search for ami abate all filthy
nuisances.
Remove all decomposing animal
and vegetable substances.
Kmpty all privy
vaults, and drench them with the solution of
sulphate of iron (eopperasi. Treat all cesspools and sink drains in the same way. Yetpilate rooms and keep the cellar dry and well
ventilated, lie sun1 there is no tillliy soak age
into the well or other water supply.
Never neglect the preliminary diarrho a.
During this first stage the disease' is usually
curable.
Ik
If possible burn all discharges coming
from the patient, as well as all >oi!t d cloths or
other articles which are not loo valuable.
4.
If the discharges cannot b burned, do
not, upon any consideration, throw them upon
the ground or into the privy vault, ii ive them
passed into a vessel containing several times
their own hulk of a saturated solution of sulphate of iron or of a solution of, orro-ive sublimate (1 part to loot)) and then poured into a
deep, narrow hole in the ground, remote from
all buildings or water supply.
o.
All soiled clothes from the cholera patient, before or alter death or recovery, should
be, as soon as possible, enveloped in a slice?
wet with the corrosive sublimate solution, arrit d to l he laundry and boiled immediately.
0.
I'pon the death of a cholera patient, the
body should he immediately enveloped in a
sheet wet with the eorrosiv.- sublimate solution, oil no account to be afterward opened,
and buried privately as soon a- possible.
7. After death or recovery the room should

the

trade

ordered.

•.

lu feet
kerosene

re to a room

square9 upon the bricks. Four a little
oil or a■eohol upon the sulphur, and ignite it,
and leave the room quickly, br ing careful not to
breathe in the fume-, and close the door tight-

so

ly.

Solution of Sulphate of Iron (Copper;:-.'
For priviil pounds to oncgallon of water.
For the cholera discharges.
pounds or more

—

to t he gallon.
Solution of Corrosive Suldimate <1 part to
I ,WMl.
( on osi\ e 'sublimate, i.o grain ; wal.
I gallon, mix.
The Corrosive Sublimate solution is v.ry
poisonous, and to avoid accidents it should be
colored with a few grains of F-rmangatiate of
Fotassa, or with one grain of Aniline (liven, to

s

each gallon.
Note.
The general sanitary measur- which
we should take upon the approach of a pestilence like cholera are all the time iiode.l to
lessen tin- mortality :roin the diseases which aie
always w ith ns.

s

s
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The Woman who Planned the Tennessee

>

Campaign.
One

of the most iuqa riant eontrihution<

to

the Outing magazine tor duly i- Mrs. Harriet
R. Shattuek’s article on \nna llila < arroll, the
woman

who

planned

he

eam}»aigu

of

the

’Tennessee, thereby executing one of tin- greatest master-strokes in i ii a 11 of the Fnion.
M r-. >hal nek. is a
Anna Flla ( ar /oil, -ay
daughter of Thom is King < arroll, Ouvernor of
Maryland in D-h and a de-eeinlaiit of tinarioilton. well
brother of ( harlcs Carroll, of
s

She i- naturalknown in revolutionary times.
ly ol a philosophic turn of mind, with Cear
u
>e>t li’eratiinand
an
interest
tie
insights
and sciences. A member ot otu- of tin iir-i
families, and possi ssing great qualit ies of hi a in
and heart, she naturaiiy found her comoanionsliip in the he.-t Alary laud society. Hut -he
from the first, and v\ i n
was a linn loyalist
the troubles beg ill lietVVeeii the North and
South and the question whether Mary mini
should remain in tin- Fnion became one .»i \ ital
importance to the l nioii cause. Miss Carrol!,
by her writings i:i the newspapers, her pamphlets, ami her personal inlluenee with (iovtoward >eeurm- the
ernor Hicks, did much
happy result of Alary.and*s loyalty.
About t his time she began to v\ rile an-my nan
articles and pamnhleis upon important State
These attracted wide
and military question-.
at ten lion, and, vv In* u the author was discova
an agreement was made with lu r by the War
Department to write in aid of tin- Fnion cause
oil special topics then under pun :<• di-• .i-s.on
Among tlies, pamphlets, written by leqijest
and accepted, was a remarkable one >n tin
“War Ho wars of the (iovernment,** and ; lie
debate in Congress at the tine- shows hi- to
have been the first written expre-siou on ibis
important topic. Another vva- on the IP !ations of the lb-voded Citizens t > the N.i nin!
(iov erntnen t ,** aid still another, a reply to
Senator Hreekeni idg« *s sp,c<!i in ( oiigr. -s in
duly, istil. 'I lie V iile-spreail m.lllenee of These
le public mind, a> vv, ;l adocuments upon
upon the action of the goYerumeiit, i> undouhted.
Miss Carroll, i.y means of these --r\iee>,
naturally became »ue of the advisers of Vl»ruSin- was one of the few who
ham Lincoln.
eoiikl always be admitted to his presence and
lie reserved a special tile for her communica-

tions.

2,034
12,121

of papers embodying their reminiscences of
Abraham Lincoln.

(list
mu if hid d.ji
imperative

and Notes.

The Hon. Charles A. Dana, Hugh McCulloch,
General McClellan and other specially well informed in the premises, are to prepare a series

Cholera, whenever it has left its Asiatic home
Washington was called to command the Revo- ami overrun and prevailed in Europe, as it did
lutionary army he was already known by distin- last year, has invariably, sooner or later, found
guished service, and he was afterwards made its way to our country. In view of the possiof having to deal with Asiatic cholera in
President because of the greatest of public ser- bility
our own commonwealth, the State Board of
vices. and of the universal affection and confi- Health thinks it is prudent to issue a circular
dence of the country. But when Lincoln was entitled “Practical Facts about Cholera." Folis an abstract
elected President, on the eve of the greatest of lowing
Cholera is an infectious disease, but it is incivil controversies, his capacity for the tremen- fectious only in certain ways. It is not “catchdous trust had been unproved: and that at such ing" as small pox and scarlet fever arc understood to be. How can we account for this para time such a man should have appeared at the
adoxical behavior of cholera? In this way:
head of the nation equal to the issue, and able The cholera poison exists principally in the diswisely to wield the. enormous authority that the charges from the bowels and in the vomited
occasiou demanded, and should prove to be in | matter. This excreted contaglumls said not to
every way the man of all men for the emer- be in an actively poisonous condition when it
gency, is in the highest sense of the word Pro- first leaves the body, but requires a little time
vidential.
to go through a fermentative stage during
lu every story, however insignificant, which ! which its malignancy is developed. Conditions
is told of him, those who remember him per- which favor the development of the poison are
sonally recall the impression that be made. He j exclusion of fresh air. darkness, moisture, and
was absolutely sincere. He never played a part.
more than all else, tilth conditions.
And therefore whatever he said and did was
If this poisou is completely destroyed as soon
marked by his strong individuality. A corres- as it leaves the alimentary canal, there is no
in
North
Carolina
says:
pondent
danger of the patient being a source of infec“1 heard Mr. Lincoln’s last two speeches. tion to other persons. .But. if the dejections
are thrown, for instance, into the privy vault,
One, extemporaneous, on Monday evening.
April lo. from the historic middle front window the cholera germs find all the favoring condiin the second story of the White House. He
tions above named for their development and
had just returned from City Point, and the increase.
\\
liiie House
Farther facts in relation to the extension of
people thronging around the
would have a speech. For a good while he did cholera are these: Privy vaults, eess-polls,
sink drains, heaps of manure, tilth-sodden
not appear, and seemed reluctant to speak
without a manuscript, lest at that critical junct- earth, and other unclean places, once contaminated with the cholera-germ, may remain
ure some injurious impression should be made
sources of danger for some time, giving off
by an accidental word or senteuce.
“However, the crowd persisted to call till he their poison, which, by being breathed in. may
appeared. It was my first sight of the man. be mixed with the saliva and he swallow* d.
lie seemed somewhat younger and more off- Articles of clothing front cholera regions,
hand and vigorous than 1 should have expect- especially if soiled with tin* cholera excreta,
ed. His bright, know mg. somewhat humorous may carry the disease long distances.
/*’••
look reminded me of a well-practiced country
nrs not rrom
by tU* furt that <
physician who had read men through till he un- a most'rions ryit/t'm n- roKsti/-'ti II ft't/i,- atm, .</>/■•
derstood them well. There was the humorous but that it conies, as explained ai>ove, in accordkindness of a good-natured doctor who had ance with certain laws which are now well
understood. Remembering this, all unnecesseen his patients through a most awful siege of
sickness, Jill they were now fairly and fully sary alarm may be avoided- only that salutan
convalescent, and who was disposed to let the fear is desirable which shall lead each individpast, whatever it had cost him or them,go by ual to avoid and remo\e those ronditions which
for the time, and have a little cheerful congrat- favor not only cholera but typhoid fever and
ulation. His gestures and expression of coun- other diseases.
In tin* absence of a much needed, systematic
tenance bad something of the harmless satisfaction of a young politician at a ratification meet- supervision of this matter by the general gova grave
after
his
first
election
to
the
ernment,
ing
Legislature.
responsibility rests upon
He was happy and gl id to see others happy, State and local authorities. Especially at ports
and willing to accept the congratulations of his engaged in foreign commerce, vigilance should
friends for his own part in the general victory. b** constant and action prompt, when require 1.
If cholera should be allowed to effect a landing,
“His last speech, on Wednesday, April 12.
1st;.'), was read from separate sheets, by a flar- the soil and tin* water may he contaminated
and
the “stamping out" of the disease made
as
he
stood
at
the
same
window. He
ing light,
wore glasses, and as the successive pages were
impossible.
It was perhaps eight o'clock in the evening:
Mrs. Lincoln ami several lady friends stood at a
side window. There was some talking and diversion during the reading. The reading was in
a reading tone, hut business-like md good, and
the paper not long. It was intended to show
the disposition of the administration toward
the seceded States, and foreshadow the principles proposed for reconstruction. His manner was unpretentious but dignified, manly,
kindly and vigorous.”
The same frieudlv observer sends other Lincolniana:
‘That rent.* said a soldier in the hospital at
City Point, pointing up to the torn tissue paper
—an embellishment which, I believe, the ladies
of the Christian commission had fixed on the
ceiling above—‘that was torn by Mr. Lincoln’s
hat as he passed through here on his way from
Kichmomi, ami shook hands with every man,
loyal or rebel, in the whole hospital.’ He stood,
like Saul, above the people from the shoulders
upward, and his hat made havoc with decorations overhead. Stepping outside and seeing an
axe by a log, hi* old rail-splitter spirit came
over him.
In a moment his long arms were
putting home that axe toward the heart of the
fallen tree. The hoys in blue gathered those
chips to take home a* mementoes of the backwoodsman who became President and the
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Corsages of gold and silver tissue
with tulle skirts.
or

Reminiscences of Lincoln.
We can not have too many glimpses of the
man who of all men in our history may perhaps
be called especially a Providential man. When

“It was the 111,0 clie nt in the r> ar," sin-continued, “surprising the cm my and cutting otV
their connection with Richmond, that won us
No one
the victories iu the Tennessee valley.
had seen this, until the thought came to me
This
that day in my little room at St. Louis.
;L
I wrote at once
was early in November. 1
S
•<>and
also
to
Fdwa.d
H
ites,
A.
to 'Thomas
that 1 believed the Mississippi expedition would
fail; and urged them to have the gun-boats
transferred to the Tennessee, and to make that
river the line of ac: ion. Soon after, 1 returned
to Washington and communicated mv plan to
Assistant Secretary Scott. When 1 had ex-

exclaimed, ‘Mv soul, Miss Carrol I, you have
tid to him, ‘if
saved the count n !’ And I
you will carry thi- out you will cover yourself
with glory!* For i thought absolutely nothing
at the time of my own part in the transaction.
“The plan was submitted to President
Lincoln, and appro. ed by him wit h enthusiasm ;
and after some n “eessarv delay he, as Commander-in-chief, ordered the change of plan by
which Grant, unde Halleek’s orders, advanced
up the Tennessee, and finally met the enemy at
Shiloh. Ilalleek a' this same time had a plan
of his own for attacking Nashville in aid of
General Buell's much on Knoxville, but the
President's orders were superior, and, as his
subordinate. Ilalleek carried them out substantially as set down in my plan. Colonel
Scott went West, and on his return fob I me
that this change of plan had saved the country
millions. If they h id carried it out sooner and
more

quickly

he

might

have been able to say

that it saved not only millions of money, but
countless lives. The diversion to Donelson
gave the enemy time to re-enforce their strength,
and came well-nigh bringing us a defeat at
Shiloh.
Another interesting recital was that concerning th reason why Wilkes Booth assassinated
Abraham Lincoln. Booth luul a friend win,
had been condemn'd to he shot, and Lincoln
refused to pardon him. Mi>s Carroll graphically described the interview between Lincoln
and Booth, the ea in decision of the formei
aud the dramatic \ leading of the latter. IK
went down on his knees before Mr. Lincoln
she said, and with all the gestures and monthings of the melodrama pleaded and threatened
and storim-d; but the President remained firm
And Booth soon after took his revenge. Shi
also spoke of Mr. Lincoln’s home life ami of
his great grief at the sudden death of “little
Willie,” in a way that showed her to be a welcome guest in the home circle.

lire.
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••There is another le-soii t-t !».- N-annaI from
..tile illil- r-cy among
the map before you
tin- negroe-. 'Then- are T.bno.noo
{hem. of
whom b.Ubn.OiM) are illiterate; then- ire 1.4‘JI.non voters, of whom l.lbo.ouO an- illitei e-.
d ll- re are over •J.inle.eUO children of -1 hot.I age.
-i
d ieof whom only so:i.uo » are in school,
-eq:n nee i- ii.it lllit-T-icy i- inert i-ing.
i’lie-e fact- present a dark pi<!ui.- ami
gh i>in> pro-p-'t for t he tut ure •! : i;. I;■ j►11!•.:
where \ lit in ami ill'- -lligeliee are the -a I'cgllal is
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| p. m g:--lion, N-irth a- wa-li a- > .m
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pia in I ice. they an- making tin ir way to j
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Homo

Patronizi
No town

an

he

Industry.

ptnnanentlv

prosperou-. in

and trail -men, dependent
upon cm h other, do not patronize each other.
Tin* merchant want- a harness, for in-tanand although hi- neighbor is a good harm
w

hich the citizens

-—

trades with him. lie imagines Incan save fifty cents by sending to another tow n
| lie harm—or another State for hi- harness.
maker, and

maker, in turn, sends aw ay for hi- groceries,
The -ln>» -niakhoot-, shoes ami clothing.
sends away for lii- coat ami the tailor **-mls
-o it goes.
hiand
\for
hoots,
result,
away
the farmers coming in town t-> Iratlc.sec a"
to
other
for
tin- tradesmen sending
pi

goods, because they say they call
b.y doiug so, come to the t-om-lusi.

-aVeniomv

that thdo better elsewhere, and then every
is
about
hard
timeami
no bu-*
grow
ling
body
No wonder; the bu.-incs- nn n theminess.
selves turn the tide of trade el-ewhere, for
if they can supply tliem-elves to better advantage by depriving their neighbors of their
trade, others learn to try the -aim- experiment.
it is a dangerous one to inaugurate,
for even if a tritle can be saved in the purchase
of a harness, a pair of hoots, a -nit of clothes.

too

il

can

21 iiHi, 2i narrei (M

iuhii or

a

y

atm

m

can-

<>,

n

n

dollars i> lost where one Is saved,ami the entire
business of the place goes to decay.
The fact is, they gain nothing but los-. in
sending away their trade from themselves.
Show

us

a

town in which the

people

make it

a

rule not to semi away for anything they can
home, and we will show you a town tu
which business is lively and everybody bu-\,
and trade centering from abroad.
Prices ;ue
low ami tradesmen patronize each other, having no suspicions that confidence \v ill be abused.
Let it once be understood that the business
men of any town are in the habit of sending
abroad for their purchases, and the business of
that town will languish. Having no confidence
in each other, how can tin y expect others to
have confidence in them? No, that’s not the
way to build up a town. Patronize each other,
ami keep all your business at. home. | Aroostook Herald.

get at

Meat

ami

Dairy Exports.

The chief of the bureau of statistics reporta
that the total values of the exports from the
United States of domestic cattle, hogs, beef,
pork and dairy products during the month of
May, 1SS5, and during the live months ended
May 31, 1885, also of beef and pork products
during the seven months ended May 31, 1885.
us eompaied with similar exports during the
corresponding periods of the preceding year,
were as follows: May, 1885, $7,232,500; May,
1884, $7,541,900. Five months ended May 31,
1885, $40,172,500; live months ended May 31,
1884, $34,404,000 Keef and pork products
seven mouths ended May 31, 1885. $54,297,000;
beef and pork products seven mouths ended
May 31, 1884, $50,207,000.

Maine
Nt'v"
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Matters.

K«»v

AI.L

The National 6. A. E. Encampment.
The annual gathering of the national
encampment, Grand Army of the Republic, commenced
at Portland on
Monday and will close on Saturday. Portland, and iu fact the whole state of
Maine, has been busy for month.- making
preparations for the great event. Last winter
the state legislature appropriated 910.000, and
many private donation- have been made. The
summer
hotel- down the bay. and at Old
Orchard were drawn upon to shelter the great
multitude. Twenty-five hundred tents were
pitched on the Eastern promenade to shelter
tic Army Po-t-. and all were
handsomely provided for. Tit*- encampment is named l'. S.
Grant Camp.
Portland was moderately decorated for the
occasion. The greate-t attempt at display was
the grand double arch in Congress Square,
w hich bore
appropriate mottoes expressive of
sentiments of welcome. There were two other
arches, one at the entrance of the Encampment
and one over Congress street in Market
Square.
Mouday night there were about 10.000 veterans in the city
quarters either at Peaks* or
Cushing’s Islands, old Orchard or at the Encampment.
C,.tmiiandcr-in-Chief Kountz. with escort.
Ikihlgren Post, of Boston, arrived Mouday
short y after « o'clock in a
special train over
the We.-teru lJivisiou of the Bo-ton and Maine.
The station platform was crowded with people
anxious ;o catch a alimp-** of the Commander
ot the great organization. Commander Kountz
stood a few minutes on the platform and then
entered tlt^ waiting room of the station while
his escort formed on the outside. The tine appearance of the escorting post was favorably
commented upon on ali sides. Commander
Arthur Neilsou was iu charge. The Iiahlgreu
fife and drum corps accompanied the post.
After the liue had been formed Commander
Ktiun’z and party eutered carriages and were
escorted through some of the principal streets,
being joined en route by Bo-worth Post, No. '2.
of P rtiand. accompanied by Chandler’s Band.
At the Falmouth hotel Commander Kountz
alighted and the escort was dismissed. Commander Kountz remained iu the hotel during
the evening, holding a very informal reception.
Late in the * veiling the Commander was d iv< n to the residence of Col.
Moore, iu 1 leering,
w hose
guest hr wiil be during hi- stay iu the

OVER THE STATE

l*NI\ EKSaI.IssT CONVENTION.

>1AIE

At tic vate ( 'iiwmion of th- M;-.ine Univer-a'i-t S f. ifty in Bath. June i<»th officers were
f,i
follows;
President—C. S. Forbes,
f Portland: Nice President
Hon. Henrv
Lord, of Bangor: Secretary—J. H. Little, of
Bruuswi. k : Treasurer—Judge R. Dresser, of
—

Auburn; 1'rustee for three years— Charles
Dunn, of Auburn: Committee ou Fellowship—
1L \. H. >. Whitmore, of Dexter, N\ W.
Hoopr. «•/ Mechanic hails. 1. J. Mead, of
Augusta,
J. \
Bradley, of Portland. J W. Knowltou,
t Belfast; lb legates to the
general convention
—Clerical: Henry Blauebard. of Portland. W.
>.
Perkin-, of 1. wistou. II. S. Whitman, of
Dexter, L. H. Shinn, of Deeriug: Lav delegate-; Hon. J. W. Wakefield, of Bath. Hon.
K. Dresser, of Auburn. J. P. (ireenlcaf, ot
Bangor, \\ in. Dureii of Calais. The report of
the committee on fellowship for the past vear
showed live ministers transferred from Maine.
Ja-. \ incent of Calais. Manson Cros-lev of
Portland. L. H. Shinn of Deeriug and A. L.
Kiye of Freeport were granted letters of fellowship. John Kimball of Turner and Otis F.
Aivord oi Last Hiram have been ordained. At
the evening meeting Rev. M. Crossley delivered
an address on
missionary work. k-v. C. A.
Hayden -f Auburn pn-ached a sermon on
**l plifting of the Life."
There was a large
attendance.
At the bu-iness meeting of the State Fniver*
^aii-t S »ciety. June ITth. President Forbes presiding. it as voted to rai-c S-Jihs* for necessary
work. by assessment and personal pledges, lii
the afternoon. Rev. Henry Blanchard of Portrash id ," sermon on the
mission of the Cuiversalist church.
There
" ere
-o :n‘dre--i
by Hon. >idney Perbam of
Portland, and Dr. L. M. Fuller of Bath, ou
educational interest-.
Tiie Third u i> -f the convention opened with
a
conference meeting Tbur-day afternoon led
l y J. B. BraUiev ot For; and and J. ii. Farnsworth. At ti.e bu-ine-- meeting a report on
penii.-h.u- Ii-rature v\ a- mad** by Rev. 1!. c.
Mun-ou of Portland. It was resolved that
v-" .cm• p.- rai-ed a- an endowment fund. Resolutions were a--ed disfavoring capital puiii-hldi• ss w
made by Rev. W. s.
1't ain- o! i vv i-ton,
n ">uudav."
Rev. 0.
H. Shinn, of
on
Fobaceo and Lotiug.
brie-." and Lev. 1. .1. M.-ad. of Augusta, ou
**D vnn*.*' The convention adjourned after a
sermon by ib v. W. M. Kimmel of Rocklaud.
■
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MAINE IN GEORGIA.
1 will surprise many of our readers to know
that
Feuness
i Sta
Maine lia- about tie- larges! col> ny of active
M|Us :n tiie
ity 1 Atlanta, and a the head of
the ;;-t
and- that Venerable and honored citiI' (* 11
> n g 1 i ft
if u -efuh ess ht r
has been suj pit mented by his
nerutiant Park" lor the benefit
ggift I
of futun get eratioiis.
We have in. worthier
res
h »n t ol. Or int, and
:- to be hoped that he
may live yet many
ar- t*> see III- “Park" gift
xpaiid in beauty
Next to
ssiug to »ui
o| e.
si
!
loss, who
Vt mta. t
a wilderness, slow 1

achusetts
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Hie grand ;ir<in-"irin formed under
lead of (ieii. Beal, chief marshal, (iov. Rolead :he first division. Not until the pro-

V

the
hie

11..."

'"■•n had pa-s*.d a gi\* n point
was it madeapparent how great i- th- number of Grand
Army m« n m>v\ in Portland. P bad bten caieulated that it would r* quire two hours for the
pi ore-«bon to pa-s. hut indt ad of that it wi!i occupy more than tlire-e. The 1110-t careful estimate of the number of men in line places the
figure at 2A.00 of which number 20.'>00 wear
the uniform of the Grand Army of the Republic. Ail unpe asaut feature \va* develop'd at tin- time of starting the parade. A
number of pods, owing to iin* confusion and
'•rowd. got left out «d‘ the procession altogether,

i.

ItOWlM.lN

men.

public.

.•

World. Atlanta.

a

every one of whom insisted on
General
shaking hands with the General.
was
iou<
Logan
Jy cheered. Mrs. Logan, who
accompanied the General, cauie in for her share
of the warm greeting. For an hour before the
Cumberland arrived great crowds of people
gathered at he wharf,
tun. Hall and Mr.
R ed entered ue». Logan’s carriage and the
were
escorted
with some difficulty through
party
the great crowd. One of the
visiting post- then
formed an escort and conducted the party
the
through
principal streets to the residence of
Cottgn »man Reed.
Everywhere along the
I' tite the (»* neral was most
enthusiastically
cheered and he rode much of the distance with
uncovered head. Iu th* evening Gen. Logan
i'*
ived a numbei ot callers at the residence of
.Mr. R**ed.
Prominent among those who made
bri* t c.ul- wen* Hon. Hannibal Hamiiu and a
number f < a ifornia get;!l« ni -n.
Monday night the crowd k* pt increa-iug as
conipam ali* r "«unpany ;.n*i po-t after post
marched ini** ; iwn.
T he fit* and drum made
merry mu-i* ;*i night, and there was not much
>1» < I ing in the vicinity
On Tuesday th*- crowd
« xeccd-d all *
There were oceans
xj*t ta’tiuti.
of m* n * very when-, and nine out of ev< ry ten
w'«»r*- the buttons of th Grand
Army of the Re-

'.oi-,
"11 i I:
a
anro.ad -taiMIl.
'' a_t”Vvn. it > ai. 1 final y into the Capital
"i 'b* "lat-. in a..
11 V hieli he t«..,k an active
in iater ye,,r-.
me Moniii. ;lie Fairl ari,
banks I iie r-. L B. i
IbUi 1). B. ] Lung ley.
I *1J ek lie K hi ha,; broth
-. Bn I H-. Tlnbade;tU.
\\
n y ■;;.
Bryant. !!• rlurt. Harding.
Drunnii"iM. J.aiieey. ai; ot whom have iiad
more or ie— :
m u ;;i, :iie *u: d ug ol tin-ei:\.
h»v. F:t i-i
k L
:■
tin pi*-int abb- and
bei.’V. •; ( 1:!. T Migi-trate
t Mu ill", when a
-<•
man
'aiiglit
ii>*<■
in Ttiom.a- county,
young
b a., ami i- s: i.}• a 111 y iu im min ivd by many
d
who vva-n !,.- pupi.s. W. ahude to
tliis matter becau-e vve notice that tiie Battle
M.'UUIIe-le A--i" la; i'Ul. <d till- cit V embraces
iu its st of iflicers and charter members nearly
‘■very timi* a 1 *i-ve m«-1jti.tiled. which shows the
patriot; s. : generous -pirit «*:' t nese “Sons of
Maim w ho havt
icir hom«
vv itb us.
I n the tutu:-. v\ <• hope to w. .• one to our -e.-tiou
zeii*
he far off Stab
-iug
of Mail •. v\ lore winter huger- -o long in the
male gl\es to the
kip or -pi ing. all'I a L•■ W.g
country a ran of hardy and ili ient men and
'Southern
accoinpli-hi.u and n• •! i.- vv-.men.
•ii’-

John A. Logan and

delegation of the
Grand Army from Washington. 1>. C.. arrived
from Huston M« ndav evening by steamer c ity of
t umberiaml. They were accompanied by posts
from Boston and various places iu Mas.-achu-ett- and a
large uuinber of friends.
Mueh enthusiasm wa- creat' d by the reception t< mined Gen. Logan on the dock by MassGen.

](1 TNInN.

'1 lie fia" r ]"4‘ of Bowiiein College will
have a i- uni**n this yen: at tin- Faiinouth
11 oils* I : ; .11 j• 1.
1 11!' n;i" number' oil i:'
roll nn uMi'ually Mrg* numb*-: pp-mim nth
at'-l w ic y know n in tie
*ou-» walk' of life,
among w l oin are .Judge William Win Virgin
of th Supi nn < ourt oi Maine. G* ueral Sauiui 3
J. Aiuii i' ii. lion. <
\v. «, •<)A;tr< 1 and
J'-'lma >• ai-' l'almer. 1
MPortAnd Hon.
H--ratio (i. H.-ni. k, ; L «w r. n n M i".. H-m.
I*:iv ni B. Ha'iing'. of Frvcburg. bVv. ii-orge
w Adaui'. 1». 1>.. ot nilill'tor. >i;i".. Hon.
Nathaniel Pierce, of Newbury port. Mass.. e\*
Mass.. Hon.
Mayor G
•lo'iah 1 *. l’i sa i.oi i.ieag--. i
May or .1 i;n
W aii ngtor-i
<.iwin.
Hoii'ion. I .\:t'.
H *n. Henry K. Bradbury- of Holli'. ami Rev.
H« nry K. < raig
Faiinouth. Mass.
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Prohibition in Politics.
There is little that is new* to be said of the
late so-ealled Prohibition campaign, which was
alike unfortunate iu its conceptions and iu its
results. The treachery of St. John has been
fully ventilated, and the estimation iu which he
U held at the present time is shown by the slim
audiences which listen to his tirades against the
North and his eulogies upon his new allies in
the solid South. John B. Finch openly avowed
himself during the campaign, and so cleared hie
skirts of the imputation of having been bribed
by the rumseliers; but it is something of a sur-

prise to learn, as we do from (Jail Hamilton’s
article iu the North Ameiicau Review for June,
under the capliou given above, that Miss Willard. the President of the National W. C. T. U.,
is a Southern sympathizer. That well-meaning
and

lead into this movement
is very evident, and it is equally clear that it
was controlled
and directed throughout by
men

worm n

were

agents of the rum party Gail Hamilton quotes
a leading Prohibitionist as
saying: “The W. C.
T. U. during the last campaign descended from
its high position and became the willing ally
and unconscious tool of selfish politicians. It
did this deliberately. * * * A careful examination of the statistics of the late campaign

completely explodes the claim to sagacity or
honesty, perhaps both, in this deplorable moveillustration here of St. John’s
trickery, and which is characteristic of bis conduct throughout. He proclaimed all over the
country that the Republican party in Kansas
had refused to re-indorse the prohibitory Conment.’’

one

stitutional amendment at their last State Convention. The resolution adopted was:
That we favor a faithful and honest enforcement of the Constitutional Amendment, that
the full efi'ects of prohibition may be realized,
that the declared will of the people may be respected and the majesty of the law vindicated.
And this St. John called a rejection of the
Prohibitory Amendment. But then he had to
earn his wages from the rum party iu some
way, and probably took the easiest way—for
him. During the campaign St. Johu boasted
that he would receive a million votes and some
of the prohibition organs claimed two million
votes. The total prohibition vote in all the
States was 4.3,000—no one sets it higher than
1.3().0<M)—out of a total vote of 10,036,057.
Gail Hamilton:

Says

Comparing this political Prohibition vote
with the Prohibition vote when it was not made
a political issue, we find that in four States—
Maine, Ohio, Iowa, and Kansas—Prohibition
lias received 620.000 votes non-political,
against
45.000 votes political, in thirty-four States. In
I•1 w a alone, after a most persuasive and even
thrilling, but non-political campaign,. Prohibition received 125,000 votes. The political campaign of 1n*4 reduced that vote to 1.472. Is this
at. onward movement?
Does it indicate nice
c*...

■

Great thing'* were predicted of the South—
that is iu the way of prohibition votes. Miss
Willard declared that it was **a ghost, and not

campaign issue, that is paraded by campaign orators who dwell upon a solid South,"
and talked glibly of the States and portions of
States in that sectiou already under prohibition.
Hut of the States mentioned. South Carolina,
Mississippi, and Arkansas gave, according to
a

official returns, no vote at all for the Prohibition candidate. Alabama, reported as “glorioiisU summing the tide,"gave the Democratic candidate 92.973 votes and the Prohibition
the
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Saturday afternoon, June 27th.
Repairs are being made on the lower bridge, in
this city. The expense will not exceed $300 or

It

by

was

paid

horsemen and breeders is called
to the notice of Tabor A Harrison's
stallion, Nor
man bray, an imported Percheon Norman.
This
stock is very hardy and for general purposes c?tnnot be beaten.
The stallion may he seen at their
stuide in this city. See advertisement in another
I column.
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at

Fo- ke.

Mr. li. U Mt Donald, stove
dealer, in ibis city,
iui» closed up his store. ( hurlV Black has purhas»ed tin* stock. Mr. McDona.e i.»ung man of
£"0,l bahits and attended to luisiu,
i,m the hard
times and sharp competition was too u uch tor
him.

Police cocur. Edwin
and Charles Coombs, son

Bird,

son

P. G.

01

rt*« eu

Journal concerning- cannibal
interest au>i e.it items nave

the

of L). E. Bird,
Cooml>, of ihis
were
before
the
Police Court, one day last
■•ity,
week, on complaint of E. 1. Whittier. for malhims
mischief, in pulling off and taking aw a :;ith- Horn
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good flayers, but iho

also mentioned
this nine will visit our
were
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city during the season.
!>,• proud of its base
good rea-on
baldsts.’
An excursion will •oine from Bangor
on one of Capl. Barbour’s lioals to witness the
game
in this city-The »'olbvs will
play the Belfast team
in Belfast on duly 4th-Bangor will
organize a

town.
naiii,

ba-e ball

of 11

Tuesday at Bangor, in

-.-ore

a

new

noon, hut the -lournal

to
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arh

too

press

give the result.... The Beacons, of lb-ion, the
>t
amateur elun in New
England will p ay in ibi'•ity, duly 17th.
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H. Marshall Post of Belfast, to the number «.|
about 4o, ami Freeman MeGilvery Post of Sears,
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When
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Grange

for

acres, which is clear of every other kind of
shrub, we counted
elms, left

tree or

Gen.

forty stately
by
stopping of all hands to read “Notes along the Aver for the
purpose of shade, hence the name,
\\ ay, by Our George.”
I never expected to I
Elmwood Farm. We were fortunate enough to
reach this dizzy height—my head swims nowmeet Messrs. Walker & Littlefield at tin* farm and
anil by the way, that is ail the way I ever could learn from them their intentions and
inspect their
swim. I sink out of sight quicker than does | stock, which they said was blit a beginning of their
the solitary oyster in a church fair stew.
enterprise, which cannot be fully developed for
While in Ogdenshurg, Fred took us to drive. ! three years at least. Rut what they now have is
the
very best in the state and as good as there Is in
and we found the city in June to be a most !

the country, and is pure blooded imported stock.
beautiful one.
Wide streets, with trees and
We were first shown the Sussex Bull, “Sussex
walks on either side, and beautiful residences
Boy,” re< ently purchased from the herds of Burall well kept.
One notices, however, a want of
leigh & Bodwell, of Hallowed, and Imported by
land about the houses, nearly all of them being them from Sussex
county, England. This is the
set very near the street, but there is a certain
only imported Sussex bull in the State outside the
terror in a lawn mower, that will make me herd of the
importers. He is a beautiful animalshove my brown stone front clean up to the in color a handsome cherry red with end of tall
sidewalk. 1 don't believe that 1 could ever white, which we learn is characteristic of the breed.
learn to push one of those little machines ovi r They are all marked in that manner, and though a
j
new breed are rapidly coming into favor as the best
a lawn, and make myself think ! was
playing j
combination for beef and milk, as they are of large
billiards; but if one's bank account allows one

|
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size and handsome build.

by proxy, then 1 should by ail
house back a good distance, and

run a mower
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kittens ami half of them imariao y
the battery buildings n the shore oi the bay
lisfippo.ir in the first two week- of iln-ir iife. The
Tne
! boys landed from v. boat when Bird took away a ilerp 'iamnation of their taking off’ rests with *oht
quantity of laths which he had previ.oi-lv hidden •Inn' ali i the oilier 1'homas eats m tin- m-ighborin the chamber. Mr. Whittier' aught them. The | hoo,t l,iai kill the male portion of the kittens be
boys put in no defence. Bird was lined $.*• without yomi a tloubt.”
costs, and Coombs was acquitted. Bird paid.
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This is one of the cases between the
t -John Dickey
perfeetly mate*i, ami kin*l in even partb-ular.
two parties who live in Belmont.
A pic e of Ian
lin-; are Fear-naught ninl Ivii1'\
k
Bi.uk Amis in dispute. At tlie Lin. term l.vC», Wellman ; ble ma.it- a m: e at the Belfast
trotting park la-t
an
action for trespass against deft, for
tail in 2.l.>, tin1 best time ever ma le l.•. a
brought
three
cutting grass on the laud in que-tior. The jury years olU colt in Maine. P:e animals are now in
found a verdict lor pi IT. in the sum of fifteen
:he care of Mr. Henry Mmigeti, of ihit
ai
!

I fast, iiave secure t a -t-.ek
fifty rents mi the dollar amt

pants makers
a

to

lMnsmore A *>011. B.
of bools and shoes at

tm.-t

welcomed visitor.
S.

N.irthport

millinery. This will be a great opportunity.
F
F. Hanson, at his
repository on Beaver street.
Belfast, lias a new l.-t ot an ig
Han- .11 m*t
li'is
tine
'>
airiage-, bm tils ad*, r:ismicnts are

.sixteen members and meets every Wedthe Baptist church vestry.

waioAL

and

time.

Chautauqua Circle w as organized in this
i-t week, with Mrs. H. A
Carter, president
and Mrs. Annie M.-Kceu,
secretary. The circle
nesday

Belfast

vva- made by F
s-mboni. If you
know the exact time in tin* tuiuiv cab mi
II* lias one rcguijt’or running on -t v i.irb

want to

''(•aside

Every day for weeks a Baltimore oriole visits the
large elm trc“ opposite the Journal office and
charms us with his pleasing song. The oriole visits
this section in May, breeds usually in elm
trees,
attaching its hanging nest to the upper drooping
| branches. The oriole has :•right plumage and is
well known,being a frequent visitor l" eity gardens.
He is a great destroyer of insects, ami is a much

from

Thurs

on

cherry and

or

Wii! Burkett Wa* quite l*a
i'_. injured
Monday.
WiM Marshall threw a
potato -.vIiki accidentally
struck Burkett in the ey e,
rupturing a mood vessel.
Ibe sight is all right, but he w ill be
obliged to remain in doors for some time.

The attention of

excursion

Harbor,

movement, gridion pemlulum, adjusted to heat and
cold, pendulum ball thirteen imh-s in diameter.
Plain face vvitli a >wi« p
-md ban i. The .■ ,-r i-

George Hussey, cashier in
Boston and Bangor Steam-

ship Company, i> supplying Mr. l. B. Patterson’s
poMMo,, as freight clerk on the steamer Penobscot
during the latter’s absence.

for the meat.

panted the

The

> n:\MKu Notks.
Mr.
the B-ston office ,.f the

of this

One hundred dollars

ro Bar Harbor
Belfast partiechartered the steamer Queen Citv. of Bangor,

II. J. I.••eke. f this it>, has for some lime felt
the need of a tirsr eias-r> guiator at his place of
busines-. On 'V. dm-sdav he
put up a new one tha'
has uo superior in tiiis
vicinity. It has a French

■

we met Mr. F. W.
Augier,
still in the (ien’l Ticket Agent's Office,
and has charge of the pasteboard there.
1
learned that my collection of letters, which the
O. A L. C. R. R. published, were
having a great

to

Frank Could.

time ago and has since been

some

lay July 16th. These annua!
excursions to Ml. IVseit an: among the best, and
all look forward to the event with much pleasure.
Tiie Queen City is a safe ami fast boat.

a new
port, A. E. Foruald, Commander, in the sixth ! N MM h port Vvdiere -uper-nteil'ient liugg
net I
al
KMowing that it is tin* desire of the Journal to pro- | division of Maine department, -anuiel E. Hunt and '-oiKiueied
then.
ei : lie Camp grouin:
!: vv.imote all new and Important enterprises In the
Post, Tr*»y, p E. Know K-, Com., Freeman Mei,il- Mr. Him- first vi-ii md la* was •uueh
impiv—<d
county, and learning that Messrs. Walker & Little- very Post, Sear-port, E E W. ntworth, (. om.,c
u i!
the beautiful e imping ground an
pen
<t
field bad routed Elmwood Farm for a term of years
E. Pilley Post, I'nity, Joseph E Eibln
t
I;iy. 'Li Friday .M--sr-. Ham and Lang not tin
with the intention of making it a first class stock I Thomas 11. Marshall IV -t, Belfast, Wm. 11. Eogier,
following representatives from Waldo
nt\
farm in every respect, we concluded to visit it and
Coin., Ezra M. Billings l’.-.-t, Monroe, cieo. 11
I,.ini«* 1 o. Bowen and wife, of Morn. < liar
give the readers of the Journal a few items in rela- Fisher,Com., E. II. Bradstreel P>-t, Liberty, »J. o. Bn.1 A
aiui 1>. li. .1 din.-on. ! Free
l.
;
Iw.ir I
tion to it. Elmwood Farm is situated on what is
Johnson, Com., tiro. H. Davis Post, Brook-. Win.
Partridge, ot Stockton; 1’olford t».i a i,
M
known as >outh Ridge, Moutvllle, is owne l by
C. Bowe, Com. were in the Eighth division_Toe j
roe. M It. I 111 fit, Of Belli
1.1, i,ihna;! It
-ert.Capt. It. S. Ayer, and is probably better known as entertainment last week by B. II. Hendersbott, the " aid
and Howard .Mnrpiiy, Hu/.cn M Ive... \i
tiie Gen. Ayer farm. It contains 20o acres of land
Drummer boy of the Kapi dmnnoi k, b lore Ti.oiiutli'ii- I. Brown and Id \Y. Kilis, of |j.
ii. Marshall Po-t, at Belfast, was a most » n;.o
and is beautifully located. In a field of seventy-five
other-.

who is

“give away,” requests coming in

was one

killed

liurgess,

wagon

an

Bar

lug pensions fraudulently.

city, last week
steer that dressed los.*> pounds of meat.
of the Collin steers, so called, and was

purchased a

for

liUadverti.se-

See

etc.

with

boRT Point Hotkl. This popular summer hotel
now open to the public.
Mr. Lee, the new proprietor, came .»n Thursday of last week, bringing
with him a large number of employes.
Alexander &

a

have

The government is going to overhaul
pensioners
a view of
detecting fraudulent claimant*.
I In* pension n^t Is a good
one, but there is re*
doubt but what it is abused, and
many are draw-

days.

is

•

from

deranged at times. Two year- ago he attempted
suicide, but was prevented.

county and thousands of circulars dis-

cream, cake, cold lemonade,
merit in another column.

thought the bridge will be open for

few

a

at
Monroe.
Wednesday morning
Curtis, of Monroe, committed suicide bv
hanging. He was 05years of age. 11c was thrown

excursion

on

It is

Suicide

Kdwin Frost’s lunch rooms, on Main
street, are
well patronized. In addition to a
good square
meal for twenty live cents you can
procure ice

city,

$400.

the merits of these machines before

at

James

tributed.

The trustees of the Waldo County
Agricultural
Society Mill meet at the Court House, in this

travel in

the

over

look

to

purchasing.

advertising car of Barnmu's great
arrived in Belfast Friday
evening and re
mained until Monday noon. Teams were driven all

and clean condition.

neat

the a*Hbelie

“Patience.”

well

show

board of health in this city is taking measto remove all rubbish, and put the town in a

re-

Conant A Co., of this city, agents for the
Warrior Mower ami the Tiger Bake. They claim
tbcy are the best implements in the market. It is

while In the water.

second

the third page.

on

postmaster has been

Attention of farmers is called to the advertise-

House,

port numbering about do went in a body, whi
representatives from oilier posts in the count;,

Elmwood 1-vkm
writes us follows of

them from
all parts of the country. I little thought when
|
1 wrote those letters to the Journal, that
they
were destined to east such a gloom over our fair
laud. 1 cannot but feel that the present business stagnation is caused by the simultaneous
!

Is landlord Weeks of the American

so

resentation, and the engagement wil* close on Sat
JO t*. m. and
urday with a “Pinafore” Matinee at
a performance in the evening of the great satire on
craze,

clothing

Brick.

a

the Belfast

ment of

Belfast.

“Bet-

promised with elegant co-tume- and in a perfect
maimer, and even thing indicate- large audiences
composed of the wealth amt culture of our fair city.

acquaintances you please, but when you
away from home, then* is nothing so pleasant as to meet an old townsman, unless
you
happen to owe him an unsettled account.

his

landlord is

salary of

The

duced $100.

George H. Phillips, the man who brought suits
against the druggists of this city, in common with
hundreds of others in the State, died last week.
!
The Belfast railroad will enter
upon a new time
His death will terminate
many appealed cases.
table next week. See the changes In the table
pub1 he
And

Sullivan’s "lolanthe” will have it- first Belfast rep-

uew

Androscoggin county

An

Linn," Lrnma C. Tuttle as “Fiamettu” and Arthur
F. Miiltr as*‘Pippn." Friday evening, Gilbert and

are

|

as

The

Mudgett Bros, of this city, will take some of
their trotters to Rockland,
July 4th.
A son of Charles
Thomas, Belfast, capsized a
boat off the Camp ground,
Northport. on Monday.
He swam to the shore after
taking off a portion of

was

A mackerel seiner was in our harbor on
Tuesday,
the first of the season. She wanted a crew.

stinetively sought the lappeiof his coat to see if | gagement of the season will open at the Opera
House. "The Mascot” will be given .villi a strong
a policeman's star glittered there, but
seeing
singing and acting east, including Harry F. Dixie
nothing of the kind, l asked him in that courte- as “Prince

modest way 1 have, “where in the d-1 he
came from:"'’ and found that he was from home,
and off on a little business and pleasure trip: that
he was going to Rochester, X. Y., where his
son Frank was to graduate at the Rochester
l uiversity, and then home by the way of Niagara.
As his route and ours was over tie* same
road, he joined us, and for several days we
travelled together. You may pick up all the

in the market.

are

Capt. Charles H. Wording, of this city, who
injured last week, is slowly recovering.

1

ous,

strawberries

Field

N. Y.

If there is one of my
SEASONABLE RHYMES.
intimate friends who will put himself out for
The time draweth nigh
me, more than another, it is the Cle-k of the
When the harassing flywort of humanity’s foes—
grandest events of Maine. From all over the Weather. AVhen he found that l intended to in summer the
Will skate up and down
North were gathered the Union defenders, who take a little
On tlie smooth polished crown
trip, he just laid himself out in my Of
tue bald headed man when he’s
in 1801. risked their lives that their
taking a doze.
country behalf. The only trouble I fiud with him is,
might live. The General and private met on ! that he overdoes the thiug, as the man did \\ hen summer is breathing her sweetest delight,
And nature Is everywhere burdened with bloom,
an equality aud
clasped hands. Again were the when he prayed for rain. About the time l ’Tis then we must
spring from our couch in the
stirring eveuts of the camp life aud battlefield started from home, if there was uuv kiud of
night,
To chase the mosquitoes all over the room.
!
rehearsed.
weather that the masses really needed, it was
The Legislature of Maine last winter
I
appro- the wet kind, and although 1 intimated that 1 And now ’tis almost time sweet maidens think
From urban dust, and smoke, and heat, to flee;
priated $10,000 to help defray the expenses, could take umbrellas and waterproofs, and that '!>» put aside
the rollers of the rink
which sum has been supplemented by private he need uot make
And sport among the rollers of the sea.
any special weather for me,
[Courier.
Portland
has
he
subscription.
done itself credit 5'et
insisted on getting up a hatch of that
in the manner of entertainment, and the vast $ort that Lowell
There was considerable mortality among the
dogs
I
speaks of—
1,1
numbers will go away with the praise of Maine “And what is so rare as a
»‘it> last week. Some one is scattering about
;
in
Juue'r
day
: Then, if ever, come perfect
poisoned meat.
upon their lips.
days;
Then heaven
the earth, if it be in tuue,
A. K. r. Moore, of this city, last week forwarded
Tuesday was the day of the grand parade Ami over it tries her
warm
ear
softly
lays.’*
lo President Cleveland Ids
when 25,000 people were iu procession. It was ,
application for the BelAnd they were perfect days, only—ami I don’t fast
Custom House.
a sight ever to be
remembered, the like of which say it in a fault-finding way—there were one
Charles Stopple of Freedom exhibited his three
doubtless will never again be seen in Maine.
or two days when heaven’s ear seemed a Alegged eolt in this city last week. He is now in
Good order prevailed, but much enthusiasm
just a lectle too warm.
Portland with this wonderful freak of nature,
: was shown
by the veterans. This was demonW e left home in Fncle Mace’s
private team,
salmon grows more abundant as the season
strated whenever Gen. Johu A. Logan. Senator
Cha.-lie
Shaw
1
driving. By the time we arrived advances, and the fish is almost a drug in the
from Illinois, made his appearance. The sol- l
in Burnham, 1 had got fairly awake—seven market. One
night last week L. A. Dow, Brigadier
dier boys have great admiration for Bliu-k Jack,
o'clock is such a beastly hour to start—ami bid- Island, caught thirty-six salmon, beating all previand
he
was
from
his
actually pulled
|
carriage by ding good bye to some friends who had come | ons records.
j the boys.
One day last week Mr. Samuel Pearson, aged
up with us, we got into one of the new BullThe (iraud Army of the Republic was organman Baiace cars, which now run between Bosabout 7m years, started to row across the harbor to
i ed in lsfifi, and in
July of that year the first ton and Bar Harbor. 1 am used to
elegauee bis home on the east side. When In mid channel
meeting was held at Springfield, Illinois. From aud
luxury, was born in it, and have rolled in he bad a tainting tit and fell to the bottom of his
that time the organization spread into
boat. He was discovered and taken ashore, where
every it ever since, but 1 think that
my eyes bulged a
northern state, until last year the annual report
he soon rallied.
trifle on entering that ear. It is one of the fin- !
showed a membership of 253,805 veterans. The
Flower thieves continue their depredations about
est cars the Pullman Co. run. and their coaches ;
objects of the Grand Army are to maintain in
Three small boys were caught lad week,
I town.
are not
carts,
and
if
one
is
to
generally dump
civil life those great principles for which its
but no warrant has been issued against them. An
rid* all day. the money paid fora seat in one of !
members stood inarms; to crush out treason,
example ought to be made for the protection of
these cars is well invested. A nice lunch is
!l »wcr gardens. The plants in Mrs.
advance and support loyalty, secure constituPercy Sanserved, which saves one bolting one of these born’s garden were
tional liberty to all men and vindicate the
pulled up and thrown over
rights railroad eating bouse meals.
the
the
fence.
Really
proper
of American citizens. They pledged the full
way to serve one of them, is to load it into a
>' e ire ti•»\v having the longest days in the year.
power and influence of the association in behalf
and
tire
it
the
into
traveller. In the first
of the loyal soldiers until thoroughly protected gun.
Widow’s Island.
Our friends down the hay
it would save time, and the second and
need have but little fear of the quarantine station
in every right of American freemen. From place
1 better
reason is, that the victim would uot taste
on
Widow’s Island near the eastern entrance to
this organization originated the beautiful cuswhat he was eating. Arriving at Boston, we Fox Island
tom of decorating with flowers,
thoroughfare. It i- for government
yearly, the went to the Tremont House, and
vessels
made ourself
only, and the chances are that an infected
graves ol deceased comrades. May 30 is now
vessel
will
not
known to Mr. U. NY. NYilson. and were taken
come there once in ten years.
designated as Memorial day, anti the custom
care of.
Mr. Ballard exhibited in this
I am of the opinion that Mr. NYilson
city last week two
was conceived
by Gen. Logan, the second com- must have
been once east away on a desolat** young black bears that were captured this spring
mander ot the (iraud Army of the Republic.
island, else he has stopped at one of these re- [ at Milford. Alfred Haskell killed the mother bear
Congress subsequently made the day a legal
and took her two eubs. The young hears are about
frigerator hotels that one strikes occasionally, !
}
holiday.
and while enjoying such solitude and desola- three months old and weigh aoout lif .een pounds
In the news columus
I each.
They were as playful as kittens and attract.may be found a cou- tion. made a
vow that if ever he had
anything ! ed much attention. Mr. Ballard is now at Portland
deused report of this encampment up to Tuesto do with a hotel, that he would make the
with them.
day night.
I guests feel as if
they had uot made a misBelfast Priti.tr Lihuauy. We have received
The Prog. Age gives the “Warner safe cure’’ take, and got into a receiving tomb in- the
following from the lion. Joseph \N illiamson.of
for financial ills a qualified endorsement, while stead of a hotel.
At any rate, he made it
this city: “In anticipation of our Library, I have
in
a
tirade
warm
no.
I
bankers
and
for
indulging
hadn't been there a great collected a copy of every book and pamphlet ever
what
against
it calls the “capitalist classes.v The
AdAge swears while before 1 felt that I owned a small published here, except the following:
by the short weight silver dollar now and gives j block of stock in the institution.
Noth- dress delivered at the Installation of the Officers of
Belt'a-t Lodge, by Ilirain o. Mden.
the fiat money idea of its Greenback days the i ingtbat 1 can say will add to the
Kulogy
reputation of
cold shoulder, while the Democratic Rockland the House, but when l am real well treated. I *’u Adams and Jefferson, by Allred Johnson, Jr.
1 "-'Ll
A Sermon on Thanksgiving, In Rev. WilOpinion sees in this silver scheme a compro- like to go and tell of it. 1 found the house was
li mi Frothingham.”
Any one who can furnish the
mise between “two heretofore
antagonistic Tac- undergoing extensive repairs. The huge gran- •d'ove amt forward them to Mr.
Williamson will
tions of bulliouists”
“in accordance ite steps, up which one went to get into the ofconfer a favor to the public.
with which they will join their efforts to crush fice, are taken away, and the office will be in
schools.
The schools in the central district
out the existing seutimeut iu the
country in the hallow square iu the centre of the house. It
clo.-e to-day. The examination- of all the sell >ols
favor of paper currency.**
It is hardly a com- will be high ami lighted front the top. It will
except the I'pper Grammar have been held, and
pliment to our Rockland contemporary to say be finished in elegance, and have all the mod- the exercises in this school will take place
to-day,
that it is nearer right than the Prog. Age. It i> ern improvements and be probably the finest
A. M. and 1 i\ M.
Parents of
commencing at
evident that the people prefer paper dollars hotel office in the city. The change will give pupils and triends of the school are invited to
j to the silver dollars which now cumber the some forty new rooms, besides two new din- attend. The graduating exercises of the Belfast
vaults of the treasury ami not treasuries, ami
ing halls, which is something the house now High school took place at the Opera House on
’he tirst step to be taken i> to stop coining them. lacks, as there are now but two. and it i- not Wednesday ••veiling. The following are the names
The remedy proposed by Congressman War- convenient to serve supper to parties aud j of the graduates: Lola Arvilla Ames, Augusta
! Hiek-fc Banks, Ma> Lliu Folsom, Sara Withington
ner is as bad as the disease.
As a specimeu clubs, as both the dining halls are in constant
Francis, Maud Lii/.a Mathews, charlotte Thorndike
j opinion, take the following from a cotton deal- use for the guests of the house. The repairs
"iblev, Joseph Brooks Pendleton, and William
er:
“The outlook is anything but Haltering will take nearly all summer, though they hope
Veazie Pratt.
for the industry; and I think the present con- to get into the office by Sept. The total repairs )
FtuE. The house and stable of W. lb Downs, on
dition of trade and business ean be traced to the will amount to some STo.OOO, and when comW nldo avenue, were destroyed
by tire early on
distrust which this wretched coinage of silver peted the Tremont will have a better claim
Saturday morning of last week. A small quantity
dollars has created in business centres.**
on the travelling public than ever.
The prop- "f the furniture was saved. Mr. Downs was
erty is owned by Mr. Montgomery Sears, ami absent, Mrs. 1). and daughter being at borne. Mrs.
A prominent planter of Mississippi, Major
lb wa- ill tin* night la-fore and a smart tire was
tie- proprietors of the house are Silas (.iurney
Crawford, now in Washington, declares that
made in the setting room for the purpose of heatA Co., who have kept it fur many years.
the best element of the Democratic party in
Mississippi is anything but pleased with the
From Boston our route was by the Fitchburg ing water. It i- supposed the tire originated from
action of the President in demanding the
a
detect in the chimney. When discovered the
and
N't. Central roads, up through Bellowresignation of Postmaster Mead of Hazlehurst.
tlames had made rapid progress amt Mrs. Downs
Mead, he declares, is one oi the best Democrats Falls to St. Albans, where we changed ears for and
daughter made their escape through a window.
in the State.
Ogdensburg. At Swanton, tin* next stop from The engines started for the tire, but were too late
And yet the Prog. Age says that “Mead be- St. Albans, the door of the car
opened and in and returned. The buildings were insured. The
long.- to a class of brutal ruffians who rule in walked Mr. Sanford Mathews, of Belfast. If m\ premises were formerly known as the Laura Russ
certain half-civilized parts of the South.”
We great grandmother had conn* in dressed in a place.
have no doubt, however, but that “Meaue i» Mother Hubbard, 1 should not have been more
Ml.i.ku and Dixie's comic opkka company.
one of the best Democrats in the St.ate"
siirorised tlem I
him
M
| This tThursday) evening, the only operatic en-

that more tban ti\
thousand
Posts a re n-.t parading because of
t .i*
Ueg.- et referred to. Soiie *»! them f* « I the
ight. but many who were spoken to in regard candidate 610. Kentucky cast 3006 votes for
to it attribute i. to the confusion caused by the
Prohibition; against Prohibition. 271,433. Niue
unexpected large numb, r of members who S"Uthern Suites, said to be
c «m
largely prohibitory,
here and to oversight* on the pari of the
managers.
Many of the ndividual posts were gave 1795 Prohibition votes. “In the whole
•‘Uthusiasijcally clieer.-d as they passed along, South," says Gail Hamilton, “1 do not find reprominent among them being the Dahigreen corded 15.000
Prohibition votes. Even Southand John A. Andn-w !*■ ->t> of Boston. Commandcr-in-.-hief Kountz was greeted with geii- ern State went for unmitigated Democracy.
ci ous i1 hi uds of ;ij piause from all -idand Gen.
Miss Willard's ghost materialized, ou the 4th of
IN 1 AVOIl 01' A
I IfKCI
I INIHAILHOAI) TO j I. ‘git:
who rod
in a carriage with CongressNovember, into 153 electoral volt s solid for free
A lit M >S 1 * M »K.
man R'-ed, recei ve]
writable ov ation. The
uin and the lost cause.’'
A meeting of representative nun was m id in
"bouts ot th.- multitude announced the coming
1’res‘ju*' I'. .June 37. foroonsiuta ion in regard 'f the distinguished S.-nafor from Illinois for
When ex-president Arthur goes to London it
to a direr; line of rai.road.
I>. (i.
bio-ks before his appearance was made and the
ook was
The President and the People.
is propos'd to present him the freedom of that
ealieti to tim
hair.
After ii'« U"i -n a large ‘•uthu-i:ism of those around found vent in
>• lls
committee w»' a:>tioini*d. with .1. B. Hall as aid elieers that heraid niThere i- very general complaint in the Dem- city iu a gold box. In American cities a man
approach to* the
gem rally takes his freedom with a pot of red
chairman. to perfect a plan of organization, waiting thousands still further on.
ocratic ami Mugwump press of the pig-beadedpaint. [Argus.
I he General kept his head uncovered
prepart stock, subscription books, trie., and to
! liess of tbeir
nearly
President. Persons wbo have
And has a bru-h with the tiger.
report at an adjourned m* • ; ing to be railed by ev.-rv iiioin.-ut after entering the procession,
tin* committee.
bad more or les's to do with Administrations
A quiet determination to have Th** veterans received
many an ovation a* they
h road w as manifested.
The annual excursion of the Maine Press Asfor more than a generation say that Mr. Cleve; passed through the mass ol human beings on
l either side ol the streets.
land has undeitak. n to do a great many things sociation, will be made this year t<> Moosehead
l>lt01TKl> liKAD ON TtlM .STItKKI.
It was nil interesting sigh! indeed, to see the
Bath. June 20. A mau, apparently a sailor, manner in which many ot th*- old and
that no other President ever ilid, and seems Lake, departing on Monday, the -JTtli of duly,
crippled
ab-mt .i-< years old. dropped dead on flit* street w arriors hobbled
along iu tin line. Not a few not to desire the judgment of others, which as remaining at the lake during the week.
to-dav.
From a ticket found in his pocket it is "'ere there whose vacant sleeves or wooden
suppos'd that lie *• aim* from Boston on the i' g" told the ales of despi ra;-* wounds in a rule, lias been sought for as a great help.
The Portland Press has donned a summer
Steamer Mar of the Fast las?
•"This Administration.” said one, “has cut itnight. The bloody batiks.
suit of large type and now closely resembles
initials **T. G.*‘ wa rt* printed in India Ink -m
There were many who stumbled a'ong on
self ..IT from outside connections. Many who
his right arm mar the wrist.
the Argus in appearance. The resemblance
Nothing was cruiehvs and Hie wrinkled visages and grav desire its
success, and would contribute toward
found ;<» identify him. Ilis weight was about hairs of the
j
majority of those in the line re- j
stops there, however, we are glad to say.
pounds ami he wa> of ligti; complexion. caii'-il the vigor which one* represented the it. don’t fee! at liberty to make tlie offer, though
Hi-- e*iat and vest were of dark mixed and his
strong soldiery of the North.
This way, sufferers from hay fever! Tin*
feeling confident that they could do so by supA gland reception was held in tlitpants brown.
evening, plying what it is obvious tbe Administration Maine climate is a perfect cure. A
th** hall Im ing tilled to its utmost
sojourn
capacity.
IN UKNKKAI..
(«* n. Hall,
department commander of Maine, stands in need of. a knowledge of precedents here might cure Henry Ward Beecher of Mugliell' i’a! McClellan lias leased a cottage this
"•ieonied National Commander Kountz and and the results of experience.”
wumpism as well has hay fever.
season at Bar Harbor.
In- comrades.
11«- then intro hr d (iov. Rohi*'
"Mr. Lincoln,” said another, “was all the
Hr. \\
B. I. tplian is in Norway collecting
"ho gave the official welcome, (ien. Hall
The weather has been very hot in Washington,
while seeking the views of others. He
material f■ »r the histury of the town.
n- xt ini rod need
prized
Mayor beering, who in behalf
Hon. Jauics (?. Maine and family arrived
*f the citizens of Portland extended the wel- tin ideas of ’plain people,’ and did not discard but a number of office-seeking Democrats have
lu't week at their Imme in Augusta, w here
they cine .,f the city in cordial words. Command- those of politicians and leaders. Instead
cold days there. They belong to
of experienced
will speu*l the 'Uiiimer.
r- K* untz was then introduced, who in well
c reating he was
A bear h led a calf in Fast Machias a few
trying to avoid antagonisms. the left wing of their party.
ho—eii words expressed hi- thanks, for kiud
days ago. Brum randy ventures so near the sea i- ception of himself and eoinrad. -. The other H“ wanted everybody’s help, and
largely got
coast.
Begole, late Democratic Governor of Michi:iker- weIV Gov. Alger, of Michigan; Gov.
; -i
it.” Iu this connection a
Washington corres- gan, is to be
M-verai Bath capitalists wi: begin 'o«»n on a
I ain liild. of \\ iscoiisin; (ien. H. \V. Slocum,
investigated. He is now running
of
the
Now
Tini ton schooner at tin old M-.»'*■*' \aid.
York
rjun
savs:
Th*
<: New
\ ork: (b n. l.-gan. of Illinois; Gen. pondent
a milk route, and is said to have
build* rs include Capt. John It. K-)m'v. F. mwunlawfully
\
i-its
to
Mr. Lincoln were constantly made
Anthony, of Kansas; R. H. Hendersbott. tin
yer, J. U. Patten ami Howard Spear.
Drummer Boy of the Rappahannock, lion. lev Wade. Fessenden, Wilson. Howard^ Howe milked the State Treasury.
Fx-.M nator J ;me<* U
Nesmith lias died at
Wint.-r, Davis,Chandler, and others to eotisult.
! bos. p>. Reed, of Portland; .lodge Advocate
h’- eouutry residence in Merry, Polk county, General Austin, of th* National
Postmasters are now bounced for “partisansometimes to protest or expostulate, hut allb* was a pioneer of 1«4J, and Mai >r Patch, of Boston: Hon. Encampment; ways w ith a wish to find the
Oregon.
C. A. Boutelle, ;
right. They were ship.” “Offensive” has been dropped from the
achieved n.it ioiial fame as the great Mmiioeratic of Bangor.
always welcome, and their views were desired. !
of the alleged civil service reform
war "- liar u* from M'd to tin* close of the war.
1 he following i- the official programme: ! if they did not prevail, the President’s own I vocabulary
M:
1
Nesmith w a« a native of Washington
Monday was devot*. *1 exclusively to the re cep- course was made clearer. Honest John Covode’s j party in power.
county. M<*.
tion of visiting comra«les, the assignment of sturdy good sense was frequentlv instructive
The Industrial Journal says: The enterpris- quarters and the final
an.I was always prized.
Mr. Lincoln felt that
of the
A Baltimore wife-beater was sentenced to reing shipbuilder* of Baili arc making an Il'ort to veterans for their comfortarrangements
he could not get along without the
during the week.
support
secure tin* contract lor
building om-of the steel
! uesday was the day of the grand parade, of the people, and his own experience had ceive 20 lashes, to pay a line of $10, and to be
cruisers for the Government. Bath has excel- when all the veterans from
far and near fall taught him that the political leaders and the imprisoned one year. More lashes might have
lent facilities for work •»!' this character, and it into lin«*. with the First
;
Brigade of Maine, politicians as a rule fairly reflect their wishes, been given.
i' believed. or at least
hoped, can successfuiiv under Gen-ral John Marshall Brown, acting as lie looked upon the successful politician as the
compete w i;b th* builders on the Melavvare.
an escort.
In the
at 7.3u the citizens man who generally keeps himself nearest to
There are 30,000 Bohemians in Chicago, 20,1 he Portland iiy (>o\• rmuetit has passed an | of Portland tenderedevening
tiie masses.
When they said to Mr. Lincoln,
a reception to the veterans
order appropriating ?M00 for a Fourth uf
July 'at City ha!!, while the Department of Maine "Our people do not approve of this or that,, 000 in Cleveland and 8,000 in New York.
celebration. An order was passed appropriat- ••xtended its courtesies to John S.
This does not include George Alfred TownKountz. the and it will disappoint them.” lie knew that he j
ing a sum not to exceed £4.000 for lighting the commander in chief of the National G. A.
R. Imd better listen. Judge Davis, who knew a send.
j
city by electricity.
crest
deal
of
Mr.
Lincoln
0
and
his
30 two grand camp fires
organization. At
ways, iias I
1
J. < b < usbing A Co. have purchased the Cobb j w.-re
lit, one on th* right, the other on the left said that herein was the secret of his power.
We often see mention in the papers of the
Pune Company’s wharf and kilns, at Rockland, of
camp !'. S. Grunt, while a display of fire- “He was a party man,” said Judge Davis,
which give them tin- I ngest lime privilege in works took
from the shore of the Eastern "when it was most difficult to be one. While “Hist families” of Boston. They are the tirst
p’ace
town and one of the largest in Knox County.
having Hie support of men of all parties, he to leave the city—to escape the tax collector.
promenade.
I he Imam ilospi al at Augusta lias now
\\ eune-day was a
day of mingled business took care not to separate himself from those
thirty more patients than ever before, the ond pleasure. The amusements of various who made him."
Since Assi-tant I’ostmaster-Geueral Hay got
present number being 4-SI.
kinds at 1<* a. m., were followed bv the meetaui n-japmiuriiL
says mai iresiueni
well the employees of the Department have
ings of the 19th Annual Encampment at City ! Arthur took counsel of
ation '■! en cting a soldiers’ monument in Port- | hall, and the
others
and
was
to
open
meeting of tbn Woman's National
been suffering with Hay fever.
land will be postponed uutil nt xi >prii:g. Belief
Corps at Mechanic’* ball. Between 2 suggestion, and that President Buchanan was
when an attempt will he made t«> bring the and d
m.. (ill' Rogers of Faulkner. Mas-.,
aware of the importance of
Mr. John Bright is ill again anil is ordered to
matter directly before the people.
studying the sentileft Lincoln Park in a balloon. At 7.do in the !
ment of his party and
At the fortieth anniversary of the Second |
taking care not to offend take a prolonged rest.
evening a public reception of the Woman's !
School
in
Baptist Sunday
Bangor recently was National Relief Corps was presided over by j it. But President Cleveland is a law unto himIt is not Bright’s disease, however.
a teacher with a class over which he had
pre- Mr>. Kate B. Sherwood at City ball. Camp self. ami recent appointments have shown that
sided forty years. One of the members who I Grant also
another
enjoyed
display of tire- his judgment is not infallible, while he is creatw:i‘ present joined the class in lslT and another
’•It never rains but it pours," says an old
| works.
in 1848.
The first had been present on almost
ing antagonisms and enmities In his party, proverb. But when it never rains there Is a
<>n Thursday the Regimental as»oeiations
every Sunday.
will meet; the 19th Encampment will hold its
which are giving the leaders a good deal of drouth.
The 38-vears-old daughter of Lighthouse '•"ion in Cits hall, and the
Woman's National !
Keeper Bahson of Pumpkin Island was ter- R ift Corps will assemble. But the veterans concern.
ribly burned while melting turpentine and who are not compelled to attend these meet- J;
bees-wux to be u.*< -I on lloors. Her recovery is
Our Portland Letter.
ings will give their attention to “miscellaneous ! Dr. Douglass says of Gen. Grant’s removal
barely possible.
amusement**' and to excursions which will I to lit. McGregor: “The best I
anticipate isthat THE If BAKERS. THE GRAM) ARMY GEESTS.
Mt>. Naae Young, of Skowhegan, who died I leave Portland for all
1
points of interest in the the pure mountain air, with its balsamic
THE COLORED M AX AND THE FETE RE.
proprecently weighed 325 pounds.
region around, for the islands of Ca-eo hay, ! erti' s
A large number in < u-liing and other local- ; Old
and its richness in ozone may
Orchard beach, the White mountains and J
help the
Correspondence of the Journal.
ities in Knox county have recently been sum"tber points. Besides these there will he a ; general and carry him along nicely through the I
Portland, June 2d, lMSd.
moned betorc Judge l>oe, of Tlioinaston, and
sea
grand
excursion
and
salt
warm weather.
1 cannot say that 1 expect it
lined for violation of the fisli law*, *ay the i water “Complimentary
Dear Journal: The Friends have held
entertainment” given by the Woman’s
Courier-Gazette. They all went and paid their Mate Relief
will cure him. lly hope is, and my belief is, their
Corps of Maine to the officers and
yearly meeting and scattered their seeds
fines.
delegates of the Woman’s National Relief that it will greatly relieve him, soothing his of goodness and mercy. We love this people,
ltev. L. Cook has closed hi* labors with the <
eon vent ion.
In the evening Camp Grant
'orps
throat
a
little
and helping to maintain, if not to not for their garb or
Free Will Baptist Church at Vinulhaven.
speech, but their prayers
: will delight itself with Mill more tire-works,
Hon. Samuel W. Lord,of Lebanon, lias nearOn Friday the 19th Annual National En- build up, his strength against the terrible ex- are backed by bread and meat.
As we see
for
the
a
ly ready
press complete and elaborate campment will hold a session at City hall and hausting drain that is upon it.”
more of the people of this earth, the more are
history of that town.
the Woman’s National Relief Corps at Mewe inclined to a quiet religion that finds vent in
John P*. Join s, of Auburn, formerly a prom- Ij ehanic's hall. After tha*e
meetings the officers
inent railroad contractor, is dead, at the age of and members
The Matthias Union has entered upon its deeds, not words. The (Quakers till the bill.
of the National Encampment
70.
with invited guests, will enjoy a sail down the thirty-third volume. We well remember
seeing Their presence is a benediction, for through
John l’ii-rcp, a well known citiz.n of Skowbay and among the islands,’on one of which
liefran. <liopjx-1 dead Friday. IIi> u^e was they will tie up to enjoy a mammoth clam bake. the tirst issue worked off'. In the office over persecution, contumely aud perfidy they are
sixty-three.
In tlie evening Camp Grant will dispense with Deacon Crocket’s store, and the junior publish- ever the same patient, kind people. May their
The body of a man found In the surf at | the fire-works
and the veterans will try general er and the present writer were boys
together. numbers and principles Increase.
Fiffine Head, St. Martin’s, not long ago, has amusements.
Since Nov. 185(1 the Union has been published
been identified as that of Capt. Daniel Coftill
As we write, the Grand Army of the RepubOn Saturday the visitors will break camp
of East port, says the Sentinel.
in the same building and since Aug. 1859 by the lic are forming to
and leave the city.
parade. It will be of vast
Three business men happened into a store in
same publishers- Drisko & Parlin.
We wish proportions aud every way a success.
Your
ETC.
and
NOTES,
were
j
Norway,
being large men,
weighed,
readers will have a report. There is one thing
with tin* following result: Samuel Briggs, 337
Lafayette Carver Post, Yinalhaven, F. S. them continued prosperity.
pounds; Charles Mason. 300 pounds, S. L. Walls, Commander, was the first Post to arthat strikes the beholder with surprise, viz.,
rive. and to take quarters in camp LT. S. Grant.
Heath, 283 pounds; total, 020 pounds.
A writer in The Week, of Toronto, on “Diethe small number of aged men iu their ranks.
The Portland Daily Press on Monday, issued
City Constable Orne. ol Rockland, is raiding
integrating Forces Within Confederation,” It leads us to the sad conclusion that the hardthe liquor sellers of that city. He has dosed a four page supplement devoted
entirely to
says: "Nova Scotia and New Brunswick are ships endured by these heroes has told
up several places, and has caused much excite- Grand Army matters, giving a history of the
heavily
ment.
National department, a complete roster of the more in accord, socially and
commercially, with upon the men who in their prime went to the
The Bod well Granite Co., Rockland, have State departments, list of visitors, etc. It was
Maine and the North-Eastern States than with
front. They sleep on the hill top and in the
just taken tin* contract for the granite for the a valuable number.
new Brooklyn Post Office.
This company now
No prettier location than the Eastern Prome- their older sisters iu the Dominion.”
vale. We enjoy the fruit of their labor. It exhands on other work.
nade could have been selected for camp U. S.
employs over
cites our admiration as we meet the humblest
The Lamoiiie Packing Company, recently re- Grant. Elevated about 100 feet above tide
The President has takeu a five cent ride in a
of them. Any party that ostracizes them will
organized, has begun operations in packing water, the tents extend for a mile along the J
street
with
his
on the back
hat
Washington
car,
lobsters and sardines, furnishing employment shore of Casco Bay, affording their occupants a
die and ought to. They made us a nation of
for about 75 persons.
view of the hundred islauds in the bay and the of his head, and the Mugwump organs are exfreemen. They will ever live in
as
S. M. Locke of Roxbury caught a 350-pound ocean beyond. Every movement of vessels ulting that “Democratic
simplicity” has been emancipators. Never more will history
bear the other day.
about the outer harbor can be seen from all reached
the aucat last.
Waldoboroean boast of some smart old men, parts of the camp. On the shore part a broad
tion
block witness the sale of human
according to the Rockland Opinion. Mr. Zcuas esplanade extends the length of the camp and
A leaning magazine publishes an article on flesh, nor the crack of the overseers lash
Feyler, aged 84 years, worked on the highways connects with all the streets leading to Munjoy
be beard.
We are making rapid strides
two full days last week, and turned off as much Hill, and with the horse ears to
any part of the “The Subterranean History of Man.” It probwork as many of the youngsters.
Mr. Thomas city. Twenty-five electric lights will each night ably relates to Know Nothing
It will uproot cast, which
when in education.
days,
W. Haupt, aged 87 years, discovered a crow’s illuminate the camp, which has been supplied
lodges entered holes to hold meetings and took cannot face civilization. The South is fast
nest in a forest tree, and climbed the tree and with abundance of Sebago water and all the
learning this. The black men are marching in
captured the young crows. Mr. Charles W. requisites for cooking, that the veterans may the holes iu after them.
Caler, aged 89 years, and the last survivor of enjoy all the pleasures of veritable camp life if
the way of progress there and bid fair to leave
those orisouers w'ho were confined iu Dartmoor desired.
John K. Pigg, of Mo., has secured so many the whites far in the rear. This has more to
Prison during the war of 1812, planted his
U. S. mail contracts that rival contractors think do with tlie petty hate and brutal treatment of
garden this spring and worked bis hoe as smart
The manager of a large publishing house lie should change his name to
as a young man.
the colored people there than all else. A half
Hogg.
Our veteran and respected citizen, Maj. says that from 13 to 20 publishers are auxiouscentury is a small part of eleruity, aud the
Tbos. Harward, was seen in his field yesterday ly awaiting the news of Gen. Grant’s death in
An exchange says: “The Dolphin remains a
next fifty years will witness some
swinging a scythe with all the vigor of youth. order to spring biographies of the general conundrum.” It is evident that
strange
Secretary Whit- transformations in the South. I have no fear
He was 96 years of age on the 15th of last upon the market. The printing, in some cases,
has already been begun. These include prom- ney wants to give her
March. [Bath Times, 20tb.
up.
for the colored, it is the white race that I am
Deputy Collector Thomas Clark of Ellsworth inent publishers in the principal cities east and
seized at Tremont on Friday schooner Austin west. A hundred and fifty thousand copies of
the World” has arriv- apprehensive about.
Liberty
Enlightening
P. of St. Andrews, N. JL. for landing a cargo Gen. Grant’s hook have already been ordered.
I have not mentioned politics in this comed in this country at au opportune time. The
of fish and attempting to depart without entry
munication for tlie reason that they are not
Administration needs enlightening.
at the Custom House.
Maude M., a little four-year-old daughter of
known in our city. Everybody is doing what
Mrs. Betsey Pierce Miller, widow of David Thomas II. Jones, of
Portland, was burned to
Another battle-scarred veteran bounced to
Miller, died at Wilton on Sunday. She was iu death Friday afternoon. Some brush had been
they can to make our guests fully understand
her 93d year and was a native of Steep Brook, lighted near the
house, and the child playing make room for a thirsty Democrat. Turn the that Portland has no rival that outranks her in
Fall River, Mass.
about it her clothes took fire.
rascals out I
Sigma.
beauty and hospitality.
:•
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PIL8BUBY.Editor.
RUSSELL G. DYEi.Local Editor.

The Grand Army

The annual encampment of the Grand
Army
of the Republic, at Portland this week, was
one of the largest ever held and one of the
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Waldo county
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j PKltSos Al- Major sid 'lev 11
'le.
to the Ceugrrgalionuli-t
Boy" *»va bought in England when a calf by Mr.
eontert lev
l.i ccev
La-t
means set my
>
’dor of T-,r Southern Woi ;d .•! Aihnda *
rek
Uev
Burleigh, and imported by him, is a sufiieientguar\. II
I vler,
aimlen, lb v
li. |*.
.eurgia,
have a beautiful lawn in front.
j
!)<•
is
antee that
first class, and the further fact that
t.anlnei', Freedom, Dea. N. Mansfield, Belfast;
vi-iting a brother in Chelsea, Mass
Tv > hotli at.
er at one time, la -ides the genuine White Sacred
Last year l passed through this section just * Mr. Walker is a member of the firm of
11
tended the G. \. IT encampment at Pori'and. t.
Bodwell,
I
Pendleton, Searsport
from King Tln ebnu for iJoo.oeo
Elephant
brought
in the midst of hop picking, and one can form
Webster At C o. m the granite Imslne.-s is assurance
wdm ii Major Herbert- was a delegate from the dr
j
and the world-tamed Jumbo, the biggest living
uo idea of the quantities that are raised here.
that he has not been imposed upon by Burleigh A
partment of Georgia, Tennessee and Malcima. refuse. 1 to a.'.pt the r.-ignati.m of the pa-tor,
Creature, and the dwarf elephant. A museum on
IP
I’. B Dreg..;;,
I.Vv
Mr. William-, of Bel
An Eastern man. in the cars, sat at the window
Bodwell, while the well-known reputation of
M oor Herbert will \i.-it hi-friends in Wald, and
j
wonders and euriositics from all parttaining
living
fast, preached the dedicatory sermon, at tin dedu aPenoliseot counties the lust >! July or first of ,\u
looking at field after field of hops, which are Messrs. Walker A Littelicld is proof positive of the known world: An ethnologieal
u
congress
that the public will not
tion ot a new Pur m at i. istport last week.
be
'h the Maine men in Georgia mentioned
imposed upon
Ihe
g"-i
now some two feet high. At last he could stand
1'odas people, Hiuthem. They will oiler to purchasers all the strange, savage race-, -mb
Sentinel
he sermon was an ible and
Tm southern W a
-ec Maine new
I Graia
eloquent
it no longer and he exclaimed “good gracious, by
doos,
warrior-,
Sioux
Hurntr-',
Afghan
Indian-,
calves from good cows from this sire at a good
effort.
from hrankfor:. now Winterport.. .Mr.
\
what do these New York farmers do with all 1 round
price next spring. They also have an im- Nubians,Cannibals,A/.te> -,Zulu- ami many oilier-, P.lslmrv, of the Journal, stnrte From;, i-m "id
“‘>rs IN M via.,,
s
\
i,..their pole beans?” and when told that they were
and
two
iarm
of
wild
and
enormously large menageries
ported Jersey Bull “Dandy”, imported by Mr.
uey. Cape Breton, ae. mipani. I hv his l.irrily who ot last
week published a review of the •omiuion
not beans but bops, he looked as relieved as if
Burleigh, who is acknowledged to be one of the trained animals are among the principal added at
will spen I the summer there. Mr P. will return
amt pro-pet ot th,
tractions this year. There can he no question but
imps i„ Maim dam- |.>. oi
lie had taken off a pair of tight boots.
best judges of stock, and the most successful Imnext Tuesday morning ...Mr. Will IT Howard, of
lalne
troni a ii.-t ot on hundred special
that Barnum, Bailey A Hutchinson have gotten to
one
These hops are a curious vine, bv the way. 1 porter in the 1'idled States. It is a well known
Belfa-;, was married at York on Tue-day to Mi-.-pomients ..f that paper. The Horn, harm -ays
gether this season the biggest and grandest exhihis. Biek
Mary C. Frei
always supposed that a hop vine and a baby fact that stock imported by Burleigh A: Bodwell, lion
I nr-r report- are
:>•:
guaraua-e
111-1 wh it I...• v an
they ever bad, which i- a -urtich
ford, of Ibdt'a-t, was best manat the wedding....
knew how to creep without being taught.
The has been sent to all parts of this country. In this to all that it is the best in the world. It
a Mth and
will be
nothing nieiv—the statement- of imelii
case the importers sought to combine -lze with the
Charles s. Bickford m Belfast, delivered an m
baby may but the hop vine does not. It can’t
here on Thursday, July Jd, and the great parade
t-'U’d farm, r- upon the actual condition and apTim dam of
other good qualities of the jersey.
dress, on 'Tue.-day evei mg, before the society ot
j take
shin a pole any more than a cod fish, unless it
pearane, of the agricultural situ ition, dime lath In
place in the morning at s o'clock. The after- Beta Theta Pi at the state
Dandy is the celebrated cow, Blush Rose, owned |
College, Orono. The ocN
takes lessons. It is like a kitten, ir don't <ret
'1 ,i:"
noon performance will commence at
att» :i.p; ha- .. made io pn dieute ..»•
p. m. and the casion was a reunion and the address w as a
by B. A B. and kept on their farm at Yassalboro. j
li-tory
forecast up n lhe-e return- nat 7.
its eyes open for sometime. It comes up out His sire is
tin- vie!
| gra
of the society-George A Russell, of Belta-t, hastill in England. He is of a mouse ] evening
j
the pr-.balile estimate d any crop. Sn.'li must
of the hill ami lays sprawling on the ground color with inside of ears
been engaged by the Maine Central railroad am!
yellow and black tongue,
Dead Body hn \d ai Northcokt. i>n sun
he left for the season further on to determine. But
till it is taken by the nape of the neck, so to which are the marks of the large sized Jerseys.
day forenoon the dead body of an unknown man ordered to Waterviile-Lieut. Com. Maiilion, l ; as farmers have an interest in the condition am!
speak, and wound around the pole a few times, Dandy is as large as almost any breed of his age, was found below South Shove avenue, Northporl, s Navy, is now at Belfast, whiM-e ho will rmii.-.;a
prospects of the -eas m, farm work, ami what is
and then tied there.
After that it will seem to and we were shown a two year old heifer of the at a point opposite the northerly cottage owned by for some time.... The following college hoy- are being done
by their brother farmers, tar and neai
we think cannot be
now at home on their vacation
same strain of blood
that
N.
Manslield
and
about
half
between
and
George
Bailey,
catch on, and learn why it was put into the
way
high
we have gallieied and ela-siH d lln -e returns for
beaten for size by any breed in the county. They
11 ersov, Joseph Williamson, Bert Knovvllon
low water mark.
\ young man named Edwin MaRalph
the information ot our readers and constituent
world, and will then shin up the pole like a also have a
fine yearling of the same slock. These honey, accompanied by a boy named
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Clement
McNYlley wa- and Will Burkett.
We <|note tiie report- fn m Waldo e.unity, as t
little man. It is not half as intelligent as a
two hellers were sired by Leon, he by Titamus 2nd;
have gone to >eal Harbor, Ml. Desert, ft
shore at 10 o’clock in the forenoon
the -e.trowing
along
low s
bean. At the proper time the ‘‘pickers*’ come
Ids dam. Milkmaid. They also have one thorough- when they discovered the body.
Frank IT Matiiews, of this city, graduated
I’iic lad- were ! .-'•n
Driss ti-ids and pa-lures are looking well, old
around and twist the vines around the poles, bred
jersey cow known lu the herd book as Blue frightened and pulled away from the shore landing at the Rochester, N. Y., I'Diversity, last week, after lifM- pi rhnp-s rather thin, and |.>w eluyev grounds
and tie them, and then cotue back in the pick- Bell ami sired
w inter kilb d in
many place-, -In ml t -av the proby Hero. They have quite a herd at a point some distance above. Mr. An-on p. Ben- a four years course. He wa- awarded a dip! n a
'I Bn
aoout an
iverage irop.
Monlvtlle.
ing time and pick the hops, which by the way of the common stock bought from Capt. Ayer, ner and W. E. Mahoney wre notified, when the for the degree of A. It-Mis.s Kiltie ( ornint is I"t’.i-tuii hay’"king tair. *«ra-s
below an average.
are excellent things to have in the house, for
which they do not intend to breed from but will
body was secured. Mr. Mahoney drove t>' Belfast home from school at Bradford_Mr. and Mrs. H it -I "U 1 be li". lln* rest of dune, hay crop will
ho less than h.-t year, ii wet, about an average.
“if you have hops in the house you can always dispose of this fall. They will also breed horses and notified Coroner Jefferson F. Wil-on. The fol
George A. Quiinby arrive I home on Friday evening 11,1
1 * : liel :- llghrn
pasture- good Belfast
of last week, from their bridal lour. ..Mr. m II.
have good emptyings.'* As I go to Niagara to- another year, and now have six horse kind on the lowing gentlemen were summoned as a jury F A
l '" "overe drought >t la-t fall injured the grass
1 "th in pa-lure and Held, m>l nnn li winter
a very fine Gideon Mare.
place,
including
J. M. Stevens, (ieorge Walker, Daniel
Mathew- arrived home last week after a visit to
Capt.
;
Dickey,
morrow l must take a rest and brace
up for |
killing
New land in good conditio:, wbl yield a
Ayer, the owner of Elmwood, lost his health in the Ilodgdon and Henry F. Haw kins, of N >rtnport, Rochester and Niagara Fall-. .Re\. Mr. Ross left fair
that occasion.
ut it George.
On the
crop, but old fields will he very light
I army and lias not been able to carry on so large a I and K. (i. Dyer, <d Belfast. The body was care- on Monday for New Haven,! onn., to he present at W hole I lie pl.'-perl i- we .-hah have
little heller
farm successfully, and at present it is not under a
than la-t y ear. I.il-ei ly
Fields ami pa-tun
'■fop
but
was
so
exercises
the
at
fully
as
to
Yale
examined,
be
graduating
Mr.
j
Ross’
decomposed
college.
•darted -lowly, and on a- <•'*11 nl of the late -pring
Gen. Grant is at Mount McGregor, where he j very high state of cultivation, and yet it cuts on an unrecognizable. The remains were those of a mid- son Will graduates from Yule this week_Charles arc backward.
Not quite up to average. Winter
is resting well. His physicians say he could ! average T.*» tousof bay per year, and with tin*, push dle-aged man, nearly six feet In height. The coat B. lla/eltlue of this city, made a fishing trip last port
New land and that umh r good eultivation is
looking well; old tie Ids no t both rain and sun, but
not have lived in New York it was so warm. of this new firm, under the ellicient management of was a black frock buttoned closely over the breast
week to Moosehead Lake—Hon. Edward ( ashon the whole gra-s
looks better than in
On Tuesday the doctor said:
l see no bad re- Mr. Frank Bunker, the superintendent, it would —■basket cloth; vest dark, white shirt and red flan
ing, of Camden, who has been on a trip to Wash- Burnham. Condition ot the grass crop is not flatj not be surprising if at the end of five years it cuts nel
winter
tering;
killed;
while newly -ceded
dark
and
tucked
l».
badly
into
or
roll
undershirt;
returned
ington,
C.,
home on Tuesday.
pants
suits from his work to-day. He is remarkably
He
fields look- well, on! liel Is are away behind an
200 tons. Mr. E. B. Walker, the senior member of ed up above a pair of heavy cowhide boots. There
seems to be cheerful and serene, but whether he
well in every way; so much so that I am really
average. More grain sown,ami less corn and pothis new firm, is a native of Liberty and left here were no drawers on the lower limbs. In each of lias secured the coveted
prize of the Belfast collec- tatoes planted than usual. laity. New fields
surprised. The swelling is decidedly decreased.” n
old Helds thin. Searsport.
Pastures are
poor boy, but by his own unaided efforts has be- the coat-tail pockets were large rocks, and one in
tor-hip remains a mystery still, say.- the Camden good, ami we
shall have a good crop ot hay it we
good,
come a member of the rich firm of Bodwell,
the inside breast pocket. Probably the rocks in all
Herald ...Among the papers read by the June r
have frequent rains this month. Morrill, leather
Traditions of the Elders and other matter
Webster A Co., the great granite workers of this of the pockets might w eigh five or six
less in amount ot hoed crops and more of mixed
i-lass at the Maine 'state college on
p unds. In
Monday evening
put over until next week.
increase of beans.
State. In his prosperity lie has not forgotten his the inside
Monivllle. Less hoed
pocket ol the vest was a calf -kin pocket was one on “The Civil War” by George Fuller grain, than
usual, especially of potatoes, and more
crops
John Langdon Sibley, librarian emeritus of native heath, and is ready to spend ills money to book, but entirely empty. A pocket comb, a small Black, of Palermo; “Hindrances to Political s-d
mixed grain -owed, f reed.mi. Less potatoes and
wheat sown, ami more oats and mixed grain for
Harvard College, who \> over SO years old, has help build up western Waldo. It is hoped, ami mirror, a linen handkerchief and a two-bladed i-m-e” by Josiah March
Ayer, Freedom.... Frank feed tor hogs.
led the singing of the commencement hymn on believed, that Ids efforts will be appreciated by all pocket knife was all that were on the
Wlnlerport. Farming was so late
body. The Sumner Forbes, of Brooks, is among the recent in the spring that there was not so much Hauled acommencement day for 40 years without interthe progressive farmers in this section. Give them
flesh from the head and face was entirely gone, and
usual, lmt more grain was sown than last year.
at
graduates
Bates
Milton
F.
of
college....
Ricker,
ruption. This year, however, his health will your patronage and urge others to do so. If also from the hands. There were no teeth in the
More mixed grain is being sown by our
Auburn, was in Belfast last week canvassing for Liberty.
not allow this, for he is confined to his room.
farmers each year; it is u-ed for feed, whole and
the expense is a little high at present, in the near
upper jaw and but two or three in the lower. The
Lhe Maine Benefit Association_Rev. K. IT Pal
and makes a splendid provender; more
ground,
future you will be the gainers. Let us one aud all indications were that the
beans planted than last year.
remains had been in the
Waldo eountv is not
mer, of Ipswich, was last week elected treasurer of
Every building in Sherbrook, Dakota, exdistinctively an apple growing eountv as some
water for a long time. After hearing what testicept the court house, was blown over Saturday. strive to make Elmwood Farm a success, remem
the Home Missionary Society, Congregationalism
lmt in general our Correspondents there
others,
No one was hurt. Severe tornadoes have also berlng always that if they succeed success will be mony could he had the jury rendered the follow ing nt
evv Bedford, Mass-Ira Libby, formerly of
report a good blossoming and got nl condition of
damaged property in the borders of Kansas ours also. The junior member of tin* farm is Hon. verdict: The remains were those of an unknown
Apple trees blossomed
Belfast, now at Bellows Falls, Vermont, has made trees. Mr. Murray saysand Missouri.
C. E. Littlefield, attorney at law, Rockland, Maine.
Mr. Bowen
|ulte well, xeeptlng Baldwins.”
man who came to his death by bis own hands,
by his Belfast friends a brief visit
Thomas Crowell
writes: “Prospects of an apple crop is not good;
Though Charles is at present slightly verdant in drowning, either jumping Into or wading into the arrived in Belfast last week after a seven
years only now and then a tree blossoming full.” Little
According to a correspondent of the Wash- relation to
things pertaining to agriculture, en- water, at a time to the jury' unknown. Doubtless residence in Colorado-Hon. Seth L. Milliken or no hay left over In this section
Farmers must
ington Capital, Mr. Thomas Bailey Aldrich,
depend wholly upon the crop hooii lit come off to
editor of the Atlantic Monthly, has recently re- quiring the best season of the year to plant dried he was some poor unfortunate who hail lost his went to Portland, Tuesday, to attend the
great carry their dock* and herds through the winter, as
ceived a legacy of $70,000.
apples and whether or not cigars should be plant- money by some means, and in despair had weight
there is no reserve of old It tv in first hands to fall
E. <). Thorndike, of Boston, is
demonstration
ed with their small ends down, yet we believe that ed his
During the past two years a great repockets wi111 rocks and jumped overboard. nt Belfast on a visit to friends ...Mrs. William back upon
duction has I teen made in the numbers of sheep
Governor llubie has accepted an invitation to if he applies the same energy and zeal In investiThere was nothing to indicate foul play, and the
in the State, in consequence of the low
of Manchester, V. II., has been in town
Ferren,
kept
tbe
Fourth
of
in
where
he
price
spend
July
Turner,
gating this subject that he has to his chosen profes- suicidal theory seemed the most plausible. There
>f wo d, ami should the in
will attend a grange celebration.
visiting friends.Mrs. Julia Chase, of Council light, a still further reduction coming hay yield he
of the flocks will un
sion, It will not be long before we shall bo going to were no marks on the body and nothing to throw
Grove, Kansas, is visiting her brothers, J. U. and
ion bled I y follow. Monroe. The cheese factors'
James Wallace, of Auburn, Maine, aged 12 him for information in relation to farming as well any light upon the individuality of the man. Do Eli Cook, In this cPy. She has been absent seven- in this town is almost the
only one In the county;
as that of the law.
Success to Elmwood, so say we our up-river contemporaries remember of a person
years, was drowned while bathing in the river
nearly all the others having been eon verted into
teen years-Mrs. Albert Meade and family, of
halls or used for other purposes. It regrange
all of us.
Monday uight.
from
missing
Bangor or vicinity ?
Natick, Mass., are visiting friends in Belfast.
ceive* 3300 pounds of milk per day.
>
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trotting park in this city, has been planed
and otherwise improved for future races.

The
down

Searsport Locals.
The

Sylvester has got located at his new place of
business on Main street, opposite the post office.
Hr.
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Drlnnell and Shute have
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Capt. Andrew L. Caivcr, wife and daughter, left
Portland Monday.
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Man', a victim to bright’s Disease lias been
stored to sound health by Hunt’s it* medy.

v,,iiiiir

re-

The convention of New England Itaptist
pastors commenced in New York, Friday.
Hunt’s itemed\ is not a new compound; it has
been before tn«* public thirty y ears.

Smith of Peabody. Mass., losi his jaeknile40 years ago. East week be found it.
>iia-

•.

•.«

Hunt’s Kernedv purifies the blood by
the kidneys to carry off all impurities.
The

yacht

York,

Hen* sta has left tlie Clyde
to compete lor the Queen’s cup.
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POUT Oh BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

June Ik Seh. Lillian, Darbv, Boston.
June 20. Mch*. Orion, White, Boston; A. JI ay fonl,
.Jones, Boston.
June 21. Sells. Jas. Holmes, Kyan, Boston ; F L.
Warren, Colson, Boston; Fuey Baker,-, Boston; Mary Farrow, Condon, Bangor.

...

eoupliiy
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n, i- visiting ner sifter, Mrs. Walter Haley.
reported that "ur streets are altogether too

.arrow
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of
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he is

or'ler.
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driving.
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Much

greatly.

of

seed

Monday helped

planted

near

me

the

A long soaking rain
good hay crop. Larger
jiiaiitiiic- of deans than usual are being plauted.
Will Gould
demand.
,,trire oxen are in good
•ought leu last week for beef. There are a plenty
d ^ od milch cows to be found in this vicinity.
The J. r-e\ owned by Mr. Miles last week furnished
.•ream to make .V3 lbs. of butter in six days, besides
furni.-himr what was needed for the family during
-11

i-t

torm

had not

is needed

that time.

The

churned in

a

sprouted.

t<>

insure

a

common

on

,,ut in ext.,,|l.-nt

ling traim,(1 for Ult.
potato heirti verv abundant.
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3I oil'lay—(,ran'l
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west on

Portiami.
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June 2
schs. Mary Farrow, Condon, Boston;
Orion, White, Bangor; Lucy Baker, -, Kock..

laud.

AMERICAN PORTS.

Brunswick, June IV Arrived schs. Charlotte T.
Si!»lt.*y» Bartlett, Jacksonville; St. Johns, Gilmore,

do.

Georgetown, D. c June 1C Arrived seh. PresHazelline, French, Wasliington.
Philadelphia, Jun- 1C. Cleared seh. Daylight,
11 oilgdoii, Bo.-ton.
June 17.
Arrived sell. J. A.
Parson*, Howe, Bangor. IS. Sailed bark Alice,
ID or, Cardenas; sell. Austin D. Knight, Perry,

'•oii

owned .|iar,j parker W;is
^ tiled last Friday by jumpito a
pi,.ket felM.e> Savannah. June 22. Arrived hark Edward Cush...Dayton Dickey lias gonv.lfornia....Your ing, Bickmore, Havana; brig L. Staples, Stowers,
«■
was
in
orrespondent
erroiucek ,.om.erilins: | Cardenas; brig J. II. Lane, Muite, Matanzas.
Jacksonville, June 19. Cleared seh. Florida,
t he funeral services of Mrs.jjj
jviorstWarren, Baltimore.
v rill
Port Koval, June 20. Arrived sell. Edward Johuconduct the services ,-,Uh(jav at one j
| son, Warren, Boston.
M ira
< .’(•lock in the afternoon...
Wormwood.
N w York. June 1C. Sailed hark Edward Kidder,
•f Newlield, and Mrs. Sheld
Belfast, visited >\dney,C. B. Juno 19. Cleared sell. Dione, MaArrived seh. Helen,
Thi. ,jr6t v|gjt fronl
honey, Boston. Jinie Joih.
r datives here last week.
Chase, Frankfort; Mary, Magee, Itoekland. Cleared
1
Urs. Wormwood in thirty si\
seh. Nellie S. Pickering, Me.Keen, May port.
New Bedford, June 19. Arrived sell. Harmona,
Burnham. It is quite sick! now
Daniel'
A

j>
1

thick that it could not
churn, but was stirred in

cream was so

in which it was kept. With that method
1,i.iter is obtained in less than ten minutes ...Aunt
-..trah Roberts, who for many years lived in this
town, lied Sunday at the residence of James Rich,
..i Bangor
The body was brought to Brooks and

out

liur,mse „f put.
tn gH1J., ,.0udl.
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aii'i
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‘iiniias

turn

Some line horses
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House.tery

they will either have t* be widenpo.-ta removed, r he will be oblig-

different horse from the

of

There* was
last week

for New

Sad
Havoc Is Treated
among the tenants of the mouth by allowing impurities to o'licet upon their surface or in their interstice.-. so/.ODONT removes every
vestige of
tarter from the teeth, and renders their
premature
decay impossible. It not only imparts whiteness
and vigor, but communicates’ hardness and rosiness to the gums.
The breath acquires a most acceptable fragrance from its use; it is a purely botanic liquid, and may be relied on to accomplish Us
beautifying effects without injuring the enamel
like a gritty tootli paste.
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WARDEN, Proprietor, Bangor,

small

a

retail dealer

Dollar.

on

the

put

it on

as

Fifty Cents

We

shall not

shelves to be sold

our

it may be called for in the

trade, but

common course of

shall, instead, put

Me.

before

2w25

it ail at once

customers at RE-

our

MARKABLY

CHEAPEST

PLACE

OCALA,

Belfast

Men’s

|1
j

Walking Shoes,

.75

Kid Slippers,

.50

JUNE

AGENTS.

Mi. F.

\.

«

Only 50c. per bottle.

By

^

Half the

ya

Button
.98

.40
.10

often that such

stock is not large, the

sooner

We

get.

have

to

customers,

T his
$2,50.
toe and is

ami

want of

a sterling company of Boston artists,
selected from the leading opera companies
of tiie country.

Supported by

as

shall

be

our

old

all

well

trading elsewhere,

shoe has

a

common sense

an

you purchase

LADIES’ BUTTON

or

Reserved Seals 35e. and 5lle.
!
on
Sale of seats will open at l’OOlt &
2d
Saturday morning, 20th inst.

Admission *25e.

Ladies’ French Kid

B.C.Dinsiiiore&Son.

heel

Belfast, June

l?S5—

MILLINERY!

MARRIED.

Low

BOOT,

Greatest and Grandest Exhibition

find

our

stork TH ICK as

in the

aug

We

city.

large as
always

are

able to show

I

AND TRIMMINGS

P.

never

j

Please call and took

Dlt-U.

over
In this city, June 21st, Caroline B. Yose, aged 7s!
years and 3 months.
In lids city, June 20th, Lizzie .Stephenson, aged
51 years.
In this city, June 18th, Lettie, daughter of Win.
<L and Emma West, aged Jo years and 0 months.
In this city, June 20tli, Ida E. Darby, aged 17
years and 10 months.
In Waldo, June 22d, Carrie E. Coombs, aged 15
years and 7 months.
In ( amden, June 17th, Kehoeca J., widow of the
late Dudley Whitmon aged ."»0 years.
In Hoekland, June lsih, Martha Cilchrest, aged so
yeais, 11 months and 0 days.
In Hoekland, June 17th,‘Charles H Demuth, aged
21 years, 2 months and 27 days.
In Hoekland, June 14th, Edward 1\ Norton, aged
44 years, 1 month and 11 days.
In Boston, June 12th, Addie, wife of J. K. Knowlton, formerly of Hoekland, aged 23 years and 11
months.
In Boston, June 12th, John Copeland, formerly of
Hoekland, aged (Ja years.
In Ellsworth, June 13th, Miss Matilda M. Hall,
aged 40 years.
In Ellsworth, June lath, Benjamin F. Keliher,
aged <S years and 8 months.
In Ellsworth, June 9th, Nathaniel Pierce, aged 83
years and 4 months.
In Liberty, June 9th, Miss Nellie E. Crippen, for
merly of Ellsworth, aged about 28 years.

our
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before purchusiny.
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manner
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liii rts.

Tor the Xext

Mis. 15. F. AVKIXS.
Belfast,
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on

our

ordered

some
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“Dizzy” Carriages,

and will guarantee them to make your head swim,
| and they won’t eost you much either. They have
and drill tops; and if you won’t tell any
| rubber
one I'll let YOU have one for $50.
At the same
I time (for those who want to go STEADY) 1 or| tiered a large lot of

to-day

4 Dz. Fine Milan Hats,
Si Colors, for $1.00, former price
$1.25, $1.50, $1.75.

MOD, HONEST CARRIA&ES,
that will remain with you and your children after
the "Dizzy” Carriage has passed away. I can’t sell
THESE for$a<>, but will agree to give you MORE
for the

same

price than any

Mower !

in Waldo County.
TRADE that I shall

man

profit with my friends the rest of the
by reducing prices on all my Carriages.
For any style of LIGHT CARRIAGE of any
grade and price, come to

divide my
season,

Hanson’s

Chip Hats,

02c., former price $1.00.

Warrior

LARGE

a

Repository.

-A FEW-

1 Doz.
THE NEW

Front!

reading the advertisement of a competitor, 1
was selling “DIZZY” Carriages, or in
his exact words, “that will make you dizzy if you
will call ami get them,” and for a moment 1 thought
Reaver Street was ruined at last. We hadn’t got
the LATEST STYLE—hut Reavers die hard,
and I determined to make one more struggle, so I

1 have had such

In Black

3 Dz. Union

On«‘ Horse Fai'iii
AT GEfiAT

£]. F.

Milans, I

Wagons

He!fast.

WHY

Cliiiaren’s

9

BAUM'Al, BAILKV A III T<'HINSON. Sole and duly Owners.

9

Two Performances every Dayat2&7 P.M. Doors open i Hour Earlier.
Those who

not seated Five .Minute-tie*

are

ami the

«.

treat

pert'-»r
Display of all Hit* Mrange I’ "pie, < mi
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liis Dark.

JUMBO, the Colossus of Beasts JUMBO

Me,

REASONS

THE

15 Grand Triple Alliance Circus, with Three Full Companies, iu 15 Rings 15
15
immense Double Menageries of Wild ami Trained Beasts
2
Grand Roman Hippodrome, with Glorious Races
1
1
Huge Elevated Singe for Special Performances
Mammoth Museum of Living Human Wenders
1
1
Increased Ethnological Congress of Savage Tribes
I

ehililren

Hanson,

Hearer St.,

I

BARGAINS.

50c., former price 75c. and S7c.

With ilose (iuurds anil Hulling Culling liar.
Is the most durable and lightest dr ift machine
m ule.
Every machine warranted. Also the original

GREAT EOMDON GmC¥S.

In

Weeks.

counters

THE

learned lit;

.June 2d, 1885.—24tf
We shall put

FOREVER WITH

ON EARTH IN UNION

Tie? Won't lie Left Mini!

GreaT RargainS |

Bonnets & Hats Trimmed
in

To The

F. H. FRANCIS & CO.,

long experience in the business en- \
aides us to correctly advise in re- \
yard to size, shape and style that is
becoming to the purchaser.

cer-

BARN U M’S

T.

GREATEST SHOW

Vamp and French Heels, $|,50.

BELFAST.

given by F. T. BARNUM, and

BINED IN ONE.

Opera Slippers,

in all the different qualities from MAIN STREET,
theCHEA TEST to the BEST. Our

ever

tainly the Most Magnificent ever organized. The Press and the Public rivals
in testifying tboir appreciation of these NINE ENORMOUS SHOWS COM-

Ladles’ kid Newport Button .$1.00
Men’s Tap Sole Nailed Bals. 1 50
(sold every where for $1.7'
Men’s English Brain Brogans (all solid). 1.25
Men’s strap Ties (solid).1.15, 1.25
Boys’ fait Tap Sole Boots -olid). 1.75
Mens, Womens, Misses and Children’s Canvas Button and Laee. 1.00
Misses kid Opera Slipper.75
Misses kid Strap sandals. 1.00
Children’s French kid Spring Heel Button.75
Children’s kid Lace Oxford Ties,(Hove Kid Top,
.75

Laities in jiursuit of Millinery will

In York, .June 2.>d, Will K. Howard, of Belfast,
and Mary C. Freeman, of York.
In Camden, June lJth, Mr. FlyssesG. Bla-kington and Miss Irene -J. Baird, both of Camden.
In Rockland, .June iSt-h, Frank I., Richardson
and Carrie H., daughter of J. O. Piper, Esq., h"th
of ltockland.
In Rockland, June 15th, John 11. Shields and
Helen L. Donohue, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, June loth, Joseph B. Norton and
Sarah Jane Crockett, both of >1*11111 i'homasLon.
In Rockland, June 11th, Charles It. Richardson
and Fannie Barlow', both of Rockland.
In Boston Highlands, June nth, *-amuel B. Waltz,
of Waldohoro, and Fannie A. Chipman, ot Boston.
In Brooklyn, V V., June 7th, Joseph F. Leo, of
Rockland, and Alma Ljungguist, of Brooklyn.
in Waldohoro, June Oth, Joseph L. McLain, of
Bremen, and Cora A. Havener, 01 Waldohoro.
in Montville, June 21st, bv Rev. C. Purington,
Mr. O. W. Ripley of Montville, and Miss Eva M.
Norton of Liberty.

m.

PATRONIZED BY THE MOST FASHIONABLE AND ELEGANT
DIENCES EVER SEEN AT ANY ENTERTAINMENT.

$2 50.

Ladies Curacoa Kid

r.

IWiri^baBand

Ties,

Hrwrd

o'clove

a

goods.

“LILY!”

These are standard goods and
sold before for less than $l.7.">.

.it

onus

not, it will be

Ladies' Russet Goat Oxford Ties,
$1 40.

ni:

call and ex-

If not all we ask is for you to try one pair ami be
convinced that it is the best boot in the market
for the money.

Pinafore.

hill

those

as

no trouble to show the

easy and comfortable shoe.

HAWKINS

:-

POl’lLAIt PIUCKS:

SEARSPORT.

noons

jm:..

amine this stock, and whether

$1.75.

especially adapted to persons in

Have you trial the

IIlMOIt.

BELFAST.

the

ip.

who have been in the habit of

prices.

Ladies’ Gloye Calf Hand Sewid Button,

-Harry F. Dixie,-

Thursday Evening—The Mascot.
Friday Evening—lolanthe.
Saturday Evening—Patience.
Saturday Matinee—H. M. S.

a\d

o ciocii

better selection

you call the

pleased

*7

a

as the

will

cally appreciated and lavishly patronized,but the amusement seeking y. "|>hKur<.j». ! mai d :he -y
■uiilerp:irt in any
portuuity of seeing ibis combination which has a world-wide repiiialh-n, ar. I n
country. I have made all arrangements and contracts for its transportation n d- vast entirety across
the Atlantic. My able and experienced partners, Messrs. .James A. Haile
Mansi. ! I it-dtinsoi
will conduct this unparalleled enterprise under my personal superv .si-n.
The public’s obedient servant,
PHINEAS T. BARNUM.

winy to the tlislattre to he trarelletl and the time nec< ssarg to
transport the shotr tt> liangor, ttntl tlesiring not to rnrtail the exhibition
.75 in the least the evening performances trill begin ttl

Lace

chance is offered, and

you

••

1.12

Cloth

not

t" -i
With mingled regret and pride, 1 announce to my patrons that this is po.-ltiv<
the last A. n
my GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH and the GREAT LONDON CIRCUS •» Ameri-an
ii they haw- entt. i-ias i
I regret being forced to take away from my fclbov citizens an »• 1.i:• iti• >. wl

>

Boots,

It is

More.

no

and Farewell to his American Patrons.

Greeting

$3-00.

mtnagemenl of C. W. MILLER.
The Favorite Comedian,

price ot any other.

W. 0. POOR & SON,
GEO. F. SMITH,

Kid

Barnum Returns

Ladies' Kid Hand Sewed Button,

Me.

-REPERTOIRE

.50

Babies’ Button Boots,

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00.'

.1 (JIHMAL

.40

Children’s Button Boots,

Ladies' Kid Common Sense Boots,
aktists

“

“

Boots,

If not call and get a pair
of the goods

• Solid

.38

Women’s

Ladies’ Kid Glove Top Bntion,

an en-

MILLER & DIXIE’S

Fnder the

I

pleased t»> announce
gagement with

\r n

*

ton

Shoes

are out of sizes, as most
we ran not replace at the same

“

Women’s Glove Top But-

3m23

than the
before we

27.

HV FN is

SELLEVIEW.

'Winterport,

and

26

25,

Cloth

Boots,

great variety of goods too

Nights & Saturday Matinee,
Boots &
Thursday, Friday & Saturday,
following?

.15

Women’s

-A’RE THERE-

Ionic Opera.

“

Webb

“

Old Ladies Glove Buskins

also SUN SHADES »

House.

Opera

.90

$

Women’s

YOUB

a

Brogans,

Men’s

ANY BETTER BAR<JAINS OFFERED IN

3

H. TAYLOR.

We have for sale in Marion, Sumpter, Hernando,
I own lot-, L ike front-,
and Orange C.ninth
or.-.uge groves. Improved and unimproved lands
in quantities and at prices to suit all purchasers.
InrJ.’J*
Correspondence solicited.
Address for full particulars until Oct. 1st, 18S5.

J. H. TAYLOR,

BUY

are :

1.15

“

“"T

SCENES IN THE WILD WEST

PRICES,

Men’s Low Dress Shoes,

“

MaoCARTHY.

E,

Season of First-C

TAYl.OR.

Marion Co.

TO

LOW

of which

some

SHOES,

STRAW (KMIIIS. HAND RAGS A CMKRKLLAS, and
all and you will surely buy.

L.

JO-JO, t'Doy-F.a •,] E<«_-. JO-JO

r: ful Boiler
AKADA, the Wild Alan. Tattooed Hindoo Dwarfs, Acrobatic■, Athletic anil 'special AfAN
i. k AA ire Perl, cm
.Skating, MISS/AVAMMOTO. AMI N UNO TDK LADPKB OF N AKL D xWOlillS. Japanese
iving
restier-, Ac. I DO Marvelous Act-. 1000 Features. Alj r.aus ■..«
I’crformances. Koyal and Hi gum ( 'Himes, (.. a i: t', Midgets. Dwans.
Skeletons, hjmnasts, Fencer-. Boxers. ♦.racef.il Female Athlete', x-iisat ionai Ariists. Loveij Birds.
Herd of Kdueutrd F.lepliants. Bali) Flcptiants, kangaroos. Lions, A*-.

ers, AscenslonM-, Aer.ali'ts, AA
II mu a n Wonders, special Singe

The
and
ll-'roic Hind
Stmke Clio. in*
Beautiful
A Is! c lUNOLOt.lt At, I tlM.lt I \S OF > I It AMD AND s A A At.) lAITs
OF III MAN BKINt.s. greatly Increased and migmcnled, containing
specimens ol nearly every known tribe on earth. Hindoos, mriSoduis. Cannibals. I j-Alugjars. Australians, oceiif;;* Idolater'.
mis, Burmese, tmuteiu du.i', vigb.m
ii,:.al« sr, Buddhist
Patagonians, /ulus, Mamese. A/.lees,
Sioux Indians. Indian Acini'. fshanda!
Idris, Alula)'. Alouug Bok, Dwarf'. A... A i.
Nauteh
Dancing
Nubians,
Bolocudos,
Priests,
1

Tiger Ralie,
one

Belfast.

cV Co.,
Belfast, June 24, 1885.—3vv2i»

THE

dore, Blanchard, Hong Kong.
Charleston, June 17. Cleared seh. Welaka, Ferguson, Baltimore.

TriiiM Hals eii Shades

of the best in the market. Call and examine
before pure,basing elsewhere. For gale by

Ooiisint

Arrived seh. Lizzie Lane,
Mobile, June 19th.
Herrick. Froutera.
sail Francisco, June 11.
Arrived ship Commo-

AT

BALDWIN

Come

MillinerY !
Closing

J.

BOSTON, will open

a

for the

remainder of the season, offers

Belfast.

Burnham at 8.25 A. m.
Leave Belfast at 2.05 i*. m., City Point 2.12, Waldo
2 27, Brooks 2.45, Knox 3.13, Thorndike 3.25, Unity
3.50, Leonard’s Crossing 4.05, arriving at Burnham
at 4.20 1*. M.
Rki L'rning— Leave Burnham at8.45 a. m., Leonard’s Crossing 8.57, Unity 9.15,Thorndike 9.28, Knox
9.38, Brooks 10.03, Waldo 10.15, City Point 10 30, arriving at Belfast at 10.40 a. m.
Leave Burnham at 4.35 i\ M., Leonard’s Crossing
4.47, Unity 5.00, Thorndike 5.15, Knox 5.24, Brooks
5.45, Waldo 5.59, City Point 0.13, arriving at Belfast
at 6.20 P. M.
PAY80N TUCKER, (ien’i Manager.
Belfast, June 29, 1885.—lyl

,

UclfiiMt.

ESPECIAL

HATS & BONNETS TRIMMED
F.

Boat Found.
BOTTOMED DORY, painted green,
one oar in it; aliout fourteen feet long.
Was picked up in Penobscot Bay. The owner can
call on
T. J. HOPKINS,
lw26
Bay View Street, Belfast, Me.

AROUND
had

BRIDGE

-AND-

Terms to Insure $10. Mares at risk of owners.

! A Square
|

Also

Meal for 25 Cents.
EDWIN FROST*

Belfast, .June 23,1885.—tf8

Bleplmnt.

FAVOR

SUCH

FOUND

WITH

MOTHERS OF FAMILIES
Its never-failing effect in disloding and removing
worms of all kinds from the system.
The facility with which ii is administered, being ii
the formed' TABLETS, delicately flavored wifi
Chocolate. It is as agreeable to the palates ol

children is the most delicious confection.
It does not require an nauseous after physi y eacl
Tablet earn ing its own gentle purgative
Its perfect harmlessnes.s !•> tin* most delicate con
stiuition or tin' smallest child.
jrA box in Hie house will savi* many a doctor’?
visit. Sold bv R. il. MOODY, Belfast. Price _\*»c

DRY GOODS AT AUCTION !
Sleeper

S.

Having leased Ids store, will sell the balance <>f Id?
stock of Dry Hoods at Auction,

JUNE 25th, 20th and 27th,
afternoon and evening, unless
that date. My stock consists of

disposed

of before

Dress Goods, various styles, also Childrens and Ladles’ Hosiery, G. A. Clark’s and

2,500 Yds.

Holyoke Spool Thread, Hamburg edging,
Plain and Lare Kdge Ruffling, and a

variety

of other Goods.

Ladies of Belfast and vicinity are invited to at
tend tlds sale. Traders from the country wouh
find some good bargains by attending the sale.

S. SLEEPER.

Belfast, June 17, 1885.—2\v25

Belfast, June 25,

|
1

TABER & HARRISON.
1885.—26tf

WANTED!

GREAT QUANTITY OF WORK
on hand, and In addition to a large number of
VEST MAKERS, 1 want
HAVE

A

Coat At Pants Makers.
I
Apply immediately and bring sample of workHENRY O. DODGE.
Belfast, Jane 22, 1886.—2w26

Every

Matin,ee

Simitar to the

Precisely

I

Evening Performances.

World of Endless. I ncensing and Uninterrupted Attractions. Uhildren wild with Delight. Parents and Uuavdians bewildered.
and

Every class
Splendor of

of visitors

Charmed, Awed, and Astonished at the Magnitude, Innn n-ily, Grandeur
Kindergarten of Cniversal Knowledge, Instruction

these United Giants of Shows and

and Amusement.
For the accommodation of those

wishing to avoid the crowds

on

the

grounds,

an

oiliee has been

es-

tablished at

KILGORE & WILSON'S

THIS

Frost’s Lunch Room, 1 T
1
Every day until further notice.

HAS

STREET. BELFAST.

ICE CREAM & CAKE,

SOUTHWOBTH.

The Wliitc Sacred.

Harrison's Stable,

stallion is a thoroughbred from Montreal.
His sire was imported from France. Dam an
English mare. NORMAN GRAY stands sixteen
and a half hands high and weighs 1500 pounds.

AT

Belfast, June 25,1885.—2w26

Cray

Will make the season of 1885 at

Taber

FRESH YEAST BREAD

For 25 Cents.
A.

il/A

Cool Lemonade,

At Lowest Possible Prices.

The Norman

tsr*

attention paid to DEPORTMENT.
Those Interested will please meet there Wednesday, .July 1st, at 2 p. m. Terms moderate.
Belfast, June 24, 1880.—Iw26

Hats, Hoists & Triiis

& Co.

TIME-TABLE.

select class in

Hull,

Ferguson

and after Monday, June 2B, III!, trains roi.necting at Burnham with through trains for Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run as
follows: Leave Belfast at 0 25 a. m., City Point
0.33, Waldo 0.5o, Brooks 7.05, Knox 7.27, Thorndike
7.40, Unity 8.02, Leonard’s Crossing 8.12, arriving at

wishing to close out her LARGE STOCK of

Pierce’s

bargain*.

Maine Central R. R.

Miss A.F. 8onth worth Plain and Fancy Dancing,
MILLINER Y

the best

On

R. C. RANKIN
of

W.

secure

Belfast, June *25,1884.—Iw2B

.June 11. 1885—Sw44.

Out Sale.

early and

for

For sale by
I GEOHOE O. BAILEY,

ismmm

REDUCED PRICES.

Hats Trimmed for 25 Cents.

POWDER

or

Aq/

CHEAP.

Awarded the Highest Honors,
THE GOLD MEDAL, AT
NEW ORLEANS EXPOSITION, 1884-5.
The Gold Medal at Mechanic Fair, Boston, September and October, 1884. The Bronze
Medal of Superiority,
Absolutely Purs.
American Institute, New York city, October and
This powder never varies. A inarve of purity,
November, 1884.
strength and wholesomeness. More e«<>h<>mical Most Improved and Sclent Hie Refrigerator Known.
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold in com
Used in leading hospitals (including U. 8. Army),
petition with the multitude of the low teat, short !
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in | asylums, almshouses, colleges ami many other
|
prominent
public institutions.
cans.
Royal Baking Powder Co., lOG Wall St.,
For grocers and family use without a peer.
N. Y.
lyrHI
Call and
send
circular.
examine

•.

iBiivrjCUt

Scarfs, Laces, fi." Trimmings

DRY-AIR REFRIGERATOR,

FOREIGN PORTS.

graveyard. She was a; injured quite badly one day las.
Aapinwall, previous to June lllh. Sailed sell.
gUjte a Herald, Gray, North of Ilatteras.
-rim 1! teacher in her younger days, and was
number of I,lack bass have
i
(
June 10. Arrived bark George Treat,
lh(J
I
Cienfuegos,
through oil her life much respected for her many
lake within the last few days-. needed or ; Treat, Aspinwall.
1 qualities.... Lot Jones is at home fora few
At Hong Kong, May 13,ships Phineas Pendleton,
hay will he light ...Strawberries._,lnllln({ t„ Blanchard, from
Nagasaki; harque Goodell, llogan,
iv- from the Insane Asylum where he lias a good
ripen....“.Joe" Young goes to
to day to j for Hamburg; Jas. G. Pendleton, Coleord, do.
position_Walter Penny is at home for the suin- slop during the encampment
In Kingroad, June 21, ship Louis Walsh, Pendle..Veymoutli ! ton, New York for Sharpness.
in.-! from <'nun., where he has profitable employwas injured last week by a ear
^ fal|(ns
We are always glad to welcome Walter to
MARITIME MISCELLANY.
ment
from the scaffolding in the barn
an,ng un h,6
SPOKEN. April 22, lat 9 S, Ion 29 \V, ship Frank
Brook.- 1 r he is one of our best educated and most
tlriven
were
head. Ilis teeth
llircgt<)
c
j
Pendleton,
Nichols, from Cardiff for Hong Kong.
ini. Iligeni .>mng men and always does his part to
and lips, besides bruising tne tie» wag U|)
May 25, lat 13 N, Ion 27 \V, ship America, Herriman,
make ioir literary .-societiesa success....Katie Miles
from
(
ardiff
for Callao. May 27, lat4050, Ion 4035,
conscious for some time, and vv lie;eov'(.reii
ship Louis Walsh, Pendleton, from New York for
is home tiom Lowell, sick-Mrs. Mary Leathers
he was walking about tne door yard
Sharpness.
and Mr-. Maggie Parsons, are at the home of
Ship L B. Gilchrist, of Thomaston, 1105 tons,
BuCKSfoKT. Prof. J. tV. Cadwe,reu on
built in 1SOO, lias been sold to J. W. Parker it Co.
their sister, Mrs Louisa Gilley, of this town.
Human Magnetism Monday linil Tne
eningB of New York at $9,509.
We called in the other day to see our enterprising
The Philadelphia Vessel-Owners* and Captains’
in Emery Hall. The number in ali(j wag
townman, Utis W. Lane, who learned his trade in
Association object to the bills of lading given for
small both evenings, but tliose pvesft)e(j
ice from Maine to and for the Knickerbocker Ire
Belfast, and f -und him busy “knocking tiu.” He
enjoy the performance of those under
Company, which contain the agreement that the
keeps a good assortment of stoves and kitchen
shipper shall not be liable for demurrage. The
_Quite a party went out in
he
to
a
fair
business*
and
claims
doing
furnishings
captains have been advised in a circular not to acyaciit, the Fannie Hayden, Tuesday ^ cept such bills in general shipments of that class,
We noticed a new arrangement for holding a cloth
since in cases where ice is sent, as sometimes hapaud report a very pleasant sail. They L,
strainer for milk that cannot fail of being much
pens, to irresponsible parties, it may reacli its
river until the tide turned and then call
^ destination when the market is
are
once
known.We
merits
Us
glutted, and not
called for when
went around the island, eondng home s
being taken by the consignee, may leak away and
learn that (J. H. Forties has gone to Rhode Island
river_Mr. Thomas Lampher who liveUvu cause the vessel to lose both freight and demurrage.
on business tn connection with his sewing machine
Freights. From the weekly freight circular of
miles from town, ib about to sell ids ndlegg Snow
it Burgess, New York, under date of June 20
patent, lie has taken his horse Robin with him
to his son-in-law. Mr. Lampher has run a(r( we learn that tonnage for the River Plate continues
and will pro' ably exchange him for greenbacks.
in
lair
uas
and
request, botli for Lumber and general cargo;
for
29
into town
only myo
years
_Tbaddeus Huxford has a very good colt which
current rates show no change on the recent past.
in all that time—Married at the ho
days
The
weather in Cuba has served to restrict
is
live
He
in
rainy
Aroostook.
obtained
he recently
somewiiat the Sugar movement, and tonnage rebride's fatlier, Mr. O. B. Fales, of RocL
and is
years old, of a sorreli color, good weight,
have therefore been small; the rate
quirements
and
S.
Fales
L.
H.
Miss
Rev. Geo.
Scott,
remains nominally $3 from N. S. ports to X. of
said to lie quite fast. He is by Cobbler of Ilouiton.
Patterson, of this place, freight clerk on th
llatteras. Tonnage to other nearby foreign ports
...Fred Ham is driving a good three year old
is in moderate demand, with rates maintained with
Penobscot—Mrs. K. M. Godfrey is goii
stallion_Scott Godding lias a horse twenty-eight er
considerable steadiness. Charters from Pensacola
I Melds A Slmm'a comic opera. The d
peat
Dow
M.
a
horse
he
is
and
are
old
yet....J.
quite
accepted with some reluctance, owing to the
years
hearsal is in Emery Hall next Tuesday e rigid quarantine rules which are now in force at
has seven horses and colts. Some of them are
that
th
in
winter
port and cause frequent detention. The Coasttwice
last
was given
valuable_Will Gould stills keeps his Percheon. This opera
vise i.umber trade continues quiet,
f or vessels
hall by her pupils in a very successiui mm pi ^ icre a
He weighs over thirteen hundred-The entertainstrong feeling prevails, iu consequence of
There will be a change of cast in t lie absence of outward freight, but vessels .South
ments at the Good Templar Lodge are proving in- manner.
but on the whole it will pif seeking are obtainable at a fraction below what are
teresting, and there are initiations every meeting. two of the parts,
jsualiy considered market rates. Coal tonnage Is
if not better than before—Boj n moderate demand, with rates
Mlttie Lane, who is one of our most talented young full as well
steady. Other
Sell. A. Richardson, lf>4 tons,
went to Bangor Thursd lepartincnts dull.
ladies, has charge of the exercises for next Satur- forty and fifty people
r<»m Eddy ville to Philadelphia, Cement, 11 cents,
re
train to attend a concert and
'eh. Welaka, 433 tons, from Charleston to Haitiday evening and something nice may be expected. the afternoon
am. ©nip uuenia,
hock, $1.40.
_While Mr. Swift was leading a colt behind his e<i by special after It was over.... oaui may a|(> re,
k) tons, from Hong Kong to London, general
noon two boys aliout ten vears old went out orb
wagon the other day, the colt being frightened took |
go, £2,075. Sell. Flora Condon, *231 tons, New
In the racket Big pond in a boat and one of them, Bert Svi( rk thence to May port, Stone, $1.40. Sch. Nellie
a notion to get into the wagon too.
his ntj dickering, “280 tous.saine.
that followed Miss Julia Edwards who was in the was sculling when something attracted
he fell Fhip Commodore, at San Francisco from Hong
wagon was thrown out and slightly injured, while tion behind him, and turning quickly
hear ng, in addkion to the damage already reported,
man
him.
A
oar
with
the water taking the
torn and side chaffed by the foremast
the colt cut one of his leg* quite badly. Dr. A. W.
his cries started to swim out to him, but the I | copper
Also, lost two men
ut
and
last
accounts
the
the
wound
ne ? spars dragging alongside.
and
him
sewed
to
he
half
Rich
up
sunk before
way
got
a Norwegian and the other a
The body was recovered the same nig 1‘board,—one
came up.
eolt was doing well.
dc.
interred in the Friends

I,real reduction In all
to mrnllon.

Ca lals.

WcsUitle|1,g wlfe ,B
also ill.. .Miss Etta Iioe
... 8IH..
[•essful term "f school in dit^0 ,f
yj^

THE

GOODS,

numerous

BLOOD k LIVER MEDICINE.

.-

i!

.(’•

REAL ESTATE

-isi

Fx-Senator lioscoe

•’

ill

that

SATIAf in all COLOIJS, lined and unlined, selling at
very low prices.
/ LOT (>T <1! XT'S VXlUCllWKAJt selling much less than cost.

BKUEVIKW.

HELLATR

••

rope,

Louisa was a
many mouths
drops from the groom celilish in amherine at, 1
ladv and was much beloved i
silver, Miss Kmily Over; pickle jar, Wi Is
was a member of
v
;»1. ,.
,-i.ng friendtin.
nip pitcher. villil spnvers, d; paintand there, as else
Miimath
in-' Mi urn
ing, Mr. and Mrs I. A 1; lemonade set, Mi-s
w
w lu-re. tier
h-i-p!;. felt. The funera
lira Partridge, sliver ladliss Emma Snow
at th>- Methodist church or
rvi.-,
were m
ver picture rack, Alldon vton Merrill; frosted
Hl'IlH led l.\ Rev A. A L'iVlS.
tfieri!*" iglass tmttcr plate. Miss die Itlaek silver syrup
which
Hi.
Methodist
I:
of
nii.g
vestry
j..
1 dish, V. .1. Preen: silver in I,older, Miss Desire
k
pi.t«v on Tuesday evening ol last week was Nickels; silver ladle, Ffoss Hamilton, si1
been
has
occasion.
The
room
interesting
D. Black, Misses
ver vases. Mr. and Mrl.
It
j
| d IV enlarged ail', a cook room added.
Mattie and Emma Bis silver spoons,
Edll ior and -eats, and ha- been newly J
i. a~ new -il
i,
ward
Clifford, KSi. Small; Longfel1
a
and
It
papered.
presents very low's poems,
j. i.i-t'-red, paint*-'1
B. t.. nehard; silver fruit
it. pr. ttappearance and is very convenient. The ;
knives, Mr. and Mrs. 1! Merrill; silver cake
t-w
the
was
follows
as
..niiniiK*
evening
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The (iooil cheer Publishing Company's Office I 1 have taken Bell’s Sarsaparilla for distress at
from Indigestion; there is no other
(ireeufieid, Mass., was burglarized Friday 1 the Stomach
remedy like it for this trouble. It helped me from
iiight, and >7 in postage stamps stolen, with a
the lirst day. I have given it to my littie hoy for
ickage oi notes and some money.
Humor ami It cureii him.
.Iambs S. Sj-katt, Bangor.
\ happy combination of best
Drape brandy, i
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d, d.imai' M (linger and ( ampnor Water,
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r’- Hompound Extract (»t
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most reliable medieiue.
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iy scntery'T bloody-flux, colic or cramps in Mom- j a lew week- the present spring and as a result, my
“'I'* and breaks up colds, levers and inflammatory health has not been so good tor years.
Mrs. K. I). lioi.nKN, Bangor.
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Discovery,” and exercises proper care. If
to run its course loo
long all medicine is
powerless lo .-lay it. Dr. Pierce never deceives a
patient by holding out a false iiope for the sake of
p •cuniaiy gain. Tlu* “Holden Medical Discovery”
has » a red thousands of patients when nothing else
seemed to avail. Your druggist has it. Semi two
stamps for Dr. Pierce’s complete treatise on e<mMimption with numerous testimonials. Address
"mid’- Di-pcit.-ary Medical Association. Buffalo,

ring
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S'vjtn.but bad as lie looks Mr. l owle,
jUrd looking appearance .acted
notwithstailg

Kami's has moved back from
Almira
,is farm.Miss

ii. M.

I-truck

serious, you may be

of

at a little less than

Clothing, Hats, Caps, Furnishing Goods,

Boston

30.WO blind persons in France
without other means of support than
begging. 1 ranee is almost wholly without
um turns, either
public or private, for the blind.
vn

own horse becoming entangled i'-i
harness fell and threw hint some ten

pic- up insensible and carried home.

**

Sarsaparilla

Is sold

Boston, June 2n.
|
Better—Dull; job lots of 1're.sh creameries, 21 a ;
2.V; northern, 18/*2oe; imitation creameries, 12a. ;
l.V, new northern dairies, la<$l7c; .selections, 1>^
l!»e.
Cheese—Firm; round lots good, 7*4 g8Jac; comnum, ti<j7e.
Korns—steady and i|tdte firm; extra easterns, 14
al.'.r. Inlands, I4«il4'4e; westerns, 18 la a 14>\
Al’l’i.ES—Receipts ol apples are light, and sonic
fancy Maine russets sell as high as $;> .'mia4 on.
Potatoes Potato*
•juiet with light sales of
best goods; choice rose brings 4-'>a5ae.
11 a v ANi> straw—Hay w eaker on large receipts;
No. 1 moves slowly at u\er $22, but fancy ears |
bring more; others range from *11 upwards;*straw j
«i iii«-1 at $lOg.2:!

Again the rumor circulates that Henry Ward
liieeher intends to retire from the pulpit of
Plymouth Church after he has finished his
present sermons on evolutions.

,-ailed and succeeded in bringing bin
and piling him
up so that he wa> out the ne\»
‘b*>- il*' k- like an amateur acrobat or pugi: .-t who I iJeeu
minutes in the
with

.It*ly and tin- voting folks will have a
i-ail oi that evening ami a great time may be

gran

tl>

Brown’s

FKIOE CUBBENT.
Weekly for the Journal.
liy C. H. Sak«jent, No. S, Main street.

--

by .Jwhn Fowle'a residence

Went

so far as my experience goes, it is
thing for purifying the blood known.”

that,

Tf you have any disease arising from impure blood, no matter how
Brown’s Sarsaparilla will cure you. If not, money will be refunded.
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I’he alumni of Tufts College have elected the
fallowing objects forthe ensuing year: President, (). E. Denison. *00: Nice presidents. (. C.
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making repairs and is painting his house straw
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Mexico has only £4000 iu her treasury, but
i- better than if she had as many
million. She will have no revolutions as long
•a- she carries so little
surplus.

hi8*n William, who was ;.t the stable unharness,
s pair of horses, saw the team
just as it was
and observing a c|» ak or long ''ape on
la,ltf iu the wheel thought it was the
lady, and
vMth- a in.nnent’s consideration mounted one
‘d
bijialf unharnessed horses, and running
along... ,,f t»„. wagon sheared the horse into a
neigiil Ilg ,|...,ryard where I e was stopped, -lust

••>>!idly for five years with hired help
well stocked_Mr. Ii* i*j. Clark has ai

i""ne

:v 11 L

helped him more than anything h cv. r had
When he went to sea a few days ago h bought a
Im'ge supply and said he should come home a wel1

of

perhaps it

I

r:ii pace.

T.
Mrs. Mary Smitli has sold her farm
l'K*
villi .i.; tin- crop-, ows, sheep an ! hogs, and all
the 1.1ruling tools, to Capt. William I). Hichborn,
,,l
kt*'ii. The farm contains a good orchard,
on it
p...
iay lields, more than 1,000 cords of wood
,u
good buildings. Mrs. smith has managed the
t.,1111

_>n

or

have secured the stock

\A/E

had,” said Mr Johnson,
humor about me for a longtime,

which showed itself in my stomach and inouth
and I had a feeling which I can best describe as
general debility. Have tried many remedies, and
at last bought Brown’s Sarsaparilla.
I am free to

Sarsaparilla

and it

—

runt of F. G. Ni-hols store in the east
v<#e, leaving Ins wife in the wagon. The horse
b oning restive, Mrs. Grant was unable to hold
hi and he soon increased bis
speed to a very
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Pickering
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Ihe ( abinet ha- decided that Mr. Santos, a
naiur.tii/.'Mi American citizen, now under uric-t in Ecuador, shall Ik?
recognized and protected as an American citizen.
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town on ti e

of very
and it i.- a
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mystery t
in-id" and out. He has also impaired his '•deads where he has gone ind what end he has
B. F F-».sier lias made repairs on his house, ado. The city marshal of Bangor has been cm
ged for several days in a search for him.
\v v in:,i, nas moved his barn from the old
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Square, Bangor.

lie took

wonderful medicine for humor.
W. A. .Johnson is a clothing dealer
a

Clotliing Store,

I-

their build-

Brown’s Sarsaparilla
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nearly all the
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the pit:
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name.

began the use of Brown’s SarsaCurtis authorizes the use of his
He is in better health than for years. He says
Mr.

“a canker
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day that

parilla.

bill hoards have been removed from the
For the NEXT THIRTY DAYS I shall offer the GREATEST BARGAINS in
j
1 ’rices Paid Producers.
Produce Market.
of Savannah, and no advertisements of :
14.0Ugl7.00
Apples ^ bush,
40400 Hav # ton,
an\ kind are allowed to be
a gti
dried 4? tb,
4 go 1 lilies tb Tt»,
posted in public
15 n 14
places.
Beans,pea,#" bu, l.OOg 1.75 Lamb # Iti,
1.50 3 1.05 Lambskins,
7agl.*2a
medium,
Wires ami bars are now produced direct from
5«B
yellow-eves,l.oogi.To Mutton # tb,
Hu id steel, by pressing it out through dies in a Butter & It,,
42g4a
BOOTS &
Ifigl.S Oats# bush,
Beef 4? lb,
manner similar to the production of lead
Potatoes.
7aS‘*
4ngo0
pipes
ever offered for sale in this city.
ugO
Barley 4?' bush,
hog75 Hound llog # tb,
from lead.
Cheese & tb,
o.uoaT.oo
7 gs1. Straw # ton,
of Men’s Suits, strictly all-wool, size 36 to 4*2, only.$6.50 a Suit.
Chicken w tt»,
UgO One lot
Poles ar» being terribly persecuted again,
06300 Turkev # It.,
7gS One
12gk,12 Veal # tb,
ab ul lo.ooo having been recently expelled Calf Skins W tb,
dark, handsome patterns, all-wool, only.. S.00 a Suit.
lot,
Duck fc* lb,
ogo Wool, washed#tt>, •iig-’l
from their home and couutry by the Prussian
13 Wool, unwashed lt> lag 17
Kicks 4P do/..,
-Some choice patterns at $9.00, $10.00, $11.00, $1*2.50.
Government.
12 314 Wool, hard,
K.-Wl^tb,
4.u0ga.00
Geese
One lot Children’s Suits, size 4 to 11, all-wool, only.
:i.uug.J.ao
lb,
030
Wool,
soft,
‘2.00 a Suit.
Richard T. Merrick, who was prominent in
Jletaii Market.
the recent Star Route trials as counsel for the
One lot. all-wool, 9 to 13 years, long pants, only.
3.00 a Suit.
7 d'.i Lime P bb'
Loa^LlO
Government, is seriously ill at his residence in Beef, corned, # 2>,
20 Oat Meali? lb,
Don’t spend a dollar for clothing until you have examined my goods and prices. Goods wj rranted
Butter Salt, ^ box,
:>g:i
W usbingion.
<»4 Onions p tb,
Corn i? bush,
'*y*i
as represented or money refunded.
Please call and be convinced that this is the place to buy.
The Empress Charlotte, the unfortunate Cracked Corn <j bush, <>4 <)il,Kerosene P gal 12 ala
*>4 Pollock P it.,
aa.’P,
widow of Maximilian, is better, and the malady Corn Meal 4*1 bush,
w«lU New Boston
Cheese f B),
103I2 Pork P tb,
which for year- has oppressed her brain has
Cat! Plaster P bbl,
Loo
Cotton Seed 4** < \vt,
been gradually disappearing.
'!
4u0 live Meal P lb,
Codlish, dry, 4^ lb,
t nu shorts Pewt,
l.L'»
Cranberries, k*' qt,
MARK
PROPRIETOR.
A prominent chemist asserts that in every
< Mover Seed 4? lt>,
r. «a>
12 « I s mi gar P tb
bHJ pounds of gre« u tea used iu this country
Flour k*1 bbl,
40
:{.50«7.2'» Salt, I'. I.,P bush,
the consumer drinks more than a
Kelliiist,
Ogo j 11 riumiix Row,
half-pound II. C. Seed & bu, l.'.MIai.oo s. Potatoes P tb,
of Prussiau blue and gypsum.
Card ¥ tt»,
U«jlo Wheat Meal P tb, :il2 a4
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egetabh warden discovered last Tues-

very line
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harh-.- K. Averill
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Peck, for 25 years superintendent

had trouble with Canker in
This caused constant sour
stomach, indigestion, etc Mr. Curtis has for
years tried to g. t rid of this humor, and only suc-

is

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Made
Mass.
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell

Mu-ic Hall. Boston,and well known in connection with musical affairs, died Thursday,
aged
sixty.
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Mouth and Stomach.

in that town an acquaintance of his
whose vocation was that of a sailor. From eating
salt food he had contracted a bad case of humor
hair came out, face and body covered with

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Frederick Douglass has, ii is said, been in- i
d to take editorial charge of the Globe, the I
organ of the colored people of New York.
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for tin- front. 1

Preaching by Rev. T. B. Gregory. Subla
troni Nature."-bapl. David l erry
for New York last Monday to take coinn tud
.ark .1C--’.- Loring.\ telephone wire i- to
.. :
the telegraph office with the telepii *e
..!. M Ames Inis a pri\ate telephone fr<
ib
uv so

Carnahan of Ohio, who was expelled limn West Point some months ago, inow a colom I ;u the Guatemalan
army.

g
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Frank

between B -Urn and Portland. Waltei J.
Dram -till holds
situation with K. R. R. at
Lynn, and is liked very much by the company.

nee

the chur<

at

and Bi

Uliroii-tM mutual.

July 1st.

“For the past two years I have been
afflicted with severe headaches and dyspepsia. I was induced to try Hood’s Sarsapacheerrilla, and have found great relief. I
recommend i> to all.” Mrs. E. F.
Askable, New Haven, Conn.
Mrs. Mary C. Smith, Cambridgeport, Mass.,
headwas a sufferer from dyspepsia and sick
She took Hood’s Sarsaparilla ami
ache
found it the best remedy she ever used.

law against tin manufacture and -ale of
(.margarine in New York .State is pronounced

shoe dealer in

to get relief, at last bought Brown’s Sarsa"
parilla and was cured, liev. Mr. Gerrish will en”
dorse the above.
Mr. G. A. Parcher, of Ellsworth, i9 agent for
the American Express Co., and owns a drug store

Tnere

THURSDAY,

Frank Curtis, the well-known boot and

Mr.

Church,

ways

fully
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o

all sides about the

on

whbm the

culture hi Ccj Ion is making headway.
crop this year is e-tiiunted at 3,500.000

pound-.

Drant m- scoured a situation as Brake,
the Rosto
and Bangor Express and is

n
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ifcli
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The
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rum

Arthur Driukwatcr.

arver,

heanl

between In-

_>
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goes into efleet
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mplaints ar<
atory manner

Marion

term
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Pastor of the Pine St.
ami author of “The Blue and the
Gray.” A member of his family had a severe case
of Canker in Mouth ami Stomach, tried in various

Sick Headache

girl graduate's essay at M<*adville,
entitled, Wanted, a Man.”

Theo. Gerrish Is

uev.

M. E.

New York City.

-wet t
was

Means health and happiness; bad blood means Scrofula, Canker, Blotches, Salt
Rheum, Cancer,
Pimples, Boils, Ulcers, Tumors, Black Heads and various other difficulties
which are always the outgrowth of impure blood.

I have taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla for dyspepsia, from which I have suffered two years.
I tried many other medicines, but none proved
so
satisfactory as Hood's Sarsaparilla.”
Thomas Cook, Brush Electric Eight Co.,

Mr-. McDowell, wife of ihe late general, will j
her permanent residence in .San FianCisco.

"ckton

Causes Its victims to bo miserable, hopeless,
contused, and depressed In mind, very irritaIt is a disease
ble, languid, and drowsy.
which does not get well of itself. It requires
careful, persistent attention, and a remedy to
throw oft the causes and tone up the digestive organs till they perform their duties
willingly. Hood's Sarsaparilla has proven
the required remedy in hundreds of cases.
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Capt. Phinea- Peudleion lias been superintend.
in_ the building of the cellar for Capt. A. II.
Nil
hou.-e. It is a solid pu ce of work.
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Hon. H. W. Blair has been re-elected to the
S. Senate from New Hampshire.

l

Curtis and children from New York.

Carver, Gilbert Drinkwubr,
1 >: oik a at'-r, Arthur Drink w ater, A lion M
N -t absent more tlnn
ii.- ir.'c PdidU’i"
Law

on- :

William Ojster has begun to do business iu
He opens every tuoruing.

Arrivals—Capt. W. V. Nm ds and family, Mrs.
Pendleton, trom >an Francisco; Mrs. Kben

Frohock, Isabel Drink
Drinkw a'-c, Horace Frohock, -lohn

to

Chicago.

B. F.

Gould,
Rogers,

sent

defaulting i'osimaster of Lewiston, Idaho, has been arrested.
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Miss Kmma Movtland whs obliged to give up her
hool on account of sieknesDuring her absence
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Arrivals—Prof. Fred Park and wife, Fred

Last Saturday there was displayed iu front of the
International K\press office a yoke Did it mean
anything'

left alG. L. Havener's blacksmith shop, City
P ent, and at Hatch Bros.’ store, Head of Title
\loi:/.. lb ckw ;ii is in Portland attending the Nat-
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There is said to lu* about 1000 bicycles in
u.m in Washington.

Monday.

Late

77 years okl

New wheat and ripe grapes
market iu California.

daughter left fer New

Mrs. David Nickels and

was

Over 125,000 paupers receive public aid iu
Paris annually.

Sunday.

York

Mr. B. F. Haskell is at Ills old stand pre
He
a ltd id to the wants of his customers.

pared

bought the John Small

supplied the Cong, church

Rev. Charles Whittier
last

Mimlay after an illness of several months-Lettie, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William West,
was interred itt our cemetery last week_Dr
\
t
Kllingwood is building a carriage nouse_Mr.
Merriam and li. A. Gurney are each building a
* am....

Jefferson Davis

house.

Mrs. Vose, an elderly lady
sister, Mrs. Cobbeil, died last

Tii»k.

h ai> or the

who livid with her

Generalities.

spool mill has shut down for two weeks.

Where Reserved Numbered Seats

Prof. LmThU EBERT
-OF-

The Berlitz School of Laiipaps
Is now in Belfast forming classes and giving instruction In French. Pupils Instructed singly
For
or In class, In the conversational method.
terms, information, Ac., consult

PROF. HUEBERT.
At

Miss Prothlngham’s, High 8treet.

ets at the usual

can

be

purchased

at the

City Drug Store,

Regular Price, and General Admission Tick-

slight advance.

Admission to

Everything,

50c. Children Under Nine teats, 25c.

THE CREAT FREE STREET PARADE,
With 91,500,000 Worth of Rare and Costly Objects,
Arrival of the Shows.

Excursion

Exhibiting

Rates

on

on

the Morning of the

all Railroads.

in AUGUSTA JULY

I, BANCOR JULY 2.

A Summer

Song

with

of Chorus, I

Plenty

Oh! Summer is here with her roses.
And the richest of fragrance they bring;
And her buttercups light up the grasses,
And her song-birds right merrily sing.
Bright as purest of gold shine her'sunbeams;
Her dew-drops like diamonds are.
And the bum of her bees is most pleasant.
Tra la la! tra la la! tra la la!
Tra la la! tra la la! tra la la!
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per’s Magazine
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long and lagging hours of time.
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[Publius Syrus.
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Flattery is a specie's e»f false coin which only
our vanity enables to pass current.
[La Roeliefoueauid.

JAMES BARKER,
>'ill:tgv.

Soarsmonl
May 7, 1"

The injury of prodigality leads to this, that
he who will not economize will have to agonize.
[< einfueiils.
We in

plication

tin summon the miitei
when the body is in

[Cornelius Callus.
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Trusses, Abdominal Supporters.
KLAs I K
HOST. A<..
Agents fur tin*

perfect tit* guaranteed.

d

Celebrated

Penfield

Celluloid

Truss I

perlrrt Prii.-s iu the market, and the
only o!n- adopted by the 1 > Government.

the

mo-t
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scription*, from bc*l material*
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compounding Preto be procured.
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Kurklen's Arnica Salve.
The hot "ai\ c in the world tor Cuts, Bruises,
>ore.--, rSeers, salt
Rheum, Fever sores, Tetter,
<
happed Hand-, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin
limiti..ii-, and positively cures Tiles, or no pay
rcpiiivd. It is guaranteed to give perfect -atisfac*i"u, or money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
Tor -ale by Richard 11. Moody.

examine before pmelsewhere.
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Life Is the Blood-Present Dis *ase—Surgery
\ Telling Letter.
the Last Kesurt

Jhc

Hero is a la< t tor v-m to think "\er, viz.
M-dical science proves that diseases, no matter how
to
a
seem
have,
variety they
great
proe.-od from
comparatively few eaii-cs. It i- for this reason
wide
that .-501111 single medicine- lcin-ve or cure
n range of complaint-ome of them appearing alWhen
most directly opposite in their natures.
medical prcpaiation acts at once upon the digeslive and urinar. organs, and a.-<• pnrilies tin blood,
the li.-t of difficulties subje.-t to its control is as
Hut, while many things are said to
tonishing.
possess this power, those which actual!, do c\crt
it are verv rare.

It i- cone.de.! that DU. Kl-ANKbV" FAYnlHTK
HK.MKDV.of Rondoiit, N Y i- the most cileclive
preparation now in use for all .ti-eases arising
! the circulation.
from a loiil or impure state
Heme it is more tiiai. likely that if the writer of
the following letter had habitually taken “K.\ Volt
ITK ltKMHDY'* ten year- ago, j>t would never
■

navi*

-uucrcu

irom

relations with other powers, it may he
that In* follows the same rule.

••
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IndeslructiDle
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able,

Address:—Dr. David Kennedy, Rondout, \ 'i
not done so, adopt “f.WoRllE
household friend.
REMEDY” as

Rut, if you have

MALARIA.
anti

malarial

S<

medicine

KENNEDY’S

golden opinions. No t raveler should conhis outfit complete unless it includes a bottle of
this medicine.
If ? »u are exposed to frequent
changes of climate, f od and water, Favorite Remedy
should always be within your reach. It expels malarial poisons, and is the best preventative of chills
and malarial fever in the world. It is especially offered as a trustworthy specific for the cure of Kidney
and Liver complaints. Constipation and all disorders
arltingfrora an impure state of the blood. To women
who suffer from any of the ills peculiar to their sex
Favorite Rem -dy Is constantly proving itself an unfailing friend -areal blessing. Address the proprieDr. I). Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y.
ty)
$1 bottle, 6 for
$5, by all druggists.
won

sider

Mowing Machines
—and—

JE 'E. -A. Xi- "Fl
The

m

undersigned is agent for the celebrated

Walter A. Wood Mowing Machine,
the l»e«t machine in the market.
for the

Also

agent

New Champion Hsihe.
These machines are the best in the market, and if
farmers will call on me and look them over, I feel
All I ask is
sure 1 can convince them of the fact.
for you to call on me before purchasing elsewhere.

HANEY.
Waldo County Grange Store,
E.

H.

Belfast, June 15, 1885.—25

Crayon

Portraits.

in want of crayon

portraits—

excellent likenesses and first-class work—should
Those
do
We
the
call
prepared
on

undersigned.

are
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fore

Beautiful

li'

J

ART

ME

C I Li.
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ho

w

tin*--
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i

The question that will spring to everybody’s
lips i-, what were the differences between her
and the Fngli-h yachts, the result of American
science and skill, which gave her this immense

STORE.

to

Circulars.
1

«*•

of 3laio<1.

Marble Monuments. Tablets,

to

all kinds of work at prices that will suit. For reference we refer to Capt. GEORGE T. OSBORNE,
Belfast, where a specimen of our work may he
seen.
Every one is satisfied with our work. AdWM. F. HALL & SON.
dress,
Camden, June 15, 1885.—2w25
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PURE

made her sluggish before the wind, unless the
breeze was free and strong.
Her masts now
rake only one and a half inches to the foot.
The lit of her sails was such that when on the
wind they were set as “flat and straight as a
board,” and the booms of tier fore-and-aft -ails
when on the wind were nearly parallel with
her keel. The English sails of that day were
all cut so as to set like bags and hold the wind,
and when on the wind their booms were from
! ten to twenty degrees angle with the keel, and
the gaffs, that is, the small booms that extend
the top of the sails, would be at an angle of
from twenty to thirty degrees with the keel. It
| is needless to say that the set of her sails is
j now adopted by all fore-and-aft vessels as
j nearly as possible, in both England aud America.
I may have been too technical in this deserf ption for the ordinary reader, but there are
w ho will be obliged for
, plenty of nautical men
the description
[General B. F. Butler, in
Harper’s Magazine for July.

“What is the ‘silent partner' of a firm?” asked a youngster of his father. “The silent partner is the one who,when called upon for money,
makes a great deal of noise about putting it

up.”
photographic portraits rarely good
likenesses?” asks an exchange. Probably because photographers want to live without being
in constant dread of being waylaid and assaultare

ed.

A new opera is called “The Orange Girl.” It
is expected to provoke “peels” of laughter.
[Norristown Herald.
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hand, and machines repaired.

hop miIp at ihc* old stand of
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Supplies,

Repairing
ly done.

IiHit'sHmiyito.
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Wishes t<>
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CHARLES W. Rl KRILL,
the Monroe Conservatory of Oratory—
System—Boston, has a class at ihe
Uni versa list Church vestry in this city, where be
will give lessons in class or in private.

FROM
Emerson

AirPhysIral and Voice Culture a Specialty.
terms, &c., address
BOV 435 BELFAST.
June 15, 1885.—25
For

snsran*!
EDWARD N. WIGHT
the stove of F. B. KSOWL
TON, High St., and would be pleased to meet
all who may favor him with a call.
Belfast, June 10, 1885.—3m24
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SHIP'S PUMPS!

rilWO

1

i> the agent of the ('ATAK\( 1
rpiIK nndcisigned
1 PIMP for this v ieinitv. The l'unip i- made i:

lioekland and gives excellent satisfaction. I an
I'lie pie,also sell the celebrated KIM SON PIMP.
of the Cataract Pump is $25, and the Inlnon $2U.
Vessel owners in want of new Pumps will do well
CKO. K WICHT,
by calling on me.
Shipsmith in ( arter’s Yard, lieifast.
1KSV-tfls
April 27,
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Among the many symptoms
of Dyspepsia or indigestion
the most prominent are: Variable appetite; faint,gnawing
feeling at pit of the stomach,
with unsatisfied craving for
food; heartburn, feeling of
weight and wind in the stomach, bad breath, bad taste in
the mouth, low spirits, general
prostration, headache, and
constipation. There is no form
of disease more prevalent than
Dyspepsia, and none so peculiar to the high-living and rapid-eating American people.
Alcohol and tobacco produce
Dyspepsia; also, bad air, rapid
eating, etc. BURDOCK BLOOD
BITTERS will cure the worst
case?by regulating the bowels
and toning up the digestive
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run my earl thr-nali I’.elin nit, m-arsninnt,
Moi t\ i 11e, ?>
s;.,, kton, Svvanville
Monro*-once a week. Orders taken on cart and
.Jmla
promptly li !«• 1 at market price-.

Buneli IJoom in eonm-iion with
opened
my grocery l*u>iiies>, in the store foiim-rly *•*
ettpied by Kli Cook, first do.-r ahove Cods’ on
buildiny.
P. M.
Lunrhesor Meals from T A. M., to
Hot Tea ami t'oiler tor farmers who bring their
lunches.
tfirTriros to suit the times. Call and see me.
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Common Headstones &. Marble Shelves.

flSr-Save your health by using Hunt’s (Kidney
and Liver) Remedy, as millions will not recompense the loss of the priceless boon. It will cure
Female Weakness, and prevent monthly suffering.

centre, and eleven at her stern.
Third, tin; cut and set of her -ails and raking i
musts, at that time two inches aud a half to ;
the foot—a rake which American science has \
since shown was too much, as too great a rake
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To Out of Town Trade:

it v in ni:nv c \i:i)s \ will i><>
as low as tin* lowest and make asy.I
rolls as ran !*.- made ia the ••■•niKy. NV ii i: pi mty *u
power al ail times to run my maehine 1 on■audi-ien!
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Tide, or s*o;d me Word am! 1 will call am I
1). J. KOBEi\TS.
Belfast, .Turn- IT, lss.a.—

High St-, Near Phoenix House,

reaches the seat of disease at once—restores the cause—stimulates and assists the functions of the Kidneys, Liver and Urinary organs.
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im is.

J>nvlinyl:*n, l't.9 J>i,opi,ietors of'

KMOWLTON,

an inc
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BKiEQErOBT. CONN.

case of Bright’s dissecond page of our Banner Book.
«ii'ilL'ST’s (Kidney and Liver) REMEDY purities
the Blood, thereby keeping the Kidneys, Liver
Stomach, Bladder and Urinary organs* vigorous
with life and action, causing them to free the system from the poisonous waste which brings disease
and death.

easily stated :
First, the modet of her hull, a sharp prow j
with slightly concave bows, parting the water j
substantially at the fore-rigging, and leaving
it without pressure by her retreating and beau- i
tifuliy moulded run. while the English yacht i
had convex hows and a straighter run.
Second, her draught, she cutting the water
forward at about five feet submergence of her
j
keel, a draught of about twelve feet at her
om-s can

assumed

Correspondence freely answered by our
ing Physician at this office.
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WOOL

iirti-It mires, restores, regulates and invigorates
the Liver, Stomach, Kidneys, Bladder and I'rinary
organ.-, creates a marvelous appetite and rebuilds
tin- entire system, and it is “Never known to fail.”
ti.e> It will prevent as well as cure Malaria, Fevers
and Itheumalism and all diseases which come from
impure blood. Keen the fountain and the snriiurs
hat .supplv it pure, and the stream flowing therefrom will he healthful and life-giving.
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p in mind these Ten Solid Facts:
There is more real solid cure in out bottle of
Hunt’s (Kidney and Liver) Ukmkdv, for the diseases it i> prepared for than in a barrel of the socalled cures; the dose is 20 to .'JO drops.
a
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or on petition oi
said debtor, e\ hi- h petite*.- was
tiled on the l"th day of .lube, A. I>. I1.* whiee
date interest onelaims is to lx* compute*:; that ’hr
payment of ane debts to or by said I>ri I *r. andlhe
transfer and delivery of any properly by him are
fori i'lden by iaev. tii.it a meeting of the creditor**f said Debtor, t*> prove their d-dit- an*I choo-eone
or mope Assignees of bis estate, will be held at a
» owrt of
Insolvency, to be holdeti at l'robat*- < mri
Room, in ReR'ast, in said ("nnt> *■-. W,i|.i.<, on
We* 1 nesda v, the I'.lli day of Jul\ \. D. >-.'*, a! two
o'clock in the afternoon.
i.iveu under m v ha ml the <late tirst ai*ov<* w rilb-n.
1- RANK MI ’»I.i
Deput\ Hn tl*.
M —«-iij'-r **1 the ( ..art <•; h-dvm,*' for .-aid
\
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Designs.

K\ tv urn* must practice true economy to succeed
in life. But it is no economy to Imv “shoddy” artihad Flour, had Butter and had Food of any
elcs;
\
j kind arc not economical to use at any price; a thou; sand limes worse is a “shoddy” medicine that pretends to cure, hut makes the patient worse.
fi<r*As the host food is the cheapest because it Is
;
I nutritious and strengthening to the whole system,
even in small quantities, so is a
pure medicine,
which cures every lime,even in small doses; there-
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K*j-Repairing of all kinds bone with
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Speaking of wine and beer, Bismarck says he
general!} takes what he can get. Speaking of his
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manner.

PrescripSion
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hn'i'ii'i.i), Mass March 12, l.-*L
l)r. I>. Kennedy, Handout, X. Y.
Dkak Silt:— Al»out six year.* ago I was oblige!
to resort to external treatment for the removal of
a cancerous growth on my lip. On my return home
1 became sensible that my blood needed a thorough
'll a pool, n i> i! k 11 jor granicu mat ne
cleansing- My whop? *\ .-rein, too, required toiling 1 • an sit down at any moment a ml
.-pin off any
lip. While easing about for lie- be.-t tnedieine to number of verses on
an> subject wiiieb ma\ be
.!. thu your "KAVOKITK liKMEDY" «a> w.
as
to
siieb
to
1)ini;
in
I
congratulations
('"mnu'iided
that
resolved
.-ugge>ted
to |
my hearing
highly
I did so, and the re*ult surprised me. it was | the writer's nreat-grandmother on her reaching
try it
effected so quickly and eompletelv. i soon got over i her hundredth war. an elegy on an infant aged
the depre**ion produced i•> tin* operation, and I -ix week-, an ode for the Fourth of
July in a
since the “FAVORITE REMEDY,” which 1 have j Western
township not to he found in Lippiucontinued to take in small doses, has kept me in
e<»U’> last edition, perhaps ;i valentine for some
such health and strength a* 1 never had '"More, nor 1
bueolie lover who believes that wooing in
expected * have. It is lh best blood purifier in
rhyme i- the way to win the object of his affecthe world. I am sure of that.
tions.’
MATTHEW FARRELL.
[June Atlantic.
Yours,
24 Adams street
In all cases when a consultation is deemed desirwas
a
Success.

DR. DAVID
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charge of tin- Rook
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BELFAST.

one
sexton, in making his report of burials,
i- explicit to a commendable degree. For in
-lame, .smdi entries as this occur: “Hied, John
>niith; male; aged three, days; unmarried.”

jI
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HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

Old Books & Music M A R
Magazines,
Round in the
substantial
Ms**

Literary

money from which, it is taken for granted,
go*-- into liis pocket. Consequently, all siibscripti >n papers are handed to him for his signature, and ever, needy stranger who has
heard his name comes to him for assistance.
‘He is \p<fti-'l to suhsri ihe for all periodicals, aud is goaded by receiving blank formula.1,
which, with their promises to pay. lie is expected to till up.
‘lie receives two or three book- daily, with
requests to read and give his opinion about,
each of them, which opinion, if i: has a word
which can be u-ed as an a«Ivci ti-' inent, he will
tind quoted in all the newspapers.
“*ilc receives thick ina-se- ot manuscript,
prose and verse, which he is cnle-d upon to examine and pronounce on their merit.-; these
manuscripts having almost invariably been rejected In the editors to whom they have been
sent, aud having as a rule no literary value
whatever.
‘lb i- expected to sign petitions, to contribute to journals, to write for fairs, to attend
celebrations, to make after-dinner speeches, to
send money lor objects he does not believe in to
nlaccs lie rn-ver heard of.
"11 is rail- (1 on it» keep up correspondences
with unknown admirers, w ho begin bv saving
they have no claim upon his time, and then appropriate it b\ writing page after page, if of
the male sex ; and sheet after sheet, if of the
I other.
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Smoked

Orders from die e<>untr\ promptlv attended
d.-liven d free t*. all*parts -d the city.

he matched in this
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F. H. FRANCIS & CO.,

dormers, and bay-window*, may
A CAHD-—To all who are suffering from errors
the purpose cl ornamentation.
For a and indiscretions ot youth, nervous weakness, ear
wooden house nothing more *ub*lantial. pco- ly decay, lo.-s of manhood, Ac., I will send a recipe
that w ill cure you, FRFF OF CI1 A RH F. This great
the eye can lie «tevi-ed
uouiieal. ami pleasing
i\.md\ was discovered by a missionary in South
than one designed in good Proportions, with•hm-ni'i.
>cnd self-addressed envelope to Ri v.
out any ornamentation whatever, and entirely Jo.ski n T.
Ivr2'.i
Inman, station J), Xeto York.
covered with shingle*, stained, perhaps in two
A Mystery solved. "Why do we lire cannon and
or three lint*.
The stain, in wealing away,
our jov over Washington’s birthday, ami
will not become shabby, like paint, but be express
not over niiitid'” asked an Austin school teacher.
surfaces will assume weather-beaten gray*,
"Bo .iiisc Washington is dead and you ain’t,” was
soft and harmonious, and slightly
varying, the irreveicut reply.
according to tin* original hue The stain may
I’UNSIMPTIU.V CIBEU.
be renewed win n desired, or tin- natural hues
An old physician, retired from practice*,
which Nature gives allowed to stay, a* they
having
had
in
hi- hands by an Fast India missiouplaced
have been imparted by ber kindly touch. Then,
ar> tin- formula of a simple vegetable remedy for
as vines clamber over the wails, and trees and
the -peedy and permanent cure of Consumption,
shrubbery grow up roundabout, from year to ! Bronchitis,
Catarrh, Asthma and all throat and
year the bouse will gain character a> a home I Hung Alb-'-tions, also a positive and radical cure
and become dearer to the heart* of the dwellers
’or V'twou- Debility and all Nervous Complaints,
therein.
after having tested its wonderful curative powers
[From < biting for June.
’•'•i thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make
it known to Ills, suffering fellows. Actuated by this
Some of the
of a
ni"tive and a desire to relieve human suffering 1
w ill si ml free of charge, to all who desire it, tnis
ivejpr, in Herman, French or Fnglish, with full
dire.'ions tor preparing and using. Sent by mail
1(Y OI.IVKlt WIMIIXI
ilol.MIS.
b> addressing with stamp, naming tliis paper, W.
‘11* i- siij»| om i| to l.r a millionaire, in virA. Nov K.s, i-ID Power's Block, Rochester, A".
2<;teow42
tue of the immense salt s of his books, all the

PERFUMERY

Law

out-

remedy simplv because it

substantive and
w oman was an
adjective. We don’t doubt the gen
t1, man’s word, but it woman is an adjective she’?
one of that variety which can’t be compared.
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Man's FI V/. COXCHU S.S HOOT.

Honey the great Cough cure,25c.,50c.&$l j
Glenn's-Sulphur *oap heals & beautifies, 25c.
German Corn Iteinovcr kills Corns & Bunlona
Hill's Hair and Whisker Dye—Black and Brown, 60c.
Pike's Toothache Drops cure in 1 Minute.25c
Dean’s Itlieumatic Pills arc a sure cure, Me,
wrote

at
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•Shirts and Bloime*

be'ter boot than >y<* have ever sold
lore for the same money.
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Ladies'
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I

wholesale

Best boot in the market for the money.

More Man non,non American chromos have been
sold in Kurope in the last live years, and art is sup.
1 t<> be jumping right along like a kangaroo
p
chased by a lion.

|

Hoots,

CALF HOOT,

MUX'S
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Farm, tianlcn.
Flow»t Beil.

Fish in their Season,
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Ml solid leather.

$2.00.
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ANNUAL SALFS, 50.000 TONS.

And Pickled Fish.

of

more

Hoys' Calf Taj)

More people, adults and children, are troubled
with costiveness than with any other ailment. Dr.
Ilrui
HaMcr’s Mandrake Hitters will cure cost ivcne.-s and prevent the diseases which result from it.

lb-ally good
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DANIEL HAUADKN and K. il. HANrA, Belfast, Me.
0. W. LANK, Brooks, Me.
MILL Head of the Tide, North Belfast, Me.
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Ladies’

itn.uit a bunch of green Hopshun ad the vile, poisonous
“Hop-” in their name.

the
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Islesborc. Castine l Brooksville.
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last <»ar, and take particular pains to keep widtc

we would
new pro-

First—It Is equal in soilness to the best Frcuch
kid.
Second -It will not crack or turn purple.
Third It has all the elegance of French kid
with none of it' defects, and can lie sold a: a much
less price.
Fourth It Is made with IIAWkIVs lAIPKOYKI)
FLKAIRLF INNKK SOLK, making the Bool as tlevlble a> hand sewed goods.
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to »m.i wr.

I). LANK, Agent.Belfast.
ALVIN A1 '-TIN, \gent.
Boston.
I ARKS LITTLKKIKLO. I.en’l Supt.Boston.
W ILLIAM II. HILL, .lr., (<en. Manager
Boston.
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None should be deceived, however, as the word WELCOME
and the Clasped Hands are

j
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At a Probate Court held
Bedfast, within an l lot
the County of Waldo, *e ; he second Tuesday of
June, A. I). 1885.
W. K s<)W I.TON. iiv. mg presented a p Jitiolt
J
that J A ME" >■ 11AKI;| M A N, Exeeubu of the
U F.I.C- late *i Northestate of JONATHAN 1
port, in said County of Waldo, deceased, may be
to
authorized to convey
hen <attain reai -tale ot
said deceased, to carry im etl'ecl a eontr »ct made
bv him in his life time.
give no
-( Ivnowlt"
Ordered, That the
lire to ail persons inter* -led by can
,g a copy
of i* i- ..rdcr to he publl
,-d three wi k- -nccc-ivciv in the Republican .1 rnal, print- talBelta-i,
the! t it.-, ina v appear at a I h obat.e ('"* d, to be In- Id
at P.elt.ist, within ami tor d*I county. m Mie second
lock t>» I mu
’L'uesdav of July next, c lea J tl
noon, ami show cause,
a.*
the;, ave. w !u the
J
aid
granted
I ra\er *-f -aid petition
bKi
I JOHN >< »N Judge.
A tv*i
i;
Attest
p. Fit l*. Register.
p.

Washing Quality, which gives
it every advantage over Soaps
of doubtful character; practically recommended by other
manufacturers in imitating it.|
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But DOES possess the FULL
VALUE of every Legitimate
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architecture, however, looks as well fifty year*
hence as it doe* to-da\. whatever the prevailing style may be. In building a bouse, the
true way i* i" make its plan as convenient as
possible, and let it* exterior eon form thereto.
>ymmetriettl lines and good proportions give a
hou*e it* artistic character, and not its ornamentation. The best !iou*es are those which
have little i-r no ornameutatiott for ornrmentation's -ake.- although useful features, like

E. P. Hanson,
Beaver St.. Belfast

with

these hitters

SPECIALTY.

A

Call ami

Kvery bottle of Arnica ami Oil Liniment sold is
an .inicd by the proprietors to
give satisfaction or

among the mchard* almost as naturally as the
great bowlders in the pasture-. A kindseapt
photograph into whirl, the average trim dwelling intrude* j> a proof o! how t ry ing to nut oral
b« attty i- lit-- usual abode of man ii! tlii- country. \\‘ell-in* atiing etlorts h,i\e b n mud-'to
remedy this ugliness by the addition of adornment. which. liowevt r. being lor the most part
plirposele--. and adding to ltie eost w ithoul any
eorrespotiding benefit. only aggravates the \il.
The jig-sawed work drops away, the gay paint
washes otl. and a distressing shabbiuess ensue*.
Kv.-n wlieti sitch a bouse i* kept in small repair. t!»* change of fashion in ••architectural
millinery makes it look ridiculous. like a wo-

My trade ha> INLkK.\>KD
LAKGFLY each year, as people have round that
carriage it i.- ahvay< a
when 1 WARRANT
good one and will *tnnd hard u-agc b -t « a!l and
1

For Ladies!

ll lie.”

appearance and identify them with the landAn average village, unless so embowscape.
ered as to conceal its construction, looks too
much ike an e-cumulation of dry-goods crab -.
l'he nearest approach lo harmonization with
nature
generally lo be found in old. weatherbeaten farmhouse*, nestling in their fields

line of LIGHT LA UIU \Gl>.

M<*.

MANUFACTURING for CUSTOMERS

The man who tried to get into a Philadelphia
jewelry -tore b\ wav of the root and tin* chimney
lias reported bis capture as due to the “defective

few word- a- lo domestic architecture.
rural dwellings are. almost universally
throughout the country, of wood. In consequence ii is didicult to overcom** their box-like

it) the

B has also cured my wife, who had been sick
for years; and lias kept her and my children
well and hi alt by with from two to three bottles
ear.
There is no need to be sick at all if
1 < r

at Belfast, within
on the second

C. AM.AIM). Administratrix of the esfate of ISAAC \M.AKI), late of Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
for a license to sell and convey certain
a petition
real estate of said deceased at public or private
sale.
Ordered, That the -aid Administratrix give notice to all persons interested by causing a copy
of this order to be published three weeks success,
ivelv in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a 1'rohuic Court, to in* liehl
at Belfast, within and tv said County, on tin- second Tuesday of July n«*\t, at ten of the clock
if any they nave,
before noon", and allow
wliy the prayer of said petition should uot be
CH<» K .JOlINSt >N, Judge.
granted.
A true copy. Attest:— B. P. Fiki.h, Register.
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purity.
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Harper. Pimpkin. Brewster, Side spring" and Lane Pros* springs.
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Waldo Woolen Mill,
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Belfast, dune in, iss-Y—dwil

An ounce of prevention worth a pound of cure,”
is an old adage but true.
In view ni predictions that this country is liable
to be vi-ited by more than an ordinary amount oi
contagious diseases this year, it behooves all to inquire abort and practice every sanitary measure,
c.-pecially eleauiitiess, which,as a preventive, offers
one
one means of escape at least; and in this how
important the article ot Soap as to quality tit for
use; certainly all interior grades, made so by foreign substances and adulterations of a questionable
character, should be rejected, that there may be no
taint h it <oi the person or clothes which might in
any way invite the germs of these various diseases.
A iii st class article, made by known reliable manufacturers, is tin' only kind that can be safely used
•r recommended.
In the use of a standard soap,
like the “Welcome,’' made by Curtis Davis .V Co.,
there can be no risk, being the goods of a linn
whose name on soap is a sulfieient guarantee of its

To ave*ng«* one's se*If is to e-emb ss that one
ha-* bee*n wounded, but it U not tie* part of a
noble- mind lobe woini led by an injury; u great
mind, amt one which is eem-eituis of its own
worth, does not avenge- an injury, because it
does not feel it. [.Seneca.

.11 and Ame.-lmry with
returned fr<>m P„
stork of eurria^e.- ever offered in Bel-

nvr
e

languid

lb ui'-mber if \lion marry for beauty, thou
bind* s tlivsell all thy lib- b*r that whit ii ]*«*rutil neither last nor please* then* one
ehanee
ye ar: and when them hast ii. it will be to thee
of no price ;ti all.
[Sir Waiter Rale igh.

CARRIAGES!
I

intense- ap-

that believed that if a
man were permitted to make all the baliaeN, he
Wiie»
llee el Dot cafeshotliel make* the- laws e»f a
nation.
[Fle-tehcr ‘*1 Saltoun.
1 kne

GEO.

Mr- Ha.-com says she doesn’t see why they want
to make such a Hiss about whether prominent
Americans have oat-of-anus or not. She says if it
was coats without arms it would he something to
talk about.

l)o something, elo it now. with all thy might
An angel’s wing would droop if long at rest,
and <» 'd himself inactive were no longer blest.

Opening Sale of Fine
t

to

happy.

Cheaper than cheap.

"dure liii ili my baby had running sores all over
his head, and the doctors said that he must die, for
they could not heal them. 1 used everything I ever
hcai-d "i, but it was no good. He got so bad that
lie would not nurse. My husband's sister told me
M try Sulphur Hitters'as she had great faith in
them. 1 iiMrd a bottle and the sores commenced to
heal. Alter using two bottles m >re, the sores all
heah d and 1 considered iny baby saved.—Mother,
*2w2(»
Concord, X. 11.

The n i* almost no man hut sees dearer and
sharper the* vice's in a speaker than the virtues.
[Ren Jonson.
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BABY

you will he made

prices

*ret

for the

“I called tin* doctors again, and after several
wt eks they lell me a
cripple on crutches for life, as
they said. I met a friend and told him my case, and
he said Hop Bitters had cured him and would cure
me.
I poohed at him, but lie was so earnest 1 was i
induct’d to use them again.
In less than lour weeks I threw away iuy crutches
and went to w,.rk lightly and kept on using the
bitter- tor live weeks, until I became as w. II as any
man living, and have been so for six years since.

Mrs, POTT'S COLD HANDLE SADIRONS

That fellow who swallowed a trade dollar the
•tlier day is probably the only man in the country
who i- heartily and sincerely glad that the government didn’t put in the other fifteen cents.
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Wm. Anson Wood Mowing Machine,
('all and
and

myself and patients.”
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nds in haste, and when thou
friend part not with him ill haste. [So-

a
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hunting through my system

At a Probate Coart add
the County of Waldo,
June, A. I>. 1885.

Never varies, does not contain
one particle of the adulterations used to reduce the cost of

The second dose eased me so much that 1 slept I
two hours, something 1 had not done for two !
months. Before 1 had used live bottles,! was well j
and at w.u k a- hard as any man could, for over
three weeks; hut I worked too hard for niv strength, !
and taking a hard eold, 1 was taken with the most
acute and painful rheumatism all through my sys- ;
h m that ever was known.

full line of

a

the end of my toes and to my

pain.

prices that will satisfy the purchaser.
Also

used Seott’s Emulsion in my own ease and found it
a mo.-t valuable preparation, and have since used
it extensively In my practice with surprising re-

who

od to go

25 EAGLE HORSE RAKES

Emulsion of Pure
Cod Liver Oil, with Hypophosphltes.
Dr. <>. Killing, of Oakland, Cal., says: “1 have

If a gentleman be to study any language it
should be that of hi* own country. |Locke.

the country.

Every CARRIAGE WARRANTED in
particular, whether in private use or it
run in a LIVERY STABLE,

brave.

to

Of

every

for sale at

to

on my bed at
times!
“The Doctors tried in vain to relieve me, but
to no purpose.
Murph im and other opiates !
“Jiad uo effect!
“After two mouths I was given up to die!!!!
“When my wife
heard a neighbor tell what IIop Bitters had
don.- for her, she at once got uud gave me |
some.
The lirst dose eased my brain and seem- ;

as last year, and prices will be made so
low that St will make you DIZZY to pet them.

I

[®m

Kidneys.

brain!
“Which made me delirious!
“From agony!!!!
“It took three men to hold me

Same

* 1),u •««'»■»* AND Dk.AI.EHS.
o.. Itnliiinoi-c. V;irvljiml, I'. S. A.

Scott's

ungrateful

Procure

(he

them in tin* fall and then turn them loose
lor themselves in the winter.”

July.

stand in need of aid.

by j’perienceit trackmen. I
ran
compete in prices irith any
first-class t'arriaye manufactory

A

••Papa,” what is Wall street?” Wall street is a
place where they raise lambs in the spring, shear

ad so sad! and all so sad!
[Harriet Prescott spotlbnl, in Harper’s Maga-

Gems of

and

u"

“A severe cold, ending in a hard, dry cough,
aus« .I me to puss many sleepless nights, coughing
until it seemed as though my head would burst. 1
told ui\ friends that 1 must die. I was advised to
try hr. Seth Arnold's Cough Killer. First dose was
a great surprise; slept all night in peace.
It cured
me right up.
Persuaded my triends to try it and
it has cured every case."—Marshal H. Moody, &outh
Hadley, Mass.
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Wagons,

from

‘•Extending

MARDEN,!

'll] mat

anti laing AfliM'liwiis.

and

Sated

hurrying hours, when ago i- nigh.
So breathlessly you sweep along,
so fast your Hashing circles
throng
By failing sense and dazzled eve.
We scarcely see them as they tly—

zine for

and

Mrs. Partington, dear old lady, says there are
few people now-a-days who suffer from “suggestion of the brain.”

<>

Doile Seal lions, I

Portland

Cure for

The Sisters of the

How slow you creep across the clock.
When the child waits for you to chime
The year returning in its prime—
Yet all so glad! yet all so glad!

PH/ETONS,
or

Health

CHARGE
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SURE HENRY C.
odtci-

PRO3ATE NOTICES.
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Carriage Department
SAFE.
PROMPT,
CouBlia, Cold*,

Escape.

Kochkstkk, June 1,1882. “Ten
Tears ago I was attacked with the most
intense and deathly pains in my back and
*

Ceo. O. BAILEY’S

The above is from the Record of the 11th
instant. I will give $10,000 for an authentic
copy of St. James’s version of the Bible; and
also $20,000 for proof from it that any person
“cau be saved and go to heaven” by being baptised by immersion.
Fskudobaptos.

July.

High Days

DOUBLE SEAT SURREYS,
Grocery,

CARRIAGES!

REWARD.—1Truth wanted. One thousand dollars will be paid to the person
\\ h«» will prove
by St. James’s version of the Bible
( without Hible contradiction ) that any man or woman
can be saved and go to heaven without being baptized by immersion.
Money ready. We mean
business. Inquire or address
H. K. COLLINS, or
H. T. RANDALL,
Mansfield, Mass.

xIOOnf

Education.
Academy of the Visitation,
are
Frederick, Md.,
amongst those in charge of
Oh! Summer is here, and the hammocks
educational institutions who use Red Star Cough
In the shadiest places are hung
Cure
and
it
to
their
give
pupils. They write that
From the houghs of the trees, and there’s always 1
they can heartily recommend It to their friends.
Some sweet, pretty girl to be swung;
“Do I believe there is such a thing as a haunted
And the ground for croquet is quite ready.
house?” asked Fogg. “That depends upon how
And the time for lawn tennis has come’
good-looking the girl is who lives in it.”
Ami also for dancing by moonlight.
Ki-tiddity-iddity turn!
“There is nothing like Dr. Thomas’ Electric Oil
to quickly cure a cold or relieve hoarseness.” WritBi-tiddity-iddity turn!
ten In Mrs. M. .1. Fellows, Burr Oak, St. Joseph
[Margaret E>tinge, in Editor’s Drawer. HarCo., Mich.
for

Top k Open Buggies,
Extension

Narrow

[Boston Record.]

01"

Ob! Summer is here, and the waters
Are flashing and sparkling as though
Many beautiful rainbows bad on them
Been shattered and left there to glow;
And over them snowy-winged vessels
Before the wind gracefully go,
Every now and then courtesyiug lightly.
Yo ho ho! yo ho ho! yo ho ho!
Y'o ho ho! yo ho ho! yo ho ho!

A good assortment

$30,000.

A Chance to Earn

:,n

I

this

..f

ihnCl

Dissolution of

[

Copartnership

rPllPlinn>{ \v\|. PI l1 lll.U.V si >\ is by nmtu a
I
eon so n I dissolved ibis eighth dav of dune, iss'i
\
person Inn. ini: u Milled accounts with us wi!
i'c
call on O- ar XV. Pitcher or N. P Keen.
pi.
ox XU XV. PITCH Kit.
S A It A! I XX'. PITCH Kit.
Belfast, June S, 1885.—3w24*

